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VABSTRACT
ON THE STRUCTURE OF HI I REGIONS AND
THEIR DISTRIBUTION IN THE GALAXY
June, 1979
Felix J. Lockman
B.S. Drexel University
Ph.D. University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. G. R. Huguenin
This dissertation concerns the use of radio recombination lines
to determine structure of HII regions and the distribution of HII re-
gions in the Galaxy. The first three chapters treat the formation and
transfer of radio recombination lines and examine various processes
that effect our ability to deduce nebular properties from radio obser-
vations. It is shown that recombination line intensities are influenced
in a non-linear fashion, by the geometric structure of a nebula. If
there are variations in the path length through even an isothermal, homo
geneous HII region, the line-to-continuum ratio will vary from point to
point across the nebula. When observed with an antenna beam, the
measured line-to-continuum ratios may be quite different from the true
values. Certain analytic shortcuts that are often used in place of a
full analysis are discussed and shown to give systematically erroneous
results. The behavior of a simple class of inhomogeneous models is
examined in detail to show how some information on the nebular tempera-
ture, density and geometry can be determined given adequate data.
Comparison of model results with observations of Orion A shows that the
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nebula must have a specific radial temperature gradient. Nebular ex-
pansion is considered, and calculations suggest that this process can
broaden lines sufficiently to remove discrepancies between observed and
purely thermal linewidths.
In Chapter IV, the distribution of dense HII regions is derived
using kinematic models based on circular rotation and density-wave
theory. The HII regions are found to extend inwards to within 3 kpc
of the galactic center; they have the smallest scale height of any
known species. The average distance of HII regions from the galactic
plane varies systematically with distance from the galactic center.
Kinematic models of the observed quantities indicate that the nebulae
lie in a narrow pattern like a spiral or a set of ring segments. This
conclusion is independent of the precise kinematics of the Galaxy. A
survey of less dense ionized gas is described in Chapter V. Moderate
density ionized gas is seen at all positions observed at b = 0° between
2° < I ^ 45°. Although it may be more confined to the inner Galaxy,
this medium appears to fill a larger volume of the plane than dense
nebulae do. The absence of HII regions from large areas of the Galaxy
that are well populated by atomic and molecular clouds indicates that
the formation of massive stars does not result simply from the presence
of molecular clouds, but requires an additional factor like a density
wave.
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CHAPTER I
THE FORMATION AND TRANSFER OF RADIO RECOMBINATION LINES
a) The Hydrogen Atom
The hydrogen atom, excited to levels which produce recombination
lines in the radio wavelength range, can have a diameter of a few mi-
crons. The low density of the interstellar medium allows such highly ex-
cited atoms to have a reasonable lifetime, but because of their large
cross sections they are strongly coupled to their immediate environment
through collisions with free electrons. When collisions become too fre-
quent or too intense, the quantized character of the excited states can
be destroyed. Thus the physical state of these hydrogen atoms cannot be
described without a knowledge of their environment and, conversely, from
a description of the state of these hydrogen atoms information about their
environment is gained. Any description of excited hydrogen atoms in an
astrophysical context is necessarily statistical.
The energy of a highly excited hydrogen atom is primarily related
to the value of its principal quantum number, n. Electronic transitions
between n + An and n produce photons which, for n a, 40 and An << n, have
frequencies in the radio range, v ^ 100 GHz. A particular electronic
transition to level n in hydrogen will be designated by the symbol Hn
plus a Greek letter suffix to indicate the value of An: a for An = 1, g
for An = 2, etc. The spectral lines arising from these transitions are
called recombination lines; they are commonly formed in clouds of nearly
wholly ionized hydrogen called emission nebulae or HII regions. Various
aspects of the formation and transfer of radio recombination lines have
been considered by Kardashev (1959), Goldberg (1966, 1968), Palmer (1968),
Dupree and Goldberg (1969), Hjellming et al . (1969), Churchwell (1970),
Brocklehurst and Seaton (1972), Gordon (1974), and Lockman and Brown
(1976). While most of the material in this Chapter has been developed in
the aforementioned references, it is important that the basic relation-
ships be reviewed and often cast into a form particularly suited for
later use. Virtually all of the effects treated in Chapters II and III
follow directly from the basic formulae discussed in this Chapter.
For radio astronomical purposes the state of a hydrogen atom can be
described solely in terms of its principal quantum number n. For n ^ 40,
collisions are very effective in redistributing electrons among various
angular momentum states according to a statistical distribution which is
simply related to n (Pengelly and Seaton, 1964; Brocklehurst, 1971).
Fine structure splitting of these high levels produces frequency shifts
orders of magnitude less than the spread in the lines due to Doppler
motions (Palmer, 1968), and hence the energy of a transition (or the fre-
quency) is given by the well known Rydberg relation which is a function
only of n and its change An. Thus the rest frequency, v^, of a recombi-
nation line is
V = R c
o a n^ m^
(1)
where Z is the effective nuclear charge, c is the velocity of light,
is the appropriate Rydberg constant and m = n + An. The Rydberg constant
for an atom of mass m is related to the infinite mass constant R^
3where is the mass of an electron. For n » 1 and An « n, a useful
approximation to eq. (1) is
2 Z2 R c An
''o
' ! ' (3)
Motion of the atom along the line of sight will produce an observ-
ed frequency v shifted from the rest frequency by an amount given by
the radio astronomical convention for the classical Doppler formula
^ - ^0
= _ I • (4)
Vq C
b) The Formation of Hydrogen Recombination Lines
The interaction of a hydrogen atom with a radiation field, either
through emission or absorption of a photon, involves three processes
which are schematically listed below:
Spontaneous emission: m n + hv : A
m,n
Absorption: n + hv m : B I
n,m V
Stimulated emission: n + hv -> n + 2hv : B I .
m,n V
Here m represents an atom with an electron occupying the principal quantum
number m > n, and the rates of the processes are given by the Einstein
coefficients A and B, and may also depend on the specific intensity of the
radiation field at the frequency of the transition.
The total number of absorptions, N
,
per unit volume between
Si
states n and m is the difference between the absorption and the stimu-
lated emission rates weighted by the populations, N and N
, of eachn m
level:
N = (N B - N B ) I . (5)a n n,m m m,n v '
The number of absorptions per unit frequency is given by eq. (5) mul-
tiplied by a suitable frequency profile function 0^. This function
describes the frequency distribution of photons arising from a single
transition, and is assumed to be the same for stimulated and spon-
taneous emission and for absorption. It will be discussed in §Ic. Un-
less there is a possibility of confusion, quantities will be written
without their frequency subscripts and will, unless otherwise speci-
fied, refer to a single transition.
It is convenient to work, with the line absorption coefficient
K
, defined as
K = N hv/l (6)La V
or, from eq. (5)
,
< = hv (N B - N B ) (|) , (7)
L n n,m m m,n v
and the emission coefficient (the emissivity)
, j ,
Li
j = hv N A (}) / Att, (8)
-^L m m,n v
where the factor Att accounts for the isotropy of spontaneous emission.
The absorption coefficient can be positive or negative; negative values
occur when stimulated emission outweights absorption.
The Einstein coefficients are related in the following way:
2 A
g B = g B = -^-HiH a
°n n,m °m m,n 2hv^ 4ti ^m' (9)
thwhere g^, the statistical weight of the i level, has a value of 2i
for hydrogenic atoms. Expressing k in terms of eq. (9),
Li
K, =
8ttv'
N - N
L n g^ m _ m,n V (10)
The level populations, and N^, are functions of the thermodynamic
state of the atom, and depend on the number and energy of collisions be-
tween the atom and free electrons. In general the population does not
depend on the value of I (Dyson, 1967; Brocklehurst and Seaton, 1972).
The Boltzmann equation relates N and N :
^ m n
N g
— exp( -hv/kT )
g, exN
(11)
n n
where T , often called the excitation temperature, is a number (in
ex
temperature units) chosen so that eq. (11) is true. The value of the
excitation temperature depends on the specific transition and the thermo-
dynamic state (i.e., the temperature and the density of the ensemble of
atoms) and is a quantity of limited use given the enormous number of pos-
sible recombination line transitions. It is more convenient to work in
terms of the kinetic electron temperature, T^, which is a state variable
6In an ensemble of atoms. The assumption of Local Thermodynamic Equi-
librium (LTE) is that T = T
, giving
V 8m
jp;- = — exp(-hv/kT ), (12)
n ^n
^
where quantities marked with an asterisk are those derived under the as-
sumption of LTE. A single parameter, dependent only on the principal
quantum number of a level and not on the actual transition, relates N *
n
to N :
n
N
\~=f* ' (13)
n
Because the level populations are virtually independent of I, the so-
called departure coefficient b, which measures the departure of the pop-
ulation of a level from its LTE value, can be uniquely determined from
the thermodynamic state of a gas. The relative population ratio is
N b g b N *mm / , ,/i m \ mm /,/\
N-
= rr exp(-hv/kT^) = (14)
n n n n n
Thus, when the statistical weights are evaluated.
"l
=
8ttv'
1 - exp(-hv/kT )b e
n
-2 N * b A
n'^ n n m,n
(15)
The LTE population of level n, N^*, can be calculated from the
electron and proton densities and by the Saha equilibrium
equation:
N * = N N
n e p
V 1. 5
2TTkT m
e e '
expd /kT ),
n e (16)
where is the (positive) energy required to ionize the electron out
of level n. Both this equation and that of Boltzmann [eq. (12)] as-
sume that the level populations are in equilibrium, i.e., that they
vary on timescales long compared to those for spontaneous and stimu-
lated emission.
The combined equations (15) and (16) can be separated into three
*
parts: an LTE absorption coefficient which, when b = b = 1, is
L n m
the correct expression for k_
, a term involving the ratio b /b , andL ° m n'
the single coefficient b^. With this division and the substitution of
eq. (16), eq. (15) becomes
(17)
where
c^ [ h2 1
1
27Tm kT
^ e e ^
1 - e
-hv/kT,
exp(I /kT^) A (}) (18)
n e m,n v
e = (1 - ^
exp(-hv/kT^)) / (1 - exp(-hv/kT^)), (19)
n
and the A coefficient is expressed in terms of the absorption oscillator
strength f :
n,m
V =
STT^e^Vo^ n 2
^m,n m c^ n,m .
e '
(20)
The quantity 3 in eq. (19) should not be confused with the symbol 6 used
to designate a An = 2 transition.
When hv/kT^ << 1, corresponding to v(GHz) << 21 T^, the exponential
containing this quantity in eq. (18) can be expanded, and
h fre'
L kT m c
e e
27Tm kT
,
e e '
1.5
exp(I /kT ) n2 (v (}) ) f N N . (21)n e o V n,m e p
Under the same conditions the exponential term in eq. (19) can be ex-
panded in a form first derived by Goldberg (1966),
b r
n
1 -
kT
e
hv
b -b
m n
m
(22)
Since the ratio b^/h^ is usually very close to unity, it will be neglect-
ed in later evaluations of 3. It is useful to approximate the difference
between the departure coefficients by an expression of the following form:
^m ^ d(ln(bn))
~b~" " "~d^^
m
(23)
which is acceptably accurate when b^ b^. A good approximation to the
absorption oscillator strength, f^
^,
is given by Goldwire (1968) and
9Menzel (1968):
%==M(An) (14-1.5^), (24)
where M(l) = 0.19077, M(2) = 0.02633, M(3) = 0.0081056, M(4) = 0.0034917
and M(5) = 0.0018118.
These transformations give an expression for k which depends only
on the thermodynamic state variables (T^, and N^)
,
and on quantities
which are a function of n and An; b
,
And(ln(b ))/dn, (f )/n and v.
n n n,m
Hydrogen departure coefficients and their derivatives have been calculated
by Brocklehurst (1970) for many densities and frequencies when 2500 <. T
e
<. 20000 K, and by Hoang-Binh and Walmsley (1974) and by Brown (1979) for
lower temperatures. It is convenient to evaluate the constants in eq.
(21) and to express the absorption coefficient in units of pc ^;
_q f N N
K * = 1.62828x10 " expd /kT ) n^ (v ^ )
-V4 , (25)L n e n o v T 2,5 »
e
3
where some authors prefer to substitute eq. (3) for the factor n , The
exponential term is often omitted because it is usually very close to
unity.
The emission coefficient can also be separated into LTE and non-
LTE parts by writing J J • ^"^^ emission coefficient is related
to the LTE absorption coefficient through Kirchkoff's law:
^ - ^^^e^ =^ exp(hv/kT ) - 1 ' ^^^^
10
i^(T^), the Planck function, Is given by the Rayleigh-Jeans
proximation
B (T ) ^
V e (27)
when hv << kT
e
c) The Line Profile Ftinctlon
The frequency distribution of photons from a single transition
is given by the line profile function (j), which is the convolution of three
functions
:
where <\>^ is the "natural damping profile" arising from the finite spread
in the energy of any bound state, cj^^ is the Doppler profile due to random
motions of the atoms along the line of sight, and (J)^ is the profile
function resulting from perturbation of the bound states by nearby par-
ticles. The integral of the profile function over frequency is unity.
Radio recombination lines have natural profiles much narrower than their
Doppler profiles, so the first term will be ignored.
The profile function arising from random motion of the atoms is a
normalized Gaussian function
~
"^n
*
*D
* (28)
'^D^''^
^ exp{-(a (v-v^)/v^)^>»
o
(29)
11
where
^™a^^l 0.5
2kT, 2.32483x10'
m (AMU) 0. 5
(30)
is the rest frequency of the transition, is the inass of the atom
and is a characteristic "Doppler temperature". The Gaussian distri-
bution is characterized by a full-width at half-maximum (commonly re-
ferred to as the "line width") of Av^^ in velocity units or Av^ in
frequency units where
Avp(km/s) = 0.21471
Im (AMU)
a ^
0.5
(31)
and for convenience the atomic mass has been expressed in AMU. In the
absence of turbulent motions = T^. Typical hydrogen recombination
lines have a width characterized by T^^ 2l 2T^ indicating that microturbu-
lence or macroturbulence contributes half of the Doppler line width. In
this section we take the volume of gas to be small enough that there are
no ordered motions within it. That is, macroturbulent motions such
as expansion, rotation, etc., are assumed to be negligible. In real
nebulae such motions may play a major role in determining the line shape.
This will be discussed in later sections.
The profile function resulting from broadening of the energy levels
by collisions has the general form of a Lorentzian profile
12
<|)j(v) = y/{27t((v-v )2 + (y/2)2)}. (32)
with a full-width at half-maximum of y. The convolution of Lorentzian
and Gaussian profiles gives a normalized Voigt function
o
H(a,x) a a
o
-^2
a^+(t-x)^ (33)
where
(34)
and
X = a (v - V )/v . (35)o o ^ ^
The quantity a gives the ratio of impact to Doppler broadening, and the
|
parameter x is the displacement from line center in units of half-l/e- i
widths of the Doppler component of the function. When a ^ 0, eq. (33) I
i
can be reduced to the Doppler form and when a ^ °° eq. (33) can be reduced
j
to the Lorentzian form (Hummer, 1965). The evaluation of y, and hence
j
was a matter of considerable uncertainty in early studies of radio re-
combination lines, but since the work of Griem (1967) and the re-evalua-
tion of the problem by Brocklehurst and Leeman (1971) and Peach (1972) I
it appears that the line broadening processes for highly excited electron
j
transitions in hydrogen and hydrogen-like atoms are fairly well understood.
13
We will use an expression for the quantity a given by Griem (1974)
a = 9.253x10-1^ f^ff T^"^ (m^(AMU) /T^)'-^ {i, + ln(6. 366x10"^ ^)}
(36)
where the mass of the atom is again given in AMU. The strong depend-
ence of a on the principal quantum number is not unexpected since as
n increases not only does the atomic cross section for collisions in-
crease, but each collision produces a large perturbation on the less
tightly bound electrons. From eq. (36) it is clear that, for a given
N
,
it is theoretically possible to find an n such that y « Av and
collisional broadening is negligible. Similarly, for y >> hv^ lines
will noticeably depart from Gaussian shape, a circumstance that will
occur in hydrogen when
^ 7x10^ (n/100)-^*'^ cm"^ . (37)
This expression was obtained by evaluating an approximation to eq. (36)
given in Brocklehurst and Seaton (1972) for T = 10^ K, T^ = 2T and
e D e
a = 0.83.
The Voigt function must be evaluated numerically, although tables
of its value for certain ranges of a and x are given by Hummer (1965)
and by Finn and Mugglestone (1965) . Approximations to the Voigt
function are also available, for example that of Kielkopf (1973). An
excellent critical summary of the methods available for the calculation
of Voigt profiles is given by Drayson (1976).
14
d) The Continuum Emission
Interactions between free charged particles produce continuous
thermal bremsstrahlung (free-free) radiation which is the major source
of radio emission in most nebulae; emission and absorption from bound-
free processes and electron-neutral atom interactions is usually negli-
gible (e.g., Churchwell, 1970). The absorption coefficient for free-free
interactions is given by Oster (1961)
K = 0.0314 T ^'^ v"^ {ln(0.0496/vZ) + 1.5 ln(T )}N N., (38)V. e e 6 1
where v is in GHz. This formula is valid for most temperatures and den-
sities encountered in HII regions. Altenhoff et al . (1960) have de-
rived an approximation to eq. (38) which has been widely used because of
its simplicity:
K = 0.08235 T v'^'-^ N N. (39)c e e i ^ ^
where v is once again in GHz. Because the free electrons have a Maxwel-
lian energy distribution, free-free radiation is always formed under con-
ditions of LTE, and the emission and absorption coefficients are related
through eq. (26)
:
15
e) The Equation of Transfer for Radio Recombination LlnP,«
The solution of the equation of transfer for radio recond,lnation
lines is simplified by the negligible importance of scattering into and
out of the line of sight. TTius the equation of transfer can be written
dl
^ .
_
ds J (41)
where ds is an increment of distance along the line of sight from source
to observer. We will use the quantities
s
dt =
-K ds, t = /k ds,
0
I
T = /ic ds, /^2)
0
where I is the total path length through the object along the line of
sight from observer to source, to give
I = e-^ + J e ds. (43)
The emergent radiation is composed of the radiation incident on the far
side of the object, 1^, modified by the total absorption coefficient in-
tegrated through the object, together with that radiation which is formed
within the object.
Equation (43) has been solved for Isothermal homogeneous nebulae
with and without the LTE assumption (e.g., Kardashev, 1959; Goldberg
1966; Palmer, 1968), but Brocklehurst and Seaton (1972) have shown that
homogeneous models predict line shapes which are inconsistent with those
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actually observed. Brocklehurst and Seaton reduce eq. (43) to a form
which is appropriate over certain frequency ranges in isothermal nebulae,
but their solution is of limited use because isothermal models predict
incorrect line intensities for some nebulae, e.g., Orion A (Lodkman and
Brown, 1975). In addition, the departure coefficients are not analytic
functions of n, so even the Brocklehurst and Seaton approximations result
in an equation which must be evaluated numerically for models with vary-
ing density. Because numerical integration is necessary to evaluate
eq. (43) for most reasonable models, it seems preferable to deal with the
entire quantity within the integral rather than to make assumptions which
restrict the applicability of the results.
A useful form of the solution to the equation of transfer can be
derived by considering the solution to eq. (43) for a line of sight
through an homogeneous, isothermal nebula with no macroturbulent motions.
For clarity 1^ is temporarily assumed to be zero, but the final equation
will allow for radiation incident on the far side of the object. When
the medium is homogeneous and isothermal, the emission and absorption co-
efficients are constants, and k^, and
I =
-/<i ds'
e ds = -i (l -e ^ ). (44)
"l
Now consider a line of sight which intersects two regions, the first
lying between Ji' and Jl, and the second between 0 and Within each re-
gion j and K are constant. Under these circumstances eq. (43) can be
written in two parts;
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I = i, e ds +
^1 ^ ds. (45)
In the first term the upper limit on the integral in the exponential
will run to over which path k = k^. The integral in the exponent
of the second term can be written
OA- S
ds' = ^K^ + /k^ ds' (46)
and, as the first term in this expression is not a function of s, eq.
(45) becomes
I =
f
ds
-/ K ds'
0 » ^
ds (47)
which, from eq. (44), is just
V
I - I2 + e
, (48)
where and I2 are evaluated using the appropriate limits on their in-
tegrals. The solution to the equation of transfer under these conditions
has been reduced to a sum of homogeneous isothermal solutions with
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appropriate weighting factors. This equation is easily generalized to
describe the emission along any line of sight through nebulae which can
be divided into an arbitrary number, r, of isothermal homogeneous cells,
each with a line of sight extent Ax^. The emergent radiation is then
I =
il
j e ds = 5; I e ^ (49)
i=0
where
Pi = I ^-f/^-i^ • (50)
ii=i+l
Here region 1 is farthest from the observer, p = 0 when i = r, and the
effect of background radiation is included by letting = 1^ when i = 0.
When there are ordered, large-scale motions along the line of sight, the
distance increment is chosen so that a given region can be characterized
by a single velocity.
The radiation in line + continuum from a single region can be
evaluated in terms of the individual emission and absorption coefficients
f,^,-^(l-exp(-(x^^T^))} (51)
L c
where t = kAx. This can be written in terms of absorption coefficients
alone using eqs. (17), (26) and (40):
bK * + K
I = B ^ ^ {1 - exp(-(T, + T ))} (52)L+c V h^K* + < L c
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and the Planck function, B^, can be eliminated by considering the ratio
of the intensity in line + continuum to that in the continuum;
"'"L+c
^ bK * + K 1 - exp(-(T + T ))
J
^ c_ L c .
c b&K^* + 1 - exp(-T^) (^3)
Throughout this discussion the subscripts n and v have been suppressed,
but the line absorption coefficient nonetheless refer to a particular
frequency and a particular transition, and the resulting intensities are
also functions of frequency.
Specific intensities can be converted into brightness temperatures
through the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation to the Planck function
^b 2k^ ^ (54)
for hv << kTe. For example, from eqs. (40) and (44) the emergent in-
tensity in the continuum from a homogeneous isothermal medium is
j„ -T -T 2kT -T
I = -£ (1 _ e '^) = (1 - e ^) = v2 (1 - e ^) (55)
and the brightness temperature in the continuum is
-T
= (1 - e ^) . (56)
When the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation is valid, brightness temperatures
may be substituted for specific intensities and eq, (49) can be written
T, T,^ e"^ . (37,
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Note that the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation is not valid for the 2.7 K
isotropic background radiation at frequencies near 100 GHz, so in prac-
tice eq. (57) must be modified at high frequencies to take this into
account.
f) Recombination Lines from Heavier Elements
The discussion of radiative transfer in the previous section is
entirely general and will be valid for recombination line and free-free
emission from any atomic species provided that the absorption coeffi-
cients can be specified. The absorption coefficients of elements heav-
ier than hydrogen must contain terms to account for effects due to the
larger mass and the possible difference in effective nuclear charge of
these atoms. Palmer (1968) has shown that the hydrogenic approximation
(i.e., the Rydberg equation) with an integral effective charge gives an
excellent description of an electron's energy for n ^ 40.
The free-free absorption coefficient was derived assuming an in-
finite nuclear mass (Oster, 1961), and thus heavy ions with Z = 1 can
be included into in the expression for k^. If there are a signifi-
cant number of atoms with Z > 1, the absorption coefficient will have
to be written k = Zk (Z,N.(Z)).
c c ' 1
The line absorption coefficient must be modified to take into ac
count the difference in the line shape function because of the differ-
ence in atomic mass. This function, through the quantity involves
the atomic mass, the effective nuclear charge and the Doppler tempera-
ture, Tjj. A difficulty arises in evaluating T^ for each species, for
this temperature includes both thermal and turbulent motions within a
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nebulae. The thermal motion is related to the mass of an atom but the
turbulent motion is not. For this reason the Doppler temperature can
only be determined empirically through observations of Av^^, unless one
has a priori knowledge of both and the magnitude of turbulent motions.
These observations must be taken at an n where a '^^ 0, and may then be
used to predict the line shape at larger n. For these purposes it is
convenient to combine eqs. (31) and (36) and write a in terms of Av^^
a = 1.9828x10 T^ ^ %(°^a^ + ln(6 .366x10"^ -^) } , (58)
where AVjj(m^) is the Doppler line width in km/s (full-width at half-
intensity) of the species with mass m . The LTE absorption coefficient
may then be written using this expression to determine the line shape
with the appropriate ion density in place of N^.
Dielectronic recombination can overpopulate excited levels of
3
multi-electron atoms by factors of 10 relative to the LTE values. This
process is most effective at temperatures K, 10^ K, and departure coef-
ficients in this temperature range are given by Shaver (1976) for magne-
sium and calcium, and by Dupree (1969) for carbon. Dielectronic recombi-
nation is not very effective for helium at normal nebular temperatures
(T^ '\j 10 K) , or for any of the more abundant elements when T^ ^ 10 K,
so under these conditions the population of heavier elements should be
given accurately by the hydrogen departure coefficients (Palmer, 1968;
Churchwell, 1970; Brown 1979) as long as Z = 1. For Z > 1 Weisheit and
Walmsley (1977) have shown that b(Z,Ng,T^) ^ b (1,N^/Z^ ,T^) , and thus the
departure coefficients for H^"*", for example, are easily gotten from those
for hydrogen.
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With the determination of individual absorption coefficients, a
total absorption coefficient over all ionized species can be constructed:
K = 2K(in^), where the parameter x(a,v,v^) in the Voigt function is de-
termined using the values of a and for each species. In practice it
is often more convenient to form a complete spectrum by calculating the
intensity of each species separately and adding them together shifted
in frequency by amounts determined from the Rydberg equation. If this
is to be accurate it requires that | v^(l)-v^(2) [ >> Av^,Av2, that is, it
requires that the central frequencies of the two species be separated
by more than the line width of each species. This is necessary because
emission from the high-frequency line wing of helium, for example, could
stimulate emission in the low-frequency line wing of carbon. Even though
^L^.^,
Ij, in most HII regions at most frequencies, it is best to construct
a total absorption coefficient when lines are closely spaced.
CHAPTER II
NEBULAE AND ANTENNAS
a) General Considerations
The appearance of nebulae In optical photographs suggests that,
along any particular line of sight, the temperature and especially
the density may change by orders of magnitude. Although it is easy
to calculate the radio emission from a small element of gas, it is
necessary to understand the behavior of a superposition of many such
elements in order to interpret radio recombination line emission. We
also observe changes in the brightness from point to point across a
nebula, and when such structure is present the object must be treat-
ed as two-dimensional. This is particularly important for radio ob-
servations because the quantity measured by a radio telescope, the
antenna temperature, is the product of the two-dimensional source
brightness temperature and an antenna response function. For circular-
ly symmetric antenna beams this product is equivalent to a two-
dimensional convolution:
T^ - * F . (59)
Here is the antenna temperature, F is normalized to unit area and
the constant of proportionality depends on the specific antenna. When
the antenna beam is larger than the nebular structure, the observations
may average lines of sight through gas of varying properties. Thus
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the antenna temperature is a weighted mean, and the weighting de-
pends on many factors, all of which vary with the detailed nebular
structure and with the frequency of observation. These three aspects
of the transfer of radio recombination lines, involving structure
along and perpendicular to a line of sight and observation with an an-
tenna beam, are the topics of this chapter.
The effects of the antenna beam are important only when radio
lines or continuum are not uniform across a nebula, so it is easiest
to begin with a discussion of the emission from plane-parallel models
which have a uniform surface brightness.
b) Isothermal, Homogeneous. Plane-Parallel Models
In plane-parallel models antenna temperatures are simply pro-
portional to brightness temperatures, and geometric effects disappear.
Thus the relevant solution to the equation of transfer is given by eq.
(53). If Tq = 0, all characteristics of the antenna can be removed
by taking the ratio of the peak line to continuum antenna tempera-
tures :
T^ bK_* + K 1 - exp(-(T + T ))
T bgK * + K 1 - exp(-T ) ^' ^^"^
c L c c
where x =
^
Kds. (Throughout this chapter the 2.7 K isotropic back-
ground radiation will be ignored. The magnitude of its effects on a
4
10 K gas can be estimated from the discussion in §IIc and §IIIc; in
a lower temperature gas it can be a major factor determining line
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intensities.) By expanding the exponentials to second order, Goldberg
(1968) has shown that eq. (60) can be written
\
a - 6t /2) . (61)
c c
This is valid only when << 1 and + << 1, if t is very
small, 3t^/2 might also be much less than unity and eq. (61) would re-
duce to the simple ratio of absorption coefficients times the depar-
ture coefficient. This latter situation would give a line-to-continuum
ratio
Y~ " TT7T5 (Vv^ ' (62)
c e
where eq. (3) has been substituted for the factor n"^ in k *, and eq.
L
(39) has been used for k^. At sufficiently low n, the line shape will
be dominated by Doppler broadening and v^^^ will be constant. The
line-to-continuum ratio may vary by orders of magnitude over the ob-
servable frequency range, so it is convenient to normalize it by the
quantity 100/v (GHz) and to define a normalized line-to-continuum
ratio
T
T v(GHz) ' (63)
c
where hereafter T^ refers to the peak (x = 0, v = Vq) line temperature
unless otherwise indicated.
The variation of L with principal quantum number for Hna lines is
illustrated in Figure 1 for a region with £ = 1 pc and three different
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Figure 1: The normalized line-to-continuum ratio L, for three
Isothermal, homogeneous, plane-parallel models. Two
approximations to the exact solution are also shown.
Dashed curves show L in the absence of impact broadening.
The optical depth in the continuum, t
, is indicated
for each model . . ^
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values of N^. Here = lo"* K, T_ = 2T
, and N = l.lN = Nu e e pi
Various curves show the range of validity of the approximations in
eqs. (62) and (61), and also the reduction in L caused by impact
broadening.
In these examples the behavior of L can be characterized by the
value of which is shown beneath each curve. For < lO"^, L is
not very sensitive to N^; in this regime, where L can be approximated
by eq. (62), the density enters only through its slight effect on b.
When > 10 , stimulated emission, entering through the quantity
6t^/2 in eq. (61), enhances the line intensity above the value given
by eq. (62), and L increases. When > lo"-"", the approximation
used to derive eq. (61) is no longer valid and eq. (60) must be used.
The effect of impact broadening on the peak line intensities is quite
striking. In the densest gas it has reduced L by nearly an order of
magnitude at n '^^ 200, and even with = 10^ cm~^ it produces a
noticeable effect at n 150.
[Although it is more convenient to study the ratios of tempera-
tures than the actual antenna or brightness temperatures, brightness
temperatures depend on the optical depths [eq. (51)], and T will in-
L
crease with |t^| when all other conditions are equal. Thus, for the
models displayed in Figure 1, the value of T^ from the N = 10 cm
L e
3
region at n = 200 will be "^10 times greater than the value of T
i-i
_3
from the region with = 10 cm even though at this transition
L(N = 10-^ cm~^) < L(N = 10 cm"-^) ]
.
e e
It is worthwhile to consider the role of stimulated emission in
the line formation and transfer in some detail. The magnitude of
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this process depends both on the extent of the atomic population in-
version and on the number of photons available to induce the transi-
tion. Even under conditions of LTE (b^ = = 1) there is stimulated
emission, but its rate is less than that for absorption and serves
only to reduce the magnitude of the absorption coefficient. When
the level populations depart from their thermal equilibrium values,
a significant population inversion can occur and stimulated emission
can be more likely than absorption. This is the case for nearly all
temperatures and densities of interest; a positive is the excep-
tion rather than the rule. The population inversion is characterized
by the quantity B, which contains information on relative level
populations through the term d(ln (b^))/dn. Figure 2 shows the mag-
nitude of these quantities and of for the temperature and densities
of the preceding models. The departure coefficients were taken from
Brocklehurst (1970). The line absorption coefficient is positive
A
-3
only for = 10 cm and n > 210.
In isothermal homogeneous models with Iq = 0 the photons which
stimulate emission in a volume of gas are formed within that gas. In
the cases discussed here T + T 'v^ T
, so when It + t I, t << 1L c c ' L c c
the number of incident photons is proportional to t and the emission
c
is described by eq. (61). In terms of this equation, stimulated emis-
sion will significantly increase the line intensities when
-3t^/2 0.1. For the models shown in Figure 2, -B ^ 10^, and stimu-
lated emission can begin to affect the line intensities when t reaches
c
a value '^lO""^. In a 10^ K nebula x 10~^ when v(GHz)^'"^ 3xl0~^ E,
c
'
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n
ure 2: The quantities (bn-bm) /bm, 3, and kl for a few den-
sities at Te=10'^K. The quantity kl was calculated
for a gas with TD=2Te and Ne=N ^^=1 . iNp . When kl>0
it is drawn in a dashed line.
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where E, the emission measure, is N^N^£ in units of cm~^ pc.
Stimulated emission may occur in regions of even lower con-
tinuum optical depth if a nebula has structure such that one part of
the nebula provides photons that stimulate line emission in another
part (Brocklehurst and Seaton, 1972). In this case in a given re-
gion would no longer be necessarily related to the total number of
photons in that region, and there may be significant line enhance-
ment for very small t .
c
c) Isothermal
^
Homogeneous. Plane-Parallel Models
with a Background Source
When Tq 0 the solution to the equation of transfer for a line
of sight through an isothermal homogeneous region must be written
V^c = ^V^c^l-^ ^^c^O -P(-(\ + ^e>l>>
where region 0 is behind region 1, and for the moment it is assumed
that (Tj^)q = 0. Line enhancement occurs when i^-^)-^ < 0- The magni-
tude of the enhancement can be estimated by examining T /T .
, the
ratio of the total peak line temperature to that obtained in the ab-
sence of a background source. From eq. (64)
,
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and, when | x, + x
|
« 1 and x « 1.ij c c
T T
^
- 1 -
^
The relative continuum temperature of two optically thin (t « 1)
regions is a constant, f e T^^/T^^, and, using the definition of L,
eq. (66) can be written
"^L ^ . 100 f
^ ^Ll • (67)
Since L ^ 1, and in most cases \x^\ < lo""^, it is clear that f must
be much greater than unity for the enhancement to be significant. This
is illustrated in Figure 3, where eq. (65) has been evaluated for the
-3
- 10 cm region used in the previous example at values of f be-
3tween 0 and 10 . As expected, the enhancement is important only when
f >> 1, indicating that in order to alter the line intensities the
background source must have a much larger continuum brightness tem-
perature than the foreground source. Depending on the magnitude of
f, significant enhancement can occur at n % 100 (in contrast to the
situation for the same region with Tq = 0, where stimulated emission
is not important for n < 180) , and at large n line intensities may
be increased by orders of magnitude. It should be emphasized that
Figure 3 shows realistic situations: f = 10 corresponds to a density
ratio of only 10"^*^ between the same size background and foreground
sources. Larger contrasts than this are often encountered along the
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Figure 3: Line enhancement by a background continuum source.
The brightness temperature Tq of the background
source is some multiple, f, of the continuum from
the foreground source, Tp.
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line of sight through nebulae, thus lines from foreground gas may be
enhanced by orders of magnitude.
Figures 1 and 3 show that, in the simple case of a dense re-
gion behind a more tenuous one, the decrease in L from dense gas at
large n (owing to impact broadening) may be somewhat compensated by
line enhancement in foreground gas. This is a very interesting sit-
uation because it suggests that under some circumstances most of the
continuum might come from region 0, but most of the line might be
formed in region 1 through emission stimulated by region 0.
Although it is difficult to derive general rules for the be-
havior of line and continuum from a superposition of more than one
isothermal, homogeneous region, it is possible to determine the cir-
cumstances which will make a majority of the total line arise in one
region, and a majority of the continuum in another. Consider the
ratio of the emergent line intensity which originates in region 1 to
that which originates in region 0:
\0 \ exp(-(.^)^) . (68)
where primed quantities indicate the brightness temperature in the
absence of another region. The situation is most interesting when
both regions have the same electron temperature, assumed to be 10^ K,
so that the condition that most of the continuum arises in the back-
ground region requires x > , and t , < 1. Because we are discuss
CQ cl cl
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the case of a dense region behind a more tenuous one, N (0) > N (1)
When
I^L + T^l^ « 1 and x^^ « 1, the exponential terms In eq. (68)
can be expanded, and because In virtually all cases T ' « t '
LO CO
'
\o ho' ho' ^1 " V "^7^
Where L^' Is the normalized llne-to-contlnuum ratio from region 0 and
It Is assumed that 1 " ^ L The second term In this equation
shows the relative line enhancement caused by the background source.
When this term Is > 1, the enhanced portion of the line from region 1
will make the largest contribution to the total line temperature. If
region 0 Is relatively dense (N^ ^ 10^ cm~^) , and has a size 1 pc,
then Lq' ^ 0.5 and the enhancement will preferentially occur at low
frequencies (v ^ 1 GHz), and at rather large negative optical depths
In the line (|t^|j^ ^ lO" ). At v = 1 GHz (n 'x. 185), Figure 2 shows
2 -3that, for ^ 10 cm and £ i pc, will have the required mag-
2
nltude and sign. Also, since x <x N and x < x , In this case
c e cl cq
most of the continuum will come from region 0 and most of the line
will be formed In and reflect the conditions of the less dense gas.
This effect depends strongly on frequency: when v >> 1 GHz, the total
continuum and line will be dominated by region 0; when v << 1 GHz,
where x^^ 'x^ 1, most of the line and continuum will arise In region 1.
In this example, the requisite optical depth in the line occurs
2 -3
only over a narrow range in density: for N << 10 cm x, , will
el LI
2 -3be too small; if N^^^ is too much larger than 10 cm the optical
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depth in the line will be large, but the region will also tend to
dominate the continuum emission. However, because the optical depth
in the line and continuum have different dependencies on T , a nebula
with a temperature gradient in the same sense as its density gradient
can produce, at some frequencies, most of its continuum in the hotter,
more dense gas, and most of the line in cooler, less dense foreground
gas. This is an important consideration when interpreting observa-
tions of objects which lie behind partially ionized cool clouds, e.g.,
the line of sight towards the galactic center (Lockman and Gordon,
1973; Brown and Balick, 1973).
BYocklehurst and Seaton (1972) and Hoang-Binh (1972) were the
first to recognize that in an inhomogeneous nebula the Hna lines and
the continuum might originate in somewhat different parts of the
nebula, and that different Hna lines might also arise from different
parts of the nebula. This effect explains the relatively narrow ob-
served width of low-frequency recombination lines from nebulae which
contain dense gas. However, this conclusion is not specific to a
transitions. Radio recombination lines from higher order transitions
may also arise in different gas than the continuum, and because the
effect depends on t^^, the major portion of the total a line intensity
at a given frequency may not necessarily arise in the same gas as
the major portion of the intensity of higher order lines at a nearby
frequency. The fact that a given transition might reflect conditions
in only one part of a nebula means that nebular properties generally
cannot be derived from observations but instead must be inferred from
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models constructed to agree with the data. The information contained
in observations of a few transitions over a limited frequency range
is usually not sufficient to determine the thermodynamic properties
of a nebula.
Although we have only considered the superposition of two re-
gions along the line of sight, it is clear from the series formula-
tion of the solution to the equation of transfer (eq. 57) that this
is equivalent to considering any number of isothermal homogeneous re-
gions along the line of sight. The quantities T
^ and T are merelyLO Co ^
the brightness temperatures impinging on region 1 from behind; they
could represent the emergent temperatures from any combination of
thermal sources or, in the case that T^q " °' ^^^^^ non-thermal sources
or the 2.7 K isotropic background radiation.
d) Geometric Effects
In plane-parallel models, all lines of sight are equivalent and
the radiative transfer of recombination lines can be studied without
geometric complications. Real nebulae, however, are not plane-
parallel objects, and the path length through the ionized gas may
differ along each line of sight. This aspect of radio recombination
line emission, along with the related problem of antenna beam effects,
has been discussed by Lockman and Brown (1976). In this section we
will consider a more realistic geometry: the spherical nebula il-
lustrated schematically in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Schematic of a spherical nebula. A line of sight
through the nebula Is E, pc distant from the line of
sight through the center. In units of the nebular
radius, the displacement Is given by z.
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Here it is assumed that all lines of sight are parallel to the
one through the center. The linear displacement of any line of sight
from the one through the center is C in pc. We define a dimension-
less parameter z e ^/r, so that the length of any chord through the
sphere is
Hz) = 2R (1 - z2)^ (^Q^
where R is the outer radius of the sphere. (Note that this defini-
tion of z differs from that used by Lockman and Brown.) In homogen-
eous, isothermal nebulae where t « 1, T - and the point at which
the continuum brightness temperature has fallen to one-half the peak
value, T (z) = 0.5 T (0), occurs at z = /SM.
In an isothermal, homogeneous, spherical nebula where
I^L
^c' "^c
^^^^ provides a good description of
the emergent line to continuum ratio, and it can be written in terms
of z:
bK *
^^^^
'T^^-r- ^1 - 3<^^(z)/2) = (1 - 3< R(l-22)^). (71)
c
As both line and continuum temperatures vary with z owing to the
presence of the second term in eq. (71), their ratio L will also
vary with z. This is illustrated in Figure 5, where the full solu-
tion to the equation of transfer has been evaluated for Hna lines
4 3-3
from a region with T^ = 10 K, N = 10 cm , R = 0.5 pc, T^ = 2T
*- e u e
and N = 1.1 N^, for values of z between 0 and 0.96. In this model
e p
T, and T have their largest values at z = 0, and the same is true
i-i c
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Figure 5: L(n) along a line of sight offset by z nebular radii
from the center of a homogeneous, isothermal, plane-
parallel, spherical nebula. Each curve is labeled
by its value of z.
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for their normalized ratio L. The function L(z) varies with fre-
quency owing to the frequency dependence of 3 and m this model
L has its largest value at z = 0. but the exact change in L with z
depends on all properties of the system.
It is clear that the nebular geometry has an important effect
on the emergent lines: changes in the path length can mimic changes
in <Te> or <Ne>. Thus the path length, which cannot be observed
directly, is an important factor in the line formation process, and
causes the shape and size of models to be almost as important as the
temperature and density. A finite antenna beam averages over many
lines of sight, and the path length effect enters into most observa-
tions.
e) Observation with an Antenna Beam
If the antenna beam is circularly symmetric, then observation
is equivalent to the convolution of two two-dimensional functions f
and g:
h(x,y) = g(x,y)*f (x,y) = g(x',y') f(x-x',y-y') dx'dy' (72)
(e.g., Bracewell 1965). The functions can be expressed in terms of a
single variable r (or z)
, but the convolution remains two-dimensional.
It can be calculated directly from its definition, through Fourier
transform techniques, or, in the case of total circular sjnnmetry,
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through Hankel transforms. A radio telescope detects = nT^*F
[eq. (59)], where F is normalized to unit area and n depends on in-
dividual antenna characteristics. The exact form of F depends on
the antenna structure and illumination: for a single parabolic re-
flector the main portion of F is often close to a circular Gaussian
function characterized by a standard deviation and a half-power
beam width r = 2.355 a^, both of which increase linearly with wave-
length over almost the entire operating range of the instrument. For
this reason the antenna response function is taken to be
= 2^ exp(-z2/2a 2). (73)
When 0^ ^ 0 F(z) -> 6(z) giving <^ T^; when - co, f(z) becomes
constant and T °=
a ^b-
Some characteristics of convolution are illustrated by consider-
ing a circularly symmetric source with a normalized Gaussian bright-
ness distribution characterized by a . The antenna temperature iss
then
^a^^^
^ IHo ta ^) exp(-z2/2(a^2+a/)), (74)
where, in order to use the parameter z, the source brightness tempera-
ture is assumed to be negligible beyond some finite R, Consider the
case when = a^. Here F and T^^ have the same dependence on z, and
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an antenna directed toward z' will receive equal emission from a
unit area at z' and a unit area at the nebular center (z = 0) . But,
to obtain a Gaussian surface brightness distribution, either T N
e' e
or i must vary with z; and if any of these vary, L(z) will generally
not be constant. Thus the observed L(z) will usually differ from the
true L(z)
.
This can be discussed a bit more quantitatively by assuming
circular Gaussian brightness temperature distributions in both line
and continuum, but with / a^. For an antenna beam at z,
a 2 ,
T „ c a z'^
L a La c a ' (75)
and even when z = 0 the observed L differs from the true L by an
amount which depends on a . Because a
, a_ and a all vary witha a L c
frequency, it is clear that the effect of beam convolution must be
considered separately for each transition and each antenna.
Models with Gaussian surface brightness distributions are very
artificial. To show how beam convolution effects manifest themselves
in a simpler model, the surface brightness for the spherically sym-
metric, isothermal, homogeneous 10 K 10 cm" region discussed in
the previous section was convolved with a circular Gaussian antenna
response function having half-power beam widths T << R, r = R and
r >> R, where again R is the radius of the nebula. In the first case
r was chosen to be so small that T^ was linearly proportional to T^.
In the last case the beam was so large that the response was constant
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over the entire source. Results of the convolution are shown In
Figure 6 for n = 100, 150, and 200. Even In this extremely simple
model. It would be difficult to derive the true L(z) from observa-
tions taken with r > R. of course the observed antenna temperatures
in line and continuum do decrease with increasing z. It is only be-
cause and do not generally have the same dependence on z that
beam convolution has such an important effect.
To summarize, a given brightness temperature T' will appear to
an observer using a telescope of finite beam width as an antenna tem-
perature weighted by the surface area over which the brightness tem-
perature is equal to T' and by the antenna response to that surface
area. In general, the convolution will be different for line and
continuum.
As we explore more and more complications in the transfer of
radiation from atom to observer, it appears that the quantity L de-
pends, to some degree, on every phase of the transfer. This is true.
Nonetheless, the use of the ratio L is the simplest and most accurate
way to describe radio recombination line emission. The antenna only
enters into the ratio through the normalized antenna response function;
if antenna temperatures in the line and continuum were treated
separately, an additional factor would be needed to account for the
telescope efficiency. Also, in a properly designed experiment, L can
be determined more accurately than the individual line and continuum
antenna temperatures because the calibration of the antenna tempera-
ture scale does not enter L.
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Z
Figure 6: The normalized line-to-contlnuum ratio of a homogeneous,
Isothermal, spherical nebula, observed with a circular
Gaussian antenna beam, as a function of z for three
transitions. The antenna beam's full-width at half
maximum, T, is either very small, very large, or of a
size equal to the nebular radius.
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f) A Varying Density Model
In this section we examine a model which Illustrates most of
the major factors In the formation and transfer of radio recombina-
tion lines. The model is spherically symmetric, isothermal, and con-
sists of three regions numbered in order of their distance from the
center of the nebula. The regions have outer radii R(l) = 0.05 pc,
R(II) = 0.50 pc and R(III) = 1.50 pc, with densities N (I) =
e
lo'^-^m-^ N^(II) = lO^-^cm-^ and N^(III) = lo^'^ ,^"3^ Throughout
the model T = 2T T^ = 10^ K and N = N. = 1.1 N .u e e e 1 p
The surface brightness is convolved with three different cir-
cular Gaussian antenna beams having r << R, r >> R and r(n = 150) =
R, all centered at z = 0 (i.e., the nebular center). The first beam
reproduces true brightness temperatures, the second averages the
brightness temperatures weighted by their surface area, and the last,
where r(150) = R and r varies inversely with frequency, simulates
observations with a real antenna.
Figure 7 shows the peak L(n) (i.e., the value of L at x = 0)
for Hna lines and the three antenna beams. Dashed curves are the
ratios of the lines formed in each region to the total continuum,
showing the fraction of the total line intensity that originates in
each region at a given n.
With the smallest beam, we observe the ratio of the brightness
temperatures along a line of sight through the center of the nebula.
Over a large range in n the densest gas dominates the emission, and
from n = 40 to n = 80, as T in Region I increases, stimulated
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Figure 7: L(n) from an inhomogeneous isothermal nebula. The
lower set of curves is for a narrow line of sight
through the model at z=0, the upper set shows L for a
beam much larger than the nebula, and the middle set
shows L when the beam-width varies inversely with
frequency and r(n=150) = R. The dashed lines show the
contribution to the total Tl of each region in the model.
Region I is the most dense and the smallest; Region III
is the least dense and the largest.
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emission in that region causes the total L to rise. Beyond n = 80,
|tj^(I)| decreases with increasing n owing to the combination of a de-
crease in the value of 3, impact broadening, and eventually, large
optical depths in the continuum. For n > 130 most of the peak line
intensity comes from Region II, first through emission stimulated by
the continuum radiation from Region I, then increasingly through
emission stimulated by its own continuum. The total L, however, con-
tinues to fall because the extra line emission is not enough to com-
pensate for the large amount of continuum radiation from Region I.
In addition, Region I is optically thick for n > 110 and the parts of
Regions II and III which lie behind it no longer contribute to the
surface brightness. At very large n. Region III begins to contribute
to the peak line emission, and for n > 230 it produces most of the
brightness temperature at the line peak. The quantity L has its
largest value at an n close to the peak in the Region I emission be-
cause Region I dominates this line of sight at most frequencies.
When r >> R, most of the observed line originates in Regions
II or III simply because Region I has a small surface area compared
with the others. For the same reason, the point at which Region III
begins to contribute most of the line is shifted to lower n; with a
large antenna beam it is not just the value of the brightness tempera-
tures in line and continuum that determines the balance of emission
between the regions, but the temperatures weighted by their surface
area. In this case the maximum value of L occurs at an n near the
peak in the Region II curve.
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When the antenna beam width varies inversely with frequency, be-
ing sometimes larger and sometimes smaller than the nebula, the quan-
tity L will approach the true brightness temperature ratio at low n
(high v) and will reproduce the r >> R results at high n. The con-
tribution of Region I decreases more rapidly with n than in the pre-
vious examples because of progressively increasing beam dilution, yet
since the beam is relatively small at the higher frequencies, Region
I dominates at low n. The peak in L is broadened by the changing
beam size, and in this example it shows the influence of the peaks in
both Regions I and II.
It is interesting to make a more detailed examination of the
fraction that each Region contributes to the line and continuum. For
this illustration the intensities of the Hn3 lines were also calcu-
lated. Figure 8 shows the ratios Tj^(i) /T^^ (Total) for both a and 3
lines and the ratio T^(i) /T^ (Total) for the continuum as a function
of frequency. The ordinate is drawn so that n increases to the right;
the H40a and H503 lines are near 100 GHz and the H185a and H235B lines
are near 1 GHz. These quantities were calculated for the antenna
beam that varies inversely with frequency. When the a and B lines
and the continuum from one region contribute equal fractions to the
total at any frequency, the solid, dashed and dotted lines coincide.
This is not generally the case. For example, at v 1.5 GHz more than
half of the continuum and the a line come from Region II, but a
majority of the 3 line comes from Region III. At v 1 GHz, most of
the a and 3 lines come from Region III, but most of the continuum
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z/(GHz)
Figure 8: The fraction of the total Hna line (solid curve), Hng
line (dashed curve) and continuum (dotted curve) as
a function of frequency for the three Regions. When
the lines and continuum at a given frequency come equ-
ally from the same nebular gas, the solid, dashed and
dotted lines coincide. These calculations were made
for an antenna beam that varied inversely with freq-
uency and that had r(n=150) = R.
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re-
still arises in Region II. At higher frequencies, the effect is
duced somewhat, but is still present.
This model illustrates a general rule for isothermal nebulae:
lines emitted at high frequencies will tend to be formed in the more
dense nebular gas, and lines emitted at lower frequencies in less dense
nebular gas. The exact weighting depends somewhat on the size of the
regions relative to the antenna beam as well as on the densities, but
even when r >> R the trend is evident.
A radio recombination line is a superposition of Voigt profiles,
sometimes appearing as nearly Gaussian, other times showing broad
wings. (If the optical depth at the line peak approaches
-1, lines
may be "narrowed" through maser amplification and they will have
neither a Gaussian nor a Voigt profile. This is evident in some of
the models discussed in Chapter HI.) Representative line shapes for
the spherical model are shown in Figure 9. Each curve has been
normalized to its own peak value. Lines from the densest gas are the
broadest, and the smaller the beam, the more this gas contributes to
the overall line shape at z = 0. This is the source of the change in
line shape with antenna beam width. The strong dependence of impact
broadening on principal quantum number results in a progressive broad-
ening of the profiles with increasing n. The line shape also depends
on z. Toward the edge of this model, dense gas contributes a smaller
fraction to the total line, and, as one goes from z = 0 to z = 1,
there is a narrowing of the lines at some frequencies.
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Figure 9: The shapes of Hna recombination lines from the three
shell model for antenna beams at z=0.
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Finally, it is worthwhile to examine L(z) at a few transitions.
This quantity is plotted in Figure 10, where the solid line shows the
true brightness temperature ratio and the dashed line the ratio "ob-
served" with the r(150) = R antenna beam offset z radii from the cen-
ter of the nebula. Because this beam varies with frequency, the actu-
al full-width at half-maximum was 0.3 R, R and 2. A R at n = 100, 150
and 200, respectively.
Positions where the line of sight intersects the edge of a re-
gion stand out quite clearly. Lines of sight with z > 0.33 do not
intersect Region I, and those with z > 0.33 do not intersect Region
II. The discontinuities in L(z) illustrate the importance of the com-
peting processes of stimulated emission and impact broadening. Stimu-
lated emission, which tends to increase L, is a function of T . N
e' e
n and £: impact broadening, which decreases the peak line intensity,
depends almost solely on and n. At n = 100 impact broadening in
Region I reduces the peak line intensity by a negligible factor con-
sidering the substantial line enhancement. Because Region I dominates
the low z lines of sight at this transition, as z increases and the
path length through this region becomes smaller, there is less line
enhancement and L decreases. The ratio shows the same general be-
havior when Region II dominates the line of sight, as can be seen in
the decrease in L from z = 0.04 to z = 0.35. There is not much en-
hancement in Region III at this frequency, so for large z, where this
is the only region along a line of sight, L is nearly independent of
the total path length and thus is independent of z.
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Figure 10: The dependence of L on z for Hna lines from the three
shell model. Also shown (dashed curve) is L(z) after
convolution with an antenna beam whose width varies
inversely with frequency and is equal to R at n=150.
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The situation if quite different at n = 150. Here impact broad-
ening reduces the peak line temperature from Region I by more than an
order of magnitude. Also, the population inversion in this gas, at
this frequency, is rather small. The net result is that the line to
continuum ratio from Region I is rather small. The continuum emission
from Region I does stimulate some line emission in the foreground
Regions 11 and III, but this is insufficient to keep the total L from
being low.
The behavior of L between z = 0.04 and z = 0.4, positions where
Region II dominates the emission, is a perfect example of the inde-
pendence of stimulated emission and impact broadening. At n = 150 the
peak line temperature from Region II has been reduced by 2 owing to
intact broadening. However, stimulated emission is still rather ef-
fective in enhancing the line and L remains high as long as there is
a sufficiently long line of sight through the region. When z > 0.3,
the line of sight through Region II is too small to enable stimulated
emission to compensate for the broadening and L continues to fall with
increasing z until the lines of sight intersect Region III alone.
There is only a modest amount of stimulated emission in Region III at
n = 150, but impact broadening is also not very important, and as a
result L jumps sharply at the boundary between Regions II and III.
At the frequency of the n = 200 transition. Region II is optical-
ly thick in the continuum and therefore Region I is not visible. For
z < 0.35 a substantial portion of the line originates in Region III,
but not enough to compensate for the very low value of L from Region
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II. For z > 0.35 L gradually decreases as the path length through
Region III becomes smaller, and stimulated emission becomes less im-
portant.
When the source is convolved with even the rather narrow antenna
beam used at n = 100, most details of the change in L with z are lost.
Unless r << R, a map of this nebula would give a very deceptive pic-
ture of its true structure. At n = 100, for example, a big beam at
z = 0 seems to reflect only the Region II emission, but as can be seen
from Figure 7, about 15% of the total line is formed in Region I. In
addition, brightness temperatures towards the center of the model are
so large in comparison with those towards the edge, that even with
the antenna centered at z = 0.3, where its response to Region I is
down by a factor 15, the fraction of the observed line formed in
Region I has decreased by a factor of only 5.
g) Summary
Any attempt to interpret radio recombination lines must take
into account the various aspects of radiative transfer which have been
examined in this chapter. Unless nebulae are homogeneous, isothermal
plane-parallel objects, their emission will have the following general
properties: 1) Lines may be enhanced through stimulated emission in
a manner that depends on almost all parameters of the system. 2) The
relationship between the enhancement and the path length through a
region causes the line-tO'-continuum ratio to be very sensitive to the
nebular geometry. 3) The combination of impact broadening and line
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enchancement may cause lines of differing frequency to be formed in
different gas within the nebula-the general trend is for high fre-
quency lines to be dominated by emission from the more dense gas, and
low frequency lines, by the less dense gas. 4) At a given frequency
most of the lines may not originate in the same gas as the continuum,
and lines from different An transitions do not necessarily arise in
the same gas even though they are emitted at similar frequencies. 5)
When an antenna beam observes the nebula, it averages over different
lines of sight which may, depending on the geometry, have differing
llne-to-continuum and line-to-line ratios and different line shapes.
The observed quantities should be considered as weighted averages,
the weighting being dependent on structure that is not necessarily
apparent in low resolution maps of a region.
These considerations make it virtually impossible to derive the
thermodynamic structure of an HII region from observations of its
recombination line and continuum emission, but by the same token, they
indicate the wealth of information contained in radio recombination
lines. The following chapter describes methods by which at least some
nebular properties can be inferred from the behavior of radio recombi-
nation lines.
CHAPTER III
THE INTERPRETATION OF RADIO RECOMBINATION LINE OBSERVATIONS
a) Introduction
It should be apparent from Chapter II that the derivation of T
e'
N^, £, N(He), etc., from recombination line measurements is not straight
forward. Although the physical processes are all well understood, an
enormous amount of data is necessary to discriminate between models of
somewhat differing temperature or density structure, or differing geom-
etry. At this time there are probably not enough observations to de-
termine a unique model even for the well-studied nebula Orion A. Thus,
only a few specific problems in the interpretation of thermal radio emis
sion are considered in this chapter. First, to emphasize the necessity
of taking all relevant physical processes into account, we examine ways
in which certain approximations, commonly used in lieu of the full so-
lution to the equation of transfer, give not only erroneous, but sys-
tematically misleading results. After this warning against analytic
shortcuts, the behavior of a set of very general isothermal models will
be discussed. These models can be used to infer the expected form of
L(n) for simple nebulae. When these expectations are compared with the
observations of Orion A, it becomes apparent that this nebula cannot be
isothermal but must have a rather specific radial temperature gradient.
Finally, the shape of recombination lines from expanding nebulae is dis-
cussed in the context of theoretical models of nebular evolution.
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b) Shortcuts Lead to Pitfalls
The complexity of a full analysis of radio recombination line
observations has led many investigators to use simplifying approxima-
tions in an effort to derive at least some information, however qualita-
tive, from limited data. While attempts at simplification are laudable
in the early phases of any field, it is regrettable that the current
literature is still full of plane-parallel approximations to the nebular
geometry, isothermal and homogeneous approximations to the nebular tem-
perature and density structure, and the occasional assumption that re-
combination lines are formed and transferred under conditions of LIE.
It may be tacitly understood that quantities derived from certain approx-
imations are not precise, but it is not fully appreciated that the use
of some approximations will cause systematic and to some extent predict-
able trends in derived properties. Such trends have been observed, but
too often have been given physical or astronomical significance, instead
of being recognized as likely consequences of an approximation.
The continuum flux density .
First consider the information which can be derived from the least
complex observable quantity, the continuum flux density. In an iso-
thermal nebula the emergent brightness temperature in the continuum at
one point on an object's surface is given by eq. (56)
\ = (1 - exp(-T^)), (76)
and the flux density is
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where ^ is the solid angle subtended by the nebula. Analyses of the
flux density are of two types: those which use the magnitude of S at
high frequencies where « 1 along all lines of sight, and those which
use the spectrum S(v) with emphasis on the lowest frequency measurements,
At sufficiently high frequencies the exponential in eq. (76) can
be expanded to first order, and, using eq. (39) for x
,
S a v-O.l T^-0.3 5 ^-2 |n^2 dv (78)
where r is the distance to the nebula and the integration is performed
over the volume of ionized gas V. Equation (78) is often used to de-
fine an average electron density (e.g., Mezger and Henderson, 1967)
1^
N * E <N 2> 2 oc
e e
Sr2 s
V
cc
e3r (79)
where N^* denotes the density estimated by this method and 6 is the ob-
served angular size of the nebula.
Because the kinetic temperature enters into the expression for the
optically thin flux density rather weakly, an analysis of S is most
useful for estimating the density of a nebula, and this is reflected in
the form of eq. (79). Note, however, that S is independent of the
2
actual density structure of a nebula and depends only on the total .
Thus two nebulae, with totally different mass distributions, can have
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it would be useful if an accurate <n/> could be estimated from S, and
for this reason various forms of eq. (79) are frequently used.
To determine it is necessary to estimate V. and this requires
knowledge of both the geometry and distance of the nebula. In this
chapter distances are assumed to be known; Chapter IV treats the dis-
tance question in more detail. A :.Jor difficulty in determining the
volume of a nebula is that the continuum emission carries no informa-
tion about a nebula's extent along the line of sight. Thus the path
length must be inferred from considerations of symmetry and one's own
favorite nebular geometry. Equation (79) was derived by assuming that
nebulae are symmetric. Thus the path length is proportional to rB and
the volume is derived from (re)^ times some scaling factor. Tl,is is a
reasonable choice, and even if it is not exactly correct the errors it
produces in will be moderate and random, unless all nebulae are
very asymmetric. Of more importance is the fact that N^* depends
critically on the poorly defined quantity 6. Because 6 is measured
from the variation of T^ across a source, it is a function of the den-
sity structure and line of sight extent of the source, and also depends
on details of the antenna beam convolution. Typically, the measured
value of 6 is proportional to the antenna beam width (cf. the
Reifenstein et al. 1970 and the Wilson et al . 1970 measurements of the
angular size of Orion A). Conversely, antenna beam smearing will tend
to make distant sources appear larger than nearby identical sources,
making the from a group of identical nebulae be, to some extent,
inversely proportional to the square root of the distance. It is
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therefore important to consider the extent of Instrumental effects
(Which enter through 6), and syste^tlc errors In the determination of
V (Which enter through the r or 6 dependence of n/)
, on estln^tes of
the density derived from N *
e
Figure 11 shows <n/> vs. intervals in distance from the sun. r.
for those nebulae from the surveys of Reifenstein et_al. (1970. made'at
NRAO With a 6' HPBW) and of Wilson e^. (197O. made at CSIRO with a
A' HPBW) which are included in the kinematic sample discussed in Chap-
ter IV. Distances were taken from the circular motion analysis in Chap-
ter IV. and the widths of the intervals in r were chosen so that each
interval contains approximately the same number of objects: 8 to 10
for NRAO data and 11 to 15 for CSIRO data. Note the strong dependence
of <N^*> on r: nearby nebulae appear to be more dense, on the average,
than distant nebulae. Note also the systematic difference between the
two surveys in the <N^*> at any r. Although there is a large scatter
about the mean values, as would be expected when nebulae of fundamen-
tally different size and flux density are averaged together, the trends
are real. Ten of the nebulae in this sample have been observed at
both NRAO and CSIRO; nine of them show N^* (CSIRO) > N *(NRAO), and the
average over all ten gives <N^*(CSIRO)> = 1.6 <N^*(NRAO)>.
The trends in Figure 11 have the same sense as systematic effects
do, but would be hard to understand (especially the variation of N *
e
with HPBW) in physical terms. It is therefore likely that N^*, and
any other parameter derived from the combination of S, r and 9, has
little physical significance.
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r (kpc)
: The average electron density N^* (as defined in eq. 79)
for nebulae from the surveys of Reifenstein et al.
(1970, made at NRAO with a 6' HPBW) and Wilson et~al.
(1970, made at CSIRO with a 4' HPBW) plotted against
distance from the sun, r. Each interval in r contains
about the same number of objects: 8-10 for the NRAO data
and 11-15 for the CSIRO data.
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It is not worthwhile to give a detailed description of the var-
ious methods Which have been used to derive nebular properties from
S(v). At high frequencies the flux density spectrum is virtually in-
dependent of the nebular structure, so any model which fits a single
measurement of S will fit all measurements of S as long as the nebula
remains optically thin in the continuum. In contrast, the low fre-
quency spectrum of a spherical nebula is a sensitive function of its
density structure (Olnon, 1975), and eq. (76) shows that it will also
be a function of any temperature structure. Moreover, because continuum
measurements cannot distinguish between and £, the geometry can
also Influence the low frequency flux density spectrum. Unfortunately,
this implies that there are always a number of reasonable models which
can be constructed to fit the rather limited information contained in
the low frequency flux density measurements of any object. For in-
stance, the spectrum of Orion A below 1 GHz is fit by models with prop-
erties as diverse as: the isothermal 5000 K model of Terzian and
Parrish (1970)
;
the isothermal 11000 K, two-density-component model of
Hjellming and Churchwell (1969); the isothermal 9500 K and 9000 K,
spherical varying-density models of Brocklehurst and Seaton (1972) and
Cato (1973), respectively; the model proposed by Pyatunina and
Soglasnova (1973) wherein decreases with distance from the center
of the nebula; and the varying-density, varying-temperature model of
Lockman and Brown (1975) wherein increases with distance from the
center of the nebula.
As this example shows, the continuum flux density does not contain
enough information to be used to determine unique nebular properties,
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although any successful ™,del .ust certainly give values of s in
agreement with those observed, especially at the low frequencies where
the distributions of and enter S rather directly. Only when
there are compelling reasons for adopting a specific geo^try and den-
sity structure, and where thernal structure is ignored (e.g., the case
of mass outflow from stars; see Olnon. 1975, Panagia and Felli, 1975;
Wright and Barlow, 1975) can the continuum spectrum be interpreted with
any hope of deriving meaningful results.
The definition of T *
e
The line intensity and the line shape should be discussed separate-
ly, for though they are not fully independent, they are affected some-
what differently by various atomic processes (Brocklehurst and Seaton.
1972). Although it seems obvious, it is worth noting that models must
reproduce not only the product T^^Av, but the individual quantities
themselves. As usual, to reduce the influence of the specific antenna
on the derived nebular properties, we will work with a normalized line-
to-continuum ratio.
As seen in Chapter I, the solution to the equation of transfer for
the emergent TjT^ along any line of sight (with no background continuun^
can be written
T ~ I -1 (80)
c
Jj^
exp(-t^) ds
8
K ds'. This equation cannot be inverted and used to de-where t =
rive unique nebular properties, so observations must either be compared
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With ^del calculations, or e,. (80) .ust be reduced to a simpler for.
by approxl^tlon. The following chain of reduction has been widely
used m reconilnatlon line analyses (specific references are given In
the following section)
.
Approximation 1: The HnPn nnd continuum at a elven f.^^^
^^"^^^^""^^^^^-^^^^-^^^^
2l-ne,2MaUe^j,^ All lines of sight through a plane-parallel
medium are equivalent, thus eq. (80) can be used for the observed
and T^. With the homogeneous and Isothermal assumptions,
= ^L^^ ^ 1
- exp(-(T^+T^))
^ ^ 1 - exp(-T^)'' (81)
This equation, which was discussed In Chapter II, Is correct for a uni-
form plane-parallel medium, but like eq. (80), It cannot be Inverted
and used to derive unique nebular properties. TTius a second approxl-
matlon Is required.
Approximation 2: « 1 and
|
-^ id « 1 . It Is necessary to
take the absolute value of t^^ + because x^^ Is generally negative,
and may have a larger magnitude than t^. With this approximation the
exponential In eq. (81) can be expanded (Goldberg, 1968) to give an
equation that was discussed In Chapter II:
Tj^(v) bK *
"t ^(1-^^/2)- (82)
c c
For Hna lines from a gas containing 10% singly Ionized He by number,
eq. (82) becomes
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-h 9 0/1 r>~2 b • ^ ,
T -2.24x10 ) (1 _ g /2). (83)
The level populations enter Into eqs. (82) and (83) In two ways:
The first way, directly through the departure coefficient b, will be
called the non-LTE line formation effect because it is governed solely
by the atomic level populations. The second way, through the term
-6x^/2,
"ill be called the non-LTE transfer effect because its magnitude depends
not only on the extent of the population inversion (contained in B) but
also on the number of photons available to stimulate line emission.
Neither b nor B are analytic functions of T^, and n, so eq. (83) can-
not be used directly to derive the thermodynamic state of a nebula.
Approximation 3. Rernmblnation Hne« are formed and ^r.n.f.„.-.
under conditions of T.TE
,
i.e., b = 1 and B . 1. Thus, since x « 1
c
from approximation 2, eq. (83) becomes
"t " 2.24x10 ^p^^ (v(^^). (84)
c e
This equation can be integrated over frequency and, with the measure-
ment of the power in a given recombination line, can be used to solve
for a T^. [There is, of course, the problem raised by Brocklehurst
and Seaton (1972) of whether an accurate /T^dv can even be measured.
The difficulty is that weak wings of pressure broadened lines, such as
those shown in Figure 9, might be difficult to distinguish from instru-
mental spectral response, and thus be removed routinely during data
reduction. Lockman and Brown (1975) and Brown et al . (1978) have dis-
cussed this problem and conclude that while /T.dv may be unobservable
,
Li
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the individual quantities and Av are likely to be acceptably ac-
curate. Unfortunately, this does not imply that the power in a pres-
sure broadened line is measurable, but only that there are methods of
analysis which avoid this particular difficulty.]
The line profile function is the sum of Voigt functions and
its form is related to the density structure of a nebula through the
density dependence of impact broadening. While some aspects of the pro-
file shape are specified by T^^ and Av, knowledge of these quantities is
not generally sufficient to determine either the overall profile shape
or /Tj^dv. Equation (84) can be rewritten in terms of T and Av only
when (|) is a Gaussian function, i.e., when the Lorentzian line component
caused by impact broadening is negligible.
Approximation 4: Impact broadening is negligible
. With this ap-
proximation the line profile function is a Gaussian and
T~ ^-^^^^^ T 1.15AV (85a)
c e
or, solving for a
T * =
e
6.35x10-^ v^-l —4
T ^0.87
T Av
Li
(85b)
where Av is the line width in km/s. Equation (85), or some variant of
it, is frequently used to derive an electron temperature from radio ob-
servations of T /T and Av. We denote this temperature as T *, and
while it is conmionly called the LTE electron temperature, it includes
three approximations besides that of LTE. If all four approximations
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are good, I^*
^3 the actual kinetic temperature; if one or another
approximation is bad then T^* „iu not be a kinetic temperature but
"111 be a quantity which contains information on the density and geom-
etry, and it Will differ from the true temperature in ways which are
not at all obvious from eq. (85).
The cumulative effect of the approximations has been to re„,ve
the density and the nebular geometry from the problem. Equation (85)
implies that radio recombination lines can be understood as arising
from Plane-parallel objects of indeterminate line of sight extent and
electron density. n.e path length and density did not vanish from the
expressions because they were explicitly assumed to be unimportant, but
because they only enter into the complicating terms in the solution to
the equation of transfer, and as the complications were removed, so
were the density and path length. When the approximations are valid,
all information on nebular density and geometry must be derived from
continuum measurements.
The first approximation, that nebulae are isothermal and homoge-
neous, is certainly least accurate. Optical observations show that
HII regions have internal density variations of orders of magnitude,
and temperature variations of thousands of kelvins (e.g., Pottasch.
1965), and every nebula that has been mapped at radio wavelengths shows
variations in T^^ and across its surface, suggesting that these ob-
jects are not plane-parallel. Attempts to model the radio emission
from nebulae indicate that there must be substantial variations in N
e
along the line of sight in order to account for the shape of low fre-
quency radio recombination lines (Brocklehurst and Seaton, 1972), and
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to account for the for. of the continuum spectrum (e.g., Hjellming and
Churchwell, 1969). m addition, the run of T^/T^ with principal quantum
number n in some nebulae suggests that they have significant variations
in their electron temperature (Lockman and Brown, 1975) . Thus the first
approximation seems poor, and only in exceptional circumstances (i.e.,
when the other three approximations are good) will a derived using
approximation 1 be even a weighted average kinetic temperature over the
volume of gas sampled by the antenna beam (see the discussion below).
Because dense, high optical depth components are found in many
HII regions (e.g., Balick, 1972), the second approximation is generally
valid only at frequencies above 10 GHz, and even at 10 GHz may have
Li
values of order
-0.5/pc (see Fig. 2).
As a result of these first two approximations, the subsequent ex-
pressions for TJT^ do not directly depend on N^, although the density
still enters through its effect on the level populations b, through the
non-LTE transfer term 3x^/2, and may enter into the line profile func-
tion through impact broadening. The nebular geometry likewise appears
only indirectly, through t in eqs. (82) and (83), and since t « n ^ Ji
,
*- c e
the geometry is to some extent indistinguishable from the density. Thus
it is very difficult to derive the density and geometry from recombina-
tion line observations of a uniform optically thin nebula, because its
line emission is described by eq. (82).
The first part of the third approximation, that lines are formed
under conditions of LTE, has been known to be incorrect for many years;
in general b ?^ 1 (Seaton, 1964; Brocklehurst, 1970). It is more diffi-
cult to determine a priori if lines are transferred under conditions
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approximated by LIE. Although 3 is rarely unity (Fig. 2), the extent
of the non-LTE transfer effect also depends on x^. which itself is a
function of the structure of the nebula. For the simple models dis-
cussed in Chapter II, non-LTE transfer effects became important when
> ,.-3\ ^ 10
The fourth approximation, that impact broadening is negligible,
removes the last influence of on the simplified expressions for
Impact broadening changes a radio recombination line in two
ways: it reduces T^^ as power is transferred from the line core into
the wings, and, to a lesser extent, it increases the line width Av. Be-
cause the amount of impact broadening is related to the magnitude of
the quantity a in eq. (33), approximation 3 is that a = 0. The range
of validity of this approximation may be determined by examining
H(a,0)/H(0,0)
: the ratio of the actual peak line intensity to that of
the purely Doppler broadened line. It is reasonable to consider that
impact broadening is important if H(a,0) /H(0,0) < 0.9, that is, if it
reduces T^^ by at least 10%. This occurs for a = 0.1. Figure 12 shows
the density which will give a = 0.1 for Hna lines from an isothermal
homogeneous 10^ K gas with an unbroadened Av of 26 km/s. In the rather
3 5 -3moderate density 10 * cm gas T^^ is reduced by more than 10% for all
n > 110. At this value of a, av is only increased by about 6.5%, and
thus the quantity T^Av is also reduced by impact broadening, though to
a lesser extent than T^^ is reduced. Clearly impact broadening must be
taken into account, even in LTE models, except for the lowest density
nebulae
.
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Figure 12: The electron density at which impact broadening
reduces peak recombination line intensities by 10%,
plotted against principal quantum number n, for Hna
lines from a 10*^ K gas.
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A comparison of the exact solution to the equation of transfer
with the approximate e,. (85) illustrates the extent of the approxi..-
tions: the nebular geometry dpn«ihv cB , e s ty, and of course, the density struc
tore are assumed to have no effect on T^/i^. Because all these quan-
tities enter into the correct expressions, it is clear that the approxi
nations have the effect of "aliasing" information on the density and
geometry into the "LIE" electron temperature-variations in N and .
e
Will appear as variations in T^*. if this is not appreciated, observed
changes in I^* might be equated with real changes in the electron tem-
perature rather than being recognized as natural consequences of the
definition of T *.
e
Systematic effects in T *.
e_
To understand some peculiarities of T^, consider an isothermal
homogeneous plane-parallel nebula observed at a frequency so high that
a = 0. In this case the true value of T^/T^ is given by eq. (83), and
T is related to T bye e
T *
F-= (b(l-3T^/2))-\ (86)
When the frequency is so high that ^ 0 because x % 0, thenc c
^e* "
^^^^"se b < 1. Moreover, because b(v) increases monotonically
with decreasing frequency, T^*(vp > T^*(v2) when v^^ > v^. At lower
frequencies where 3t^/2 ^ 0 the situation is more complex, but for
V
^ 3 GHz and ^ 10^ em'^, -3 > 10 and 3t^ ^ v'^-l, approximately, in
4 *
a 10 K gas. Thus once again we expect T (v ) > T *(v ) when v > v .el e 2 12
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This dependence of I^* on f.e,uency has been noted previously
(e.g.. Dupree and Goldberg, 1970) and bas been observed in a nu^er of
Objects. For Instance, Vlner et^. have measured the H85a
(V
= 10.5 GHz) recombination line and contlnuu. e^sslon fro. a nu^er
of HII regions previously observed In the H109a line at 5.0 GHz; they
find that m ^st HII regions (10.5 GHz) > T^' (5.0 GHz). Although
Viner et al
. conclude that thp in ru„ x.n e 10.5 GHz observations are sampling hot-
ter nebular ^terial than the 5.0 GH. observations (implying that there
are temperature variations within each nebula and that approximation 1,
and hence their entire analysis, is Invalid), their result does not
necessarily have physical significance, but merely confirms an expected
*
trend in T
.
e
Another effect arises because the quantity
-3x^/2 in eq. (86) is
generally positive; any decrease in will make T^'increase, even if
and remain constant. This implies, of course, that T * will
e
vary with position over all but plane-parallel nebulae. If a homoge-
neous isothermal nebula has a spherical shape, then , will vary as
n 2,1/2 ^ .(1-2 ) and sxnce nebulae are as likely to be spherical as plane-
parallel, should increase towards the edge of many nebulae. Such a
trend has been observed in Orion A (Mezger and Ellis, 1968; Perrenod,
Shields and Chaisson, 1977), in the Carina nebula (Gardner et al ., 1970a),
in NGC 7538 (Lada and Chaisson, 1973), in M20 (Chaisson and Willson,
1975) and in other HII regions. I^e usual interpretation given to this
observation is that there is a "hardening" of the radiation field at
the nebular edge and hence an increased temperature at these positions.
While this may well be true, it cannot be proven by interpreting the
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observations with the four "LTE" approxin^tlons. I„ fact. e,. (36, sug-
gests that these results have no physical significance other than to
indicate that nebulae have a geometric structure «,re spherical than
Planar, and that l/ is not a reliable measure of nebular temperatures
or differential temperatures.
If approximation 4 is used when it should not be used, it can have
an interesting effect on t/. Assume that the first three approxima-
tions are valid, but that the lines are somewhat broadened. We have
seen that with a = 0.1 Is reduced by 10% while Av is only increased
by about 6.5% and thus the power in the line, if calculated from the peak
intensity and the width, is underestimated by about A%. This will cause
to be greater than by about 4%. For larger values of a this ef-
fect will be more severe, even if nebulae are Isothermal, homogeneous,
plane-parallel objects whose lines are formed and transferred under
conditions of LTE.
A few other examples of the misbehavior of T^* (resulting, e.g.,
from "Malmquist bias" in a survey) are given by Lockman and Brown
(1978) and need not be repeated here.
Non-LTE shortcuts
.
A few non-LTE analytic shortcuts have been proposed (these are
discussed in Dupree and Goldberg, 1970), all of which are based on eq.
(82). One of these methods is to compare an a transition with a 3
transition at a similar frequency. The antenna beam width, T and t
c c
will be identical for the two measurements, and one should be able to
estimate the relative degree of enhancement of each line. Another
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method compares an Hna transition and its corresponding Hng transition.
Because b and d(ln(b^))/dn are both smoothly varying functions of n
(Fig. 2), relative non-LTE effects between the two transitions can be
evaluated and removed. Unfortunately, neither of these methods is valid
when applied to an inhomogeneous nebula. As shown in Fig. 8, a and 3
lines from inhomogeneous nebulae do not necessarily arise in exactly the
same gas, even if the frequencies or principal quantum numbers of the
transitions are identical. Thus direct comparison of different lines
can give meaningless results. It is worthwhile to reemphasize that the
line and continuum emission at a given frequency may not arise in pre-
cisely the same nebular gas (Fig. 8). This implies that any technique
which relies on just a few measurements cannot, in general, give re-
liable results, for one measurement may be carrying information about a
part of the nebula which in some sense is not "seen" in another measure-
ment.
c) The Canonical Isothermal Nebula
The proper procedure for determining nebular structure from radio
recombination line observations is to construct a model, calculate its
emission, and compare it with the observations. This is a difficult
task, and it is generally not worth the effort unless an object has been
mapped at many frequencies in both the line and the continuum. It is
instructive, however, to consider the properties of a very general class
of model nebulae, for radio recombination line emission from simple
models has characteristics which give insight into the behavior of a
much larger class of models. Although only Hna lines will be discussed,
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the results apply. 1„ a qualitative way, to other transitions, and to
lines from species like He as well.
All models discussed in this section are spherically symmetric
and have a density structure.
N^(r) = Nq / (1 + tr2) o^r^R (37)
where, for the rest of this chapter, r is a radial parameter in pc,
is the density at r = 0. and the value of t controls the rate of change
of with r. The radius of the model is R. Unless otherwise noted,
all models are isothem.al (T^ = 10^ K) , have a uniform unbroadened line
width of 30.2 km/s (this width gives = 2T^)
, and contain 10% singly
ionized He. A model is completely described by specifying the values
of Nq, R and t.
A convenient way to calculate the emission from a varying density
model is to divide it into ns shells, each of which has a single N . In
e
such a shell model, eq. (49) is the exact solution to the equation of
transfer for the emission along a single line of sight. To account for
geometric effects the emission is calculated for nz lines of sight equal-
ly spaced from the center (z = 0) to the edge (z = 1) of each model. In
the calculations presented here, typical values for ns and nz were 25
and 200, respectively. The brightness distribution across the model is
multiplied by a two-dimensional Gaussian function to account for the
finite resolution of antennas. The computer program used to evaluate
these models is described in Appendix A.
It is worth mentioning a few general properties of models whose
Ng(r) is given by eq. (87). For large positive t (i.e., a centrally
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peaked density structure) N (r ) a r
e^^^i^ . , approximately, and since the
diffe.e„Ual volume CV, „, a sHell 1. app.oxi^.el. p.oporc.onal
.o
.
the ^ss of any ^del increases linearly with r. However, the op-
tically thin contlnuu. flux density s, being proportional to N \ con-
verges to a finite number as R and the
..ss Increase IndefInltlly.
The eoassion
..asure along a line of sight at z . 0 through these
models is
R 1
1+tR^ + 7^ tan (R/t) (88)
For t > 0, E converges rapidly with increasing r, and material at
r
> 1.5//t contributes less than 10% to E. All models discussed here
have t > 10, so gas at r > 0.5 PC contributes little to the total emis-
sion measure along central lines of sight.
Continuum properties.
The flux density spectrum of inhomogeneous isothermal nebulae has
been thoroughly discussed by Olnon (1975) and his results cover the
models considered here. Briefly. S(v) . .'^-^ at high frequencies (ty-
pically > 10 GHz), while at progressively lower frequencies S(v) turns
over, gradually approaching the spectral form of an optically thick
nebula. But, because of the varying density structure, each model has
some optically thin gas at very low frequencies, and the transition be-
tween thin and thick spectral indices can be gradual. Typically, S(v)
for these models does not have the optically thick spectral index of +2
until V ^ 100 MHz.
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function L(n.R)
.hen shows ho« a change In the radius of a „oCel ef-
fects the emergent Une-to-oontinuu„ tatio. Since t > 0. an increase in
R adds progressively lower density gas to the dense inner regions of a
.odel. Results for a series of values of R are shown in Figure 13
With W„ » 10^ e»-3 and t = 100 pc'^ the density structure is such that
> 500 cm 3 for r < 0.5 pc, 500 i ^ 25 cm'^ for 0.5 > r > 2 pc.
and 25 > N^> 4 c.'^ for 2 > r > 5 pc. Each „.del is evaluated for very
large and very sn.ll antenna beams (centered at z . 0) and the curves
are labeled with the value of R.
The increase in R from 0.5 to 5.0 pc increases the mass of the
model by a factor
. 10, and increases the flux density by about 25%.
Most of the added flux density comes from the relatively low brightness
outer parts of the models; there is little actual change in T, along
the bright central lines of sight because, for t = 100 pc'^, the emis-
sion measure at z = 0 is virtually independent of R for R > 0.2 pc.
Figure 13 shows that the exact value of R has little effect on
L(n
< 120). This is true for all R > 0.2 pc. Thus, in this set of
models, the highest frequency lines carry little information about the
existence or extent of low density gas surrounding the dense nebular
cores. Of course high resolution mapping would show that the larger
models are larger, but at high frequencies the integral properties of
the models, and characteristics of the emission from the brightest parts
of the models (lines of sight near z = 0) . are determined entirely by
the most dense, high emission measure regions.
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Figure 13: The normalized llne-to-contlnuum ratio L, for Hna
lines from spherical Isothermal nebulae that have a
density structure given by eq. (87). Here, Nq = 10^+
cm~^ and t = 100 pc~^. Individual curves are labeled
with the value of the nebular radius. Models were
evaluated for extremely large (upper panel) and ex-
tremely small (lower panel) antenna beams centered at
z=0.
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At lower frequencies (n > 120), where the lines fro. dense gas
are reduced by impact broadening and the increasing continuum opacity,
much of the line originates in moderate density foreground n^terial. Be-
cause the amount of foreground material is proportional to R, L(n > 150)
increases with increasing R. it is interesting that the low frequency
lines at z = 0 arise almost entirely from gas which makes a negligible
contribution to the total emission measure, and which produces little of
the continuum brightness temperature, of the flux density, or of the
high frequency lines. For example, the R = 5.0 pc model has an emission
measure at z = 0 only 0.3% greater than the R = 0.5 pc model, yet its
L(200) is more than 70% larger than L(200) of the R = 0.5 pc model.
These trends are also evident in the Av(n,R) curves shown in
Figure 14. At frequencies where it is important, impact broadening in-
creases with the density, and because dense gas produces most of the
line emission from n = 40 to n = 120, the line width increases from
n = 40 to n = 120. For n > 120 however, the line width is inversely
proportional to R, since lines from less dense foreground gas (if such
gas is present) are less broadened than lines from the dense regions.
Thus the presence of low density gas moderates the increase in Av with
n. The upper panel of this figure gives a beautiful illustration of
the gradual transference of the region of line formation from high to
low density gas. At n < 130 a majority of the line comes from the inner
0.5 pc of the model, even in the larger models, and thus the individual
Av(n) curves merge with the R = 0.5 pc curve. Gas in the annulus
0.5 < r < 1.0 pc does not produce much of the line until n = 130, but at
that transition the width from the R = 1.0 pc model starts to fall below
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Figure 14: The full-width at half-maximum of recombination
lines from the varying-radius model. Line widths
are normalized to the intrinsic Doppler width of 30.2
km/s
.
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the width from the smaller model. Similarly, the lower density gas In
the 1.0 < r < 2.0 PC annulus does not contribute to the line shape until
n
= 150. and the least dense gas, that at 2.0 < r < 5.0 pc. does not
effect the line shape until n = 170.
This qualitative behavior is not specific to any particular geom-
etry or density structure, but simply follows from the principles dis-
cussed in Chapter II. Low density gas in isothermal heterogeneous
nebulae is essentially invisible at high frequencies, but determines the
character of the line emission (though not necessarily the continuum) at
low frequencies.
L(n,NQ)
.
Let us set t = 100 pc"^ and R = 2.0 pc. The function LCn.N^)
shows the normalized line-to-continuum ratio as the central density, and
thus the density at any point in the model, is changed. Figure 15 shows
L(n) for 10^-^ < Nq < 10^ cm"^. The curves are labeled with the value
of log^Q(NQ) and, again, the upper panel is for an extremely small an-
tenna beam and the lower panel is for an extremely large beam.
The differences in these L(n,NQ) curves result from differences
in the relative importance of stimulated emission and impact broadening
in the models. It was noted above that nebulae with continuum optical
-3
depths of order 10 have lines enhanced by stimulated emission; in a
10^ K nebula the condition that '^^ 10~^ requires that E 'v 10"^'^ v^'"^;
with V in GHz. Stimulated emission will occur at 100 GHz (n = 40) only
in a gas with an extremely high emission measure. In the Nq = 10^'^ cm"-^
model there are such high emission measure lines of sight, and at low
z, recombination lines are enhanced even at the highest frequencies.
Figure 15: L(n) for models with R-2.0 pc, t-100 pc-^, and
various values of Ng. Curves are labeled with the
value of log (Nq).
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Stln-ulated emission Is not a very l^ortant factor 1„ determining the
value of L(40) for the less dense
.odels. Instead, the change 1„ L(40)
with No results ^inly from the slight density dependence of the de-
parture coefficient.
Impact broadening is the main cause of the turnover in L(n). Im-
pact broadening has a much stronger frequency dependence than stimulated
emission, and below some frequency it will always reduce despite
stimulated emission. I^e turnover occurs at n . 100 for the dense models
and at higher n for the less dense models. In fact, impact broadening
in the 10^ cm-3 model begins to reduce L at the frequency where stimu-
lated emission is just beginning to enhance L, and a peak never forms.
This is a common feature of low emission measure models. Qualitatively,
the height of the peak in L is proportional to E and the location of
the peak is proportional to Nq.
Figure 16 shows Av(n,NQ) for this set of models. An infinitely
large antenna beam (lower panel) sees Av(n) <x Nq, as would be expected
from the simple density dependence of impact broadening. The small beam
however shows no clear relationship between Av(n) and the density of
the gas along the line of sight. For example, av(180, 10^) = Av(180,
3 5
10 • ), and both are larger than av(180,10^'^) even though at every
point along the line of sight the lo"^*^ cm"^ model is denser than the
other models. This unexpected behavior can be understood by recalling
that the amount of the line which is stimulated in foreground gas is
proportional to the brightness temperature of the background continuum
source. The denser models, with large continuum brightness temperatures
at z = 0, can stimulate a larger percentage of their total line in
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Figure 16: Line widths, normalized by the Doppler width, for
models with R=2.0 pc, t=100 pc-2, and various values
of Nq. Curves are labeled with the value of log^-CN^).
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foreground gas than the less dense models can. Thus at some fre-
quencies the lines from the - lO^'^ em'^ .odel are coming from gas
less dense than that producing the line in the = 10^ and = lO^'^
models. Of course, because the models have finite size (and
hence a lower limit to their density), at sufficiently low frequencies
Av will always be proportional to N^. (We are approaching this situation
at n = 240 in the current models.) These effects can be washed out by
a large antenna beam (lower panel)
, but at intermediate frequencies it
is not generally safe to assume that denser nebulae will have broader
recombination lines than less dense nebulae, because, as we see here,
the line shape is a complicated function of both the peak density and
the density structure of a nebula.
There is a correlation between the onset of line broadening, as
indicated by an increase in Av, and the location of the turnover in L.
The correlation is quite good for these models, and both the n of the
peak in L and the n of the onset of broadening give information about
the peak density.
Some of the models show line "narrowing" near n = 60. This re-
sults from non-linear amplification of the 2.7 K microwave background,
and it can reduce Av by about 1 km/s below the Doppler width. This ef-
fect requires rather large values of t, . In this case, x = -0.2 for
the densest model at n = 60, but as t^^ decreases at either higher or
lower n (Fig. 2), line narrowing is only seen over a small portion of
the spectrum. For n >> 60, impact broadening becomes the dominant source
of the line shape. However, in cooler nebulae, or in nebulae with
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substantial temperature gradients, line narrowlna
,
-Lin i g can occur in less dense
gas and over a wider range of frequency.
In summary, the height of the peak In T k^-iK L, being related to the
amount of stimulated emlscslnn ^r,issio in the gas, is proportional to the emis-
sion measure and thus increases with increasing N,. The turnover in L
caused mostly by impact broadening, moves to lower n as increases. In
contrast to the behavior of the L(n,R) models, which differed only in
the amount of low density gas they contained, the high frequency lines
of these L(N,) models vary considerably from model to model. The value
of L(n) at low n carries information on the maximum emission measure of
an HII region, while the value of L at high n contains inforn^tion on
the amount of low density foreground gas.
L(n.t)
.
The sequence of curves in Figure 17 for a model with = lo"^ cm'^
and R = 2.0 PC shows L(n) when the rate of decrease of with r is
varied. Note first that the curves all peak at about the same principal
quantum number. This is a consequence of two factors: 1) at high fre-
quencies most of the line comes from the densest gas, and 2) impact
broadening, which causes the turnover in L(n), is proportional to N .
e
Because all these models have identical values of N^, their lines begin
to be broadened at almost identical values of n, and they have nearly
Identical locations of their peak L. The height of the peak however,
being dependent on the emission measure, is the greatest in those models
where the density falls least rapidly with increasing r, i.e., in the
models with small values of t. This behavior again indicates that the
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height of the peak in the L(n) function in isothermal models carries in-
formation on the emission measure somewhat independent of the actual
peak density; the location of the peak is more related to the maximum
density of the nebula. Models that are very centrally condensed, e.g.,
those with t > 500 pc-2. have lines that are reduced by impact broaden-
ing at frequencies where stimulated emission is not yet important. The
converse situation-a nebula with high emission measure yet low density,
thus having a very broad peak in its L(n) function-is not likely to be
encountered.
The line widths shown in Figure 18 have all the characteristics
discussed previously: There is slight line narrowing at n = 60, and at
intermediate values of n there is no monotonic relationship between Av
and t. Also, the broadening begins at essentially identical n in all
models, consistent with the identical locations of the peak L.
The upper panel of Figure 18 shows that Av(n) does not always in-
crease monotonically with n; lines from heterogeneous nebulae may either
broaden, remain constant, or narrow with increasing n, depending on the
detailed density structure of the object. This effect appears quite
clearly in the models of southern nebulae constructed by Batty (1979),
because those models contain large discontinuities in their density
structure. One general feature of spherical, centrally condensed static
models is that Av(n) decreases with increasing antenna beam width as
more of the low density outer parts of the model are added to the obser-
vation. (The exception occurs when there is significant line narrowing.)
This suggests that if observations are made at a frequency where impact
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Line widths normalized by the Doppler width for models
with No=10^ cm-3, R=2.0 pc, and various values of t.
Curves are labeled with the value of log (t)
.
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broadening is important, the brighter parts of a spherical static nebula
should have a larger Av than the fainter parts.
Summary; L(n) from hnt. Isothermal mnH»io
Perhaps the most remarkable property of the 41 different L(n)
functions which have been examined so far Is the most obvious one: all
the curves look alike. This Is not a trivial statement, nor Is It a
consequence of the specific density structure (see, e.g.. Fig. 1). or of
the geometry. Hemispherical models have the same characteristic L(n)
shape as the models discussed in this chapter, and the L(n) functions
from even simple homogeneous isothermal plane-parallel models are, at
first glance, indistinguishable from the L(n) functions of spherical
heterogeneous models. All the models presented here have an L(40) 0.6,
show either a monotonlc increase in L(n) or a flat L(n) to n 'x. 100,
and then have a monotonlc decrease in L(n) with increasing n until
L(n > 180) < L(40).
There are two reasons for the essential similarity of all the
L(n) curves: 1) there are only a few physical processes which govern
the line emission and though some of these are not linear, they are all
rather straightforward (e.g., they are Independent of the radiation
field except along the line of sight); and 2) the models discussed in
this chapter have been simple, but more important, they have been reason-
able. By reasonable, I mean that the models try to approximate real
nebulae and therefore are not low density yet high emission measure
objects (which would have to be kiloparsecs in size), nor extremely
dense, nor dense yet low emission measure (like pancakes viewed face^on)
.
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The sy^etry of the »aeXs.
.hough unavoidable in a p.en.loa.y treat-
-nt IlUe this, has re^..ahly little to do with the fo™ of the L(„)
function as long as „e evaluate the models for either large or s^ll
antenna hea:^. (Questions of asy«etry heco.e very important when com-
paring ^dels With Observations of complex nebulae because the data,
typically, are taken with HPBWs that change by »ore than an order of
-gnltude over the radio frequency range.) Any circular antenna bea.
centered at z = 0 will measure an L lying between the small and large
beam cases. Thus It is not possible for significant deviations from the
canonical L(n) shape to arise solely from the size of the antenna beam
(or its variation) as long as both the nebula and the antenna beam are
circularly sjnmnetric.
The role of the atomic processes in determining the canonical
L(n) curve for isothermal nebulae is quite straightforward. Remember
first that, in the absence of stimulated emission, impact broadening
and optical depth effects, L(n) is approximately constant. Thus at
n = 40 (100 GHz), where 0 and a ^ 0 in most models, L depends on
and, weakly, on the density through its influence on the departure
coefficient b. Since we have dealt exclusively with isothermal 10^ K
nebulae, it is not surprising that L(40) varies so little among the
different models.
All models with sufficiently high emission measure show a peak
in L at some n. We can establish that such a peak should occur by con-
sidering, once again, a simple homogeneous. Isothermal, 10^ K model.
In this case the standard, crude criterion for line enhancement, i.e.,
-3
10
,
can be used to determine the frequency at which L will be
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enhanced by 10% for a region of given emission measure. The competing
process, impact broadening, will tend to reduce L by about 10% when the
quantity a = 0.10. But because a is a function of N while t is a
2
^
function of I, we can determine the value of the path length £ which,
for a given density and at a given frequency, will give > 10~^ yet
a < 0.1. That is, we can determine how large an isothermal, homogeneous
4
10 K nebula must be to have stimulated emission occurring at a higher
frequency than impact broadening. Using eq. (39) for i and the ap-
c
proximation given by Brocklehurst and Seaton (1972) with T^^ = 2 x 10^ K
for a, stimulated emission will enhance a relatively unbroadened line
when
and
3 9
N < 10
e
E > 1.7x10^
100 -3
cm (89a)
100 -6
cm pc. (89b)
These relationships imply that at n = 100, a 10^*^ cm""^ HII region need
only be 0.02 pc in size for the effects of stimulated emission to out-
weigh the effects of impact broadening and for L to be enhanced. This
restriction on I is easily met: even Orion A (a rather modest nebula
in all respects) is thought to have a region of this density with a
size of about 0.5 pc (Lockman and Brown, 1975). Despite that fact that
this discussion is extremely simplistic [as are the criteria of eq.
(89)], the implications are correct for all the models seen so far: for
3 -3
> 10 cm and for reasonable nebula sizes, line intensities are en-
hanced at relatively high frequencies, and are not reduced by impact
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broadening until somewhat lower frequencies. Thus L(n) has a peak.
Low en^sslon measure objects are the exceptions; 1„ these, Impact
broadening can always reduce L .ore than stimulated emission can en-
hance it, and there is no peak.
That L for some large n is always smaller than L(40) is a con-
sequence of the strong frequency dependence of impact broadening and
of the fact that stimulated emission in foreground gas, though it en-
hances L. does not enhance it enough to compensate for the reduced
line intensity from the dense regions.
For all these reasons we expect the L(n) function for isothermal
nebulae to have a well defined shape. Qualitatively, the height of the
peak will be related to the emission measure and the location of the
turnover will be related to the maximum density of the nebula. The
low frequency value of L will depend on the amount of low density fore-
ground gas.
From this discussion we can formulate a general strategy for an-
alyzing radio recombination line observations. First, the highest fre-
quency measurement (n < 60) , because they are least likely to be en-
hanced by stimulated emission (except in highest emission measure
nebulae), will give the most information about the temperature of the
densest gas. iMillimeter wave measurements of L are therefore critical,
although they are of use only in determining the properties of the most
dense components of a nebula.
Secondly, there must be enough measurements in the range 80 < n
< 140 to establish the existence and properties of the peak in L. These,
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.ogetHe. „Uh co„.i„.„„ observations, place
.athe. s..let U„Us on .He
»axi»u„ bea„-ave.aged emission measure m the nebula. Pinally. obser-
vations at n > ISO. together with the lowest frequency Uux density
measurements, can establish the properties of low density foreground
gas. The line widths, together with the location of the turnover in L
allow us to distinguish between E and N^. and thus to a certain extent
they carry infor^tion on the density structure and geo^try of the
nebula,
Because the isother,^! L(n) function is so well behaved, we can
learn a lot about any object whose recombination line spectrum does not
have the canonical shape Just by considering what is necessary to pro-
duce the deviation. This will be discussed further in Sllle. after we
examine the effects of modest, smooth variations in on the shape of
the L(n) function.
d) Variations in T
e
To first order, changing the temperature of an isothermal model
is equivalent to multiplying the canonical 10^ K L(n) function by a
constant factor: > 1 if < lo^ k, and < 1 if > lo^ k. The shape
of the L(n) function does not change very much as the overall tempera-
ture is raised or lowered.
The effect of smooth temperature variations within a model is
shown in Figure 19. Here is varied linearly with r, from 7500 to
12500 K and from 12500 to 7500 K, where = 10^ cm~^ R = 2.0 pc and
t = 100 pc
.
For comparison, the isothermal 10^ K model is also shown,
Because the highest frequency values of L are most sensitive to the
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Figure 19: L(n) for models with No=10'^ cm-3, R=2.0 pc, and t=100
pc
,
with a constant Tg (10^* K) , or a that varies
linearly with r from 7500->12500 K, and from 12500^7500
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gions have the highest L(40)
.
At larger n, where most of the emission
comes from moderate density gas, the curves merge because all models
have substantial regions of moderate density gas with . lo^ k. At
still larger n (. 290. not shown on this figure), the cLes cross and
the model with the coolest outer regions has the largest L.
This figure shows 1) that L(40) is related to the temperature of
the densest nebular gas, again showing the importance of accurate high
frequency measurements; 2) that it may be rather hard to determine the
temperature of the outer parts of a nebula if it is not too different
(less than a factor of two) from the temperature of the dense inner
parts; and 3) that smooth ± 25% temperature variations do not greatly
alter the canonical shape of the L(n) function.
±1—The Recombination Lines from Orion A
Observations show that many nebulae have L(n) curves which look
like the canonical L(n) function (e.g., ^Q7 and the brightest component
of W51), but there are prominent exceptions. Figure 20, adapted from
Lockman and Brown (1975), shows L(n) (at z = 0) for Orion A. It is
unlike the canonical L(n) function: L(40) is nearly twice the value
expected from a 10^ K object, and there is no well defined peak-within
the uncertainties, L decreases monotonically with increasing n for all
n > 40. These data cannot be matched by simply lowering the temperature
of one of the standard isothermal models because, as mentioned above,
changing the of an isothermal region only raises or lowers the canon-
4ical 10 K L(n) curve, it does not remove or displace the "peak".
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Figure 20: L(n) for Orion A. Data are taken from the compilation
of Lockman and Brown (1975), and the solid line shows
L(n) for the Lockman and Brown model.
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unexpected Hehevio.. „Uhi„
.He e.ro.s
.v cons.an. „ <
,00 and
Increases monotonically at larger n.
The study of
.He canoniceX Mn) function and its relationsHip to
neHulat structure suggests two alternative ways of
.odeii„s tHe Otion A
data:
1) construct a ^del witH such a high emission ^asure that
lines are enhanced hy a factor of two at 100 GHz through stimulated emis-
sion, and With SUCH a high density that impact broadening hecomes im-
portant near 100 GHz causing i to decrease for n > 40: or 2) construct
a model with a temperature gradient so that the gas producing the lines
near 100 GHz (which must be the densest nebular gas) Has a near
5000 K. and that producing the lines near 5-10 GHz Has a Lr 10000 K.
The first alternative Has the effect of shifting the peak in 1 to low
principal quantum numbers. It requires E > lo' cm"* pc, N > lo^'^ ,„-3
and gives
> 20 K at n = 40. This model would be somewhat brighter
than Orion is, but. more important, in this model all recombination
lines with n > 40 are impact broadened. This is not observed, as Ar re-
mains constant from n = 40 to n = 100, and thus Orion A is unlikely to
be Just a denser, higher emission measure version of one of the standard
isothermal models.
The second alternative is to make the gas seen at 100 GHz be cooler
than the rest of the nebula. There is no inherent difficulty in this
approach, as long as one can construct a model whose cooler gas domi-
nates the line emission at mm-wavelengths but does not produce much of
the line at centimetric wavelengths.
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Lockman and Brown (1975) have found one model that fits these
data (the solid line in Fig. 20) by making the densest gas 7500 K and
of small angular si.e, and the moderate density gas 10^ K and an order
of magnitude larger in size. At centimetric wavelengths the con^ination
of beam dilution, impact broadening and optical thickness in the densest
gas reduces the intensity of the lines it emits and the nebula appears
to be a 10^ K object. The Lockman and Brown model is only one of a
set of models which will fit the L(n) spectrum of Orion A at z = 0.
All the models have a temperature gradient in the opposite sense as the
density gradient (i.e.. low T^ in regions of high N^) . But more im-
portant, the temperature gradient in the densest gas must be so steep
that it approaches a discontinuity (though it does not necessarily have
to be accompanied by a discontinuity in the density as in the Lockman
and Brown model). Otherwise Orion would have a L(N) curve like that of
the smoothly varying T^ models of Figure 19.
The nebular structure required by the recombination line observa-
tions is quite consistent with the structure inferred from other evi-
dence. Orion A appears to be located on the edge of a massive molecular
cloud (Zuckerman, 1973, and references therein) and is probably density
bound on the side facing the sun and ionization bound on the side away
from the sun. Thus the nebula is not symmetric and its densest portions
are contiguous with the neutral molecular cloud. The structure of ioni-
zation fronts is quite complicated, but in general, as one moves from the
fully ionized to the neutral regions the temperature decreases faster
than the fractional ionization (see, e.g., Hill, 1977). At some point
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th«e is p.ob..l, ,o„,,,,
^^^^ ^^^^^^
^
and U U U.el,
.Hat this gas „U1 .e ve., aense (app.oxi^tel. the^
densu. Of the ^lecuu. cloud).
,,,, ^^^^^^
in. co„tl„.an.
.eplenUhea. maintaining the „on-e,ulUh.l.. te.pe.atu.e
and density configuration at the back of the nebula.
Thus the sharp temperature gradient In the densest nebular gas
mplled by the recombination line observations Is entirely consistent
with theoretical estimates of the thermal structure of Ionization fronts
given the accepted geo^trlc structure of Orion A. But this Is far from
the sort of structure one would build Into "reasonable" standard models
such as those discussed earlier; these do not contain temperature dis-
continuities and thus do not give L(n) functions like that of Orion A.
However, the discussion of recombination line emission from reasonable
-dels gave enough Insight that the "peculiarities" of Orion A, and ways
to model them, were obvious.
The state of the Orion A data does not warrant a complete model-
ing of the objects at this time. Better L(n < 60) measurements, prefer-
ably maps, are needed In order to pin down the properties of the densest
gas. But this brief discussion has illustrated how the understanding
gained by examining standard models can be applied to a real object.
Deviations from the canonical L(n) curve point to Interesting aspects
of an object and provide indications of the >«,st Important data that
need to be obtained.
i02
When a cloud of neutral gas is ionized, the pressure within the
gas rises by roughly two orders of :nagnitude-the ionized cloud must
expand. The
'Wroturbulenf
.otion of expansion will alter the shape
of recombination lines in ways that depend on the details of the tem-
perature, density, geometry and velocity field of the cloud.
The most simple case is the homologous expansion of a uniform
spherical nebula, i.e., V(r) . r, where the velocity is entirely radial
and is taken to be positive for expansion. The observed velocity,
^obs' ^1°^8 a line of sight z radii from the nebular center is
^obs = (1 - z')"" -H V(R)s/R, (90)
where s is the distance along the line of sight measured from the near
Side of the nebula so that 0 < s ^ 2R(l-z2)l/2, v(R) is the radial
velocity at the edge of the nebula (at r = R) . The amount of material
in a given observed velocity interval is N(s) |ds/dV| which, in a
uniform, homologously expanding nebula, is NJ(R)/R^-a constant. Thus
this simple model has a line profile function which is the convolution
of a "boxcar" function arising from the nebular expansion (i.e., <,> =
constant for
-V(R) (l-z^) ^ v^^^ ^ V(R) (l-z^) ^/^^
^ with Gaussian
functions from the thermal and microturbulent motions, possibly con-
volved with a Lorentzian function if the lines are pressure broadened.
In general, the total line profile function from even this simplest of
models cannot be described by an analytic function, but, if T^ = 10^ K,
small expansion velocities (V « 10 km/s) will hardly affect the profile
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Shapes. „HiXe U.ge e=,.„3.o„ velociUe. (V » ,o Ws) „UX ca.e pro-files to resemble the boxcar function.
In this first-order moHpi t-u^del, the component of expansion Is greatest
at z
= 0. so recombination U„es „1U "narrow" away from central lines
Of sight. Just as lines from centrally condensed models do when Impact
broadening Is Important. «.en expansion dominates the line shape, the
width will vary as f1-7^1 -"-'^ ty (1 2 ) . i„ ^„^p^^^ regions, the line
shape and its variation can be more complicated: When V(r) . r. high
frequency lines from centrally condensed nebulae, being formed at small
radii, may show few effects of expansion. On the other hand, some nebu-
lae seem to consist of dense components embedded in a M,re tenuous
ionized medium (e.g.. DR 21; Pankonln
. 1977). In this case the
extended medium may be in pressure equilibrium with its surroundings
while the dense gas is not. At high frequencies the lines could be
quite broad (coming from the dense, rapidly expanding condensations),
while at low frequencies, where the lines are formed in the more tenuous
gas, they would be narrower owing to the lack of syste,^tlc velocity
gradients in the tenuous gas.
It is clear that the importance of systematic motions in a nebula
depends on the entire structure of the nebula, and thus few general
rules can be formulated. However, once again it is worthwhile to con-
sider the properties of the line shape from a few idealized models in
order to understand what effects might occur, and how these might change
our understanding of the properties of dense nebulae.
Mathews (1969) has followed the evolution of a uniform 10* cm"^
cloud of gas with an initial radius R = 0.1 pc excited by a central star.
ve-
ex-
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The cloud Is allowed to exoand .p Into a vacuum. He finds that after 8850
years the cloud is complete!. Ionised and Is expanding nearl, iso-
thetmally. Some 13000 years after turn-on of the central star the
Pandlng more rapidly than the inner parts, the density structure becomes
centrally peaked= after 13000 years N^^ is decreasing by 10« cm'^pc
at low r. This central density peak is smoothed out as the expansion
continues until after 23000 years dN^^/dr is -10^ cm'^/pc at low r. Com-
pared to the model at 13000 years, the model at this later ti.. has a
central density which has decreased from lO^-^ to lO^'^
^as
a maximum velocity of expansion which has increased by a few km/s to
80 km/s. (Note that gas freely expanding into a vacuum can reach a
velocity many times greater than the local sound speed without develop-
ing shocks
.
)
A modified version of the program used to calculate the static
line profiles was used to calculate the line profiles from the expand-
ing model (the code is more fully described in Appendix A), m short,
each model nebula is divided into 15 shells, within which the density
and radial velocity are taken to be constant. The temperature was
fixed at 10^ K. Each line of sight through the model is divided up into
small intervals in order to account for the changing projection of the
radial velocity field. Thus there are three forms of "gridding" in
the macroturbulent models: the assumed shell structure of the nebula,
the finite number of lines of sight along which the equation of trans-
fer is evaluated (the calculations were performed over 100 lines of
sight equally spaced between z = 0 and z = 1)
,
and, finally, the division
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-re. oensu.. p„,..,.,
^^^^^^^^
.ppro=...,„„,
_ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^
^^^^^
are.
in all
.hese calculations the Doppler width of the lines is the
width due to therinal motion alone, i e th... •. I. ., ere is no microturbulence
in these models. The
.ea.on for this o^..i„„
^^^^^^^^
Figures n an. 3Ho„ the
.eco*.„a..o„ Une p.„aies. no^aU.e.
by thei. pea. value, as o.se.ved Xa.ge and s^U antenna hea.s.
the model 13000 and 23000 years flf^»,• .after the turn-on of the exciting star.
T.,e nor^U^ed line temperatures are plotted against the half-l/e-
wldth Of the thermally broadened line component. In these figures
velocity increases from left to right, and x = . 1 ,s equivalent to a
velocity of ^ 12.9
^
^ ^^^^^
the thermal Av. i.e.. the width that the lines would have m the ab-
sence of expansion and pressure broadening. It is clear that expansion
has significantly broadened all the lines.
After 13000 years the high frequency (n = 40) line width Is 24.1
and 26.2 km/s for the r « R and r » R beams, respectively, and after
23000 years is 33.8 and 38.8 Ws. Il^ese values roughly span the range
.
of observed recombination line widths (see, e.g., Reifensteln et al..
1970; Wilson e^.
.
1970) and. colncidentally. the 13000 year r » R
model has a high frequency line width exactly that observed from Orion A.
Since these models contain no mlcroturbulence and have only the intrinsic
21.5 km/s thermal Une width appropriate to hydrogen recombination lines
from a 10 K gas, we conclude that if nebulae are expanding like these
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0 3.0 4.0 5.0
Figure 21; Recombination line profiles, normalized by their peak
value, for Mathews' model HII region 13000 and 23000
years after the start of its ionization. The abscissa
IS in units of half the 1/e-width of the Doppler line
component which, for this model, is 12.9 km/s.
Velocity increases from left to right. The solid line
at T-0.5 shows the line width in the absence of expansion
and impact broadening. These models are observed with
a very large antenna beam.
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models are then there is no need to invoke
.icroturbulence to explain
the difference between thermal and observe line widths-the extra width
can arise entirely from expansion.
As n increases the line width increases because of impact broaden-
ing and because more and more of the line is formed through stimulated
emission in foreground, higher velocity gas. At the highest frequencies
the line shapes are generally indistinguishable from Gaussian profiles
but, at low frequencies (n > 160) , where continuum opacity in the dense
gas cuts off the line emission from the back of the models while lines
from foreground gas are enhanced, the lines become somewhat asymmetric
and, at some frequencies, have few of the characteristics of simple
Gaussian or Voigt profiles. Lines from expanding nebulae broaden more
rapidly with increasing n than lines from their static counterparts, so
in general, Av(expanding) > Av(static) at all n. Because impact broad-
ening is the only frequency dependent broadening mechanism other than
expansion, if there is significant expansion in an object we ignore it
at the risk of overestimating the extent of impact broadening.
The increase in Av with increasing age of the model is due less
to any change in the velocity field than to the overall evolution of
the density structure. After 13000 years, the model is so centrally
condensed that most of the line to quite low frequencies arises at small
r where V(r) is rather small. However, as the central density peak is
smoothed out, after 23000 years even the highest frequency lines come
from a much larger volume than previously, and thus come from gas with
a larger range in velocity.
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This san.e effect causes Av(40) to increase with increasing 2 in
the 13000 year M,del despite the fact that as z increases the expansion
is projected more and more across the line of sight. At 13000 years
the model is so centrally condensed that over 75% of the emission
measure at z = 0 comes from material within ± 5 km/s of V = 0, while at
z = 0.5, 75% of the emission measure comes from material within a pro-
jected velocity range of ± 11 km/s about V = 0. Thus the naive ex-
pectation that Av will be inversely proportional to z (because of simple
projection effects in uniform models) does not necessarily hold for
nonuniform models, especially those which have large central density
peaks. This trend of line narrowing at low z has almost disappeared by
the time the model has the 23000 year density structure, when at z = 0,
75% of the emission measure comes from gas with |v(r)| < 19 km/s.
Table 1 summarizes the line shapes from this expanding model. A
gradual blueshift in the line peak accompanies the distortion of line
profiles at large n. While the blueshift can be quite large in the case
of the 13000 year model, after another 10000 years it has become so
small that it lies within the measurement errors of present low fre-
quency observations. In this respect the 23000 year model is probably
more characteristic of observed nebulae than the 13000 year model is,
for blueshifts are rarely observed and then only at a level of a few
km/s (e.g., Batchelor and Brocklehurst, 1973; see also Chapter IV).
Because different transitions form in somewhat different parts of a
heterogeneous nebula, a, 3 and Y lines emitted at nearby frequencies do
not have the same peak velocity, although their velocities differ by
only a few km/s in this model.
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While I^athews- model is the best published calculation of
pansion in a dense HII region, it is not clear that real nebulae behave
in a similar way. Perhaps surprisingly, it is not the neglect of a
surrounding interstellar medium and the resultant high velocities of
expansion that is the major inadequacy, for the highest velocity gas is
so tenuous that its influence on most lines is negligible. The major
inadequacy of Mathews' model is its symmetry. In symmetric models the
high density gas relaxes so rapidly that we would never expect to ob-
serve ionized gas with > 10^ cm-\ but many nebulae do contain such
components [see, e.g., Israel's (1976) study of the unassuming W58 re-
gion]
.
The solution of this difficulty undoubtedly lies in the relation-
ship between the nebular gas and the molecular cloud from which it formed,
If the exciting stars are not located at the center of the molecu-
lar cloud, there may be a dense neutral gas contiguous to the HII re-
gion which, as it is ionized, continually renews the high density com-
ponent of the nebula (as in Orion A). After some initial expansion,
the overall nebular motion becomes more like flow of gas away from a
dense slab than spherically symraetric expansion, and it is difficult to
generalize about a velocity and density structure.
A few model calculations for ad hoc combinations of density and
velocity indicate that the general results for uniform expanding models
still hold in these non-uniform cases. In particular, because of the
correlation between high density and low velocity of expansion, gross
blue (or red) shifts of the high frequency lines will be unlikely,
although an overall broadening of all lines is still evident.
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One interesting property of asyt^etric expanding
.odels Is that
they can appear to be rotating when no such rotation exists. Consider
a one-dimensional geometry in which gas expands along a line in the
direction of increasing r with V(r) . r. Viewing this linear nebula
from an arbitrary angle 9, we observe a velocity V^^^ . , eos (6). and
Vobs ^^11 ^--y linearly across the object. Similarly, a hemispherical,
uniform, homologously expanding nebula viewed from an arbitrary angle
will be expanding across the line of sight at one projected edge, but
the expansion will not be tangent to the line of sight at the other
projected edge (because the object is not a full sphere), and again
there may be the appearance of rotation. In general, a regular asym-
metry in either geometry or velocity field can give the appearance of
rotation in a nebula. It is thus possible that observation of apparent
nebular rotation (e.g.. as in Sgr B2 by Chaisson, 1973, or in NGC 7538
by Lada and Chaisson, 1973) is only the result of asymmetric structure
and projection effects (Israel, 1977, has alluded to this possibility
in his discussion of NGC 7538)
.
In sum, nebular expansion is an interesting but poorly understood
phenomenon which needs much more theoretical and observational study.
At the least, the microturbulent contribution of HII regions to the
interstellar medium is probably less than has been previously assumed,
and it may be the case that gas flows in nebulae are more regular (i.e.,
less microturbulent) than is immediately apparent from the line widths.
CHAPTER IV
THE DISTRIBUTION OF DENSE RADIO HII REGIONS
a) Introduction
HII regions, besides being objects of interest due to their co-
incidence with early phases of star formation, are useful probes of
galactic structure and evolution. The lifetime of a typical nebular
exciting star is only ^10^ years, so HII regions are only found near
sites of recent star formation. The amount of ionized gas contained
in an HII region can be used to derive information on the number and
type of exciting stars, and the kinematics of the regions may provide
insight into the global mechanism which triggers star formation.
Westerhout's (1958) continuum survey of the northern sky showed
that nebulae, and presumably the youngest stars in the Galaxy, were
most abundant 5 kpc from the galactic center, and were less abundant
at both larger and smaller galactocentric radii. This distribution
is now known to be characteristic of many galactic constituents, in-
cluding supernova remnants, molecular clouds, y-rays, and OH stars
(Burton, 1976 and references therein; Bowers, 1978). The H109a radio
recombination line surveys of Reifenstein et al . (1970) and Wilson
et al . (1970) provided new information on individual dense nebulae
but, with minor exceptions, these data did not alter the view of the
Galaxy given by Westerhout's continuum survey. In particular, straight-
forward kinematic analyses of the H109a velocities did not reveal a
distinct pattern, spiral or otherwise, in the locations of the nebulae.
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Wilson e^. (1970) offered two possibilities: 1) the inability to
resolve the twofold distance ambiguity of sources within the solar
circle made the pattern indistinct; 2) the kinematic distances were
not sufficiently accurate.
The first difficulty has since been removed, for there is now
a substantial body of atomic and molecular absorption measurements
towards radio HII regions, and most distance ambiguities can be re-
solved. The problem of determining the transformation from the
measured velocity into a position in the Galaxy remains serious. How-
ever, because of recent advances in our understanding of galactic
dynamics, we can now analyze observations using more sophisticated,
and possibly more appropriate, kinematic models than simple circular
rotation. It thus seems worthwhile to reconsider the distribution of
known radio nebulae, and to examine their kinematics using models
based on aspects of the density wave theory and the modelling tech-
niques which have been successfully applied to HI and CO emission
(Burton, 1971; Burton and Gordon, 1978).
There are three basic limitations on the analysis in this chap-
ter. The first arises because an accurate derivation of kinematic
distances not only requires a good knowledge of galactic motions, but
also requires that the projected component of motion along any line
of sight be large enough so that objects at different distances have
significantly different LSR velocities. These considerations limit
the useful range of purely kinematic analyses to the portion of the
galactic plane within 55° of £ = 0° (§IIIc). Second, the investi-
gation in this chapter is limited to objects which have been detected
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m the HlOSa recombination line (this transition having been .ore co^
Pletely and unifor:nly surveyed than any other) so there is a strong
ther.odyna.ic selection effect which
.ust be kept in Mnd when evalu-
ating the results. This will be discussed further in Chapter V.
Finally, there are numerous observational selection effects which
combine to underrepresent distant parts of the Galaxy while over-
representing the local area. Throughout this chapter there is no at-
tempt to correct, except by elimination of intrinsically faint ob-
jects, for distance selection effects, and the only results which
will be discussed at length are those which appear to be independent
of selection effects and which do not depend on the exact form of
large-scale galactic motion.
The emphasis will be on certain observed quantities: the po-
sition of a region (£,b). the velocity of the peak of the recombina-
tion line V(HII). assumed to be the velocity of the ionized gas, and
the continuum flux density S. The actual shape and intensity of the
recombination lines are of secondary importance.
When a large number of HII regions are being examined for their
overall distribution, the exact distance to any individual region is
not a critical quantity, but it is important that the distances be
known fairly well in order to estimate a luminosity function and a
scale height, and to examine selection effects. Fairly accurate
nebular distance estimates can be obtained from spectroscopic measure-
ments of the exciting stars (see, e.g., Georgelin and Georgelin, 1970),
but unfortunately most radio HII regions have not been detected at
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optical wavelengths and the portion of the Galaxy which is accessible
to optical studies remains small. Thus, in this chapter distances
are derived solely from V(HII). Kinematically derived distances are
subject to systematic errors because some aspects of galactic motions
are poorly understood. However, one can always invert the procedure
and, by calculating kinematic models based on derived quantities,
test many of the assumptions that entered the original analysis. This
is done in §IVg. An alternative approach to the study of the nebular
distribution has been taken by Georgelin and Georgelin (1976). They
combine spectroscopic and kinematic distance estimates (the latter
determined from pure circular rotation heavily weighted, and oc-
casionally altered, by arguments based on the "continuity" and "align-
ment" of the pattern they are deriving), and do not test their re-
sults against their assumptions.
A quantity of immediate interest, but one difficult to deter-
mine, is the number of HIT regions in the galaxy. The difficulties
are several: 1) small nebulae are only detected when they are nearby;
2) surveys of different transitions preferentially detect gas of
different density (Chapters II and III), and to some extent the thermo-
dynamic structure of nebula may make it prominent in one survey and
obscure in another; and 3) there is no adequate definition of a dis-
crete HII region. Effects of the first two problems are reduced by
restricting the investigation to HII regions that have been detected
in surveys of the H109a line and which have an absolute flux density
greater than some value. The last difficulty is more serious.
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Although HII regions have been previously treated as isolated dis-
crete Objects, they often appear to be complex structures containing
components which may have forn^d and evolved quite independently of
one another. High resolution mapping often shows that what appeared
to be a single source is comprised of two or more concentrations of
gas. Even when the velocity of each continuum feature is known
there is often no clear way to decide if the object should be counted
as one large region or many small ones. This problem will be dis-
cussed in a later section, but it is brought up here to illustrate a
fundamental difficulty which is not likely to be resolved with exist-
ing data. Although the distribution of dense concentrations of
ionized gas can be studied without a strict definition of an HII re-
gion, this weakness in the analysis should be kept in mind.
b) Motions in the Galaxy
In order to describe the motion of a particle in the Galaxy
several coordinate systems have been adopted (Figure 23). The galac-
tocentric coordinate system identifies a point by its radius R and
azimuthal angle 6, measured from the sun-center line and increasing
in the direction of galactic rotation (clockwise), and its distance
from the plane, z. The local coordinate system identifies a point
by its distance from the sun r, and by its galactic longitude £ and
latitude b. Because all nebulae discussed in this chapter lie close
to the galactic plane, kinematic consequences of their z-displacement
are ignored. The velocity of material at (R.e) is its galactocentric
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Figure 23: Definitions of coordinate systems used in this chapter.|n the local coordinate system a point in the direction
n is identified by its longitude and latitude (£,b) and
by its distance r. In the galactocentric coordinate
system a point has a radius R, aximuthal angle 6, and
distance from the plane z. Velocities in the plane can
be resolved into galactocentric radial and azimuthal
components.
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radial and a.Luthal velocities and V^. The observed ,ua„tlty
is the projected velocity (with respect to the local standard of
rest) along a line of sight fro™ the sun in the direction of the unit
vector n. This projected velocity, V, is
v
= v,.S.VS-W- (91,
or
V = V, ^ sin£ - cos (£+6) - V^^^ sini
, (92)
where is the ^gnitude of V^, etc.,
. lo kpc is the distance to
the galactic center, and it is assumed that there is no galactocentric
radial velocity of the local standard of rest. Note that azimuthal
motions are not observed when 9 or Z are integral multiples of
Similarly, for 9 -h £ = + (n+1/2)
. radial motions are not observed.
This latter condition is met when R = R^ sin £, i.e.. at the point
along the line of sight where R is a minimum. This is called the sub-
central point; the locus of these points in the first quadrant of
longitude is drawn in Figure 23. Outside of the solar circle
(R > 10 kpc) R increases monotonically with r and there is no sub-
central point.
The azimuthal component of motion can be treated as the sum of
an axisymmetric velocity which arises from galactic differential
rotation, and a velocity V^' which may be a function of R and 9. Be-
cause the angular velocity V^/R within the solar circle is inversely
proportional to R, the highest velocity along a line of sight occurs
at the minimum R, or at the subcentral point. Thus the highest
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positive (negative) velocity ^terial observed along a line of sight
through the first (fourth) quadrant of longitude can be used to de-
rive a suitably defined terMnal or cutoff velocity that, if the ef-
fects of V^' can be neglected and if the material being observed is
present at the subcentral point, is a measure of at the radius of
the subcentral point. The function V^(R) (the rotation curve) will be
approximated by
V, = (228574 R - 190470.5 r2)^
.^^^
= (60433/R - 80051 + 111370.6 R
-43804.96 r2 + 7558.87 r3 - 459.645 R^)^ o.7<R<R' kpc,
- 250 ^ 4.05(10 - R) - 1.62(10 - R)2 r.^^.q
^^^^
' 885.44 R-^ - 30000 R-3
,,,0
(93)
(Burton, 1971; Simonson and Mader. 1973), where R^ = 10 kpc. R' =
5.5 kpc, and V(LSR) = 250 km/s. The rotation curve is not well de-
termined, especially for R > 10 kpc where its form in eq. (93) results
from the extrapolation of a model mass distribution (Schmidt. 1965).
but even interior to the solar circle there are well known non-
circular motions and suggestions of velocity asymmetries between the
North and South (e.g., Kerr, 1969).
The velocities V^^ and V^', while uncertain, are much smaller
than except, perhaps, in the galactic nucleus. These "non-circular"
motions are functions of e as well as R, and there is convincing evi-
dence of their existence and importance in the Galaxy (e.g.. Burton.
1966. 1971). Systematic motions of this type are expected from
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density-wave models. In the linear density-wave (LDW) theory (e.g..
Lin et^., 1969) V^^ and V^' should vary as
\ " ~\ cos(x(R.9))
V^' = Aq sin(x(R,e)),
(g^^
where A is the amplitude of the streaming motions and X is the phase
at (R.e) relative to the potential minimum MR):
x(R,e) = 2(9-6q) - <^(R)
^^3^
where
<^ - 0 at some initial R and 6^. In the linear theory the am-
plitude of the streaming motions depends on the gas density and its
variation with R and 9 as well as on details of the spiral wave pat-
tern. The pattern and the streaming motions it excites are presumed
to terminate at some inner radius, usually placed near 4 kpc. In
this chapter we take = = 0 for R < 3 kpc. although the results
are not very sensitive to this boundary as long as it occurs at
R <^ 4 kpc.
Burton (1971) has analyzed HI spectra from the first and second
longitude quadrants and gives values of A^^ and Ag which provide the
best fit between the observations and linear density-wave models. His
streaming amplitudes between 3 < R < 10 kpc are well fit by
=
-1.735 + 2.776 R - 0.1944 R^
(96)
Ag = -3.435 + 3.033 R - 0.2103 R^.
These functions, together with those that describe the spiral pattern,
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constitute a self-consistent linear density-wave (LDW) model of
galactic kinematics.
There are two problems with the Burton pattern: First, it is
not accurate in the solar neighborhood (e.g.. Burton and Bania, 1974a,
b). Thus linear density-wave distances to nearby objects may have a
large percentage error. However, only a few nebulae, all intrinsical-
ly faint, are close enough to the sun to be seriously affected, so
this is not a major concern here. Second, the pattern does not exactly
fit HI observations from the fourth longitude quadrant in the sense
that the spiral crosses the locus of subcentral points ^ 5" in longi-
tude away from where it should (Burton, 1971). This was not a problem
for Burton, who constructed his model primarily to fit first quadrant
observations, but here it causes difficulties, particularly in model
calculations based on the pattern (see §IVf). Despite its shortcomings,
the Burton (1971) pattern appears to be the most accurate, complete,
mathematical description of the loci of LDW potential minima that is
available.
More recent discussions of density waves emphasize that the gas
response to the spiral wave is expected to be nonlinear, and shocks
may dominate the kinematics near the potential minimum (e.g., Roberts,
1972; Shu et al
.
, 1972). Under these circumstances the streaming
motions depend on the shock strength and the detailed thermodynamic
structure of the gas. This problem has been treated only in the most
general way and there has been no systematic attempt to derive the
required parameters from comparison with observations. For this reason
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nonlinear density-wave models will not be emphasized in this disc
Sion; where they are considered, the radial and azi.uthal velocities
Will be those derived by Shu e^. (1972) for the intercloud
.edium
(strong Shock case) in the solar neighborhood; the location of the
potential minima will remain that of Burton (1971).
Two additional components of motion must be considered: a
random motion which applies to all clouds of the type likely to be-
come HII regions, and a possible macroturbulent motion of ionized gas
relative to the neutral gas in its vicinity. A recent estimate is
that HI clouds have velocity dispersions of 6.5 km/s (Falgarone and
Lequeux, 1973), but it may not be valid to compare the dense radio
HII regions to the relatively low density HI clouds. It is probably
more meaningful to compare HII regions with the molecular clouds ob-
served in CO emission. These objects have a random velocity disper-
sion of 4 km/s along the line of sight (Burton and Gordon, 1978), and
this is adopted as the velocity dispersion of the material from which
HII regions are formed.
Macroturbulent motions of HII regions would arise from a prefer-
ential expansion of the ionized gas. A specific example is thought to
be Orion A (Zuckerman, 1973; Balick et al . , 1974), where the ionized
gas is located on the edge of a dense molecular cloud and is flowing
away from the neutral material at roughly the speed of sound (10 km/s).
If this occurs in many HII regions, and if they are aligned randomly
to the line of sight, the effect is that of an additional significant
random motion not present in neutral gas. (An HII region evolving
12A
entirely within a uniform molecular cloud would have no net center
of mass motion with respect to the cloud.
Because it is by no means certain that all nebulae have evolved
like Orion A, the H109a velocities of the HII regions considered here
were compared with the CO velocities from the discrete source surveys
of W. J. Wilson et_al. (197A) and Gillespie et al . (1977). The 54
nebulae common to both samples have a <AV(CO)> E<AV(H109a)-V(CO) > of
-0.0 km s"^ with a dispersion of 2.8 km and none of the nebulae
considered here has as large a difference between ionized and molecu-
lar velocities as Orion A. There is an apparent difference between
the southern nebulae measured by Gillespie et al
. , which have
AV(CO)
- 1.1 km 8 ^ for 28 objects in the range 305° ^ £ < 355», and
the 26 northern nebulae measured by W. J. Wilson et al . in the range
5° < it < 55° which have AV(CO) -
-1.0 km s"\ However, the CO ve-
locities of the 5 nebulae common to both surveys differ, on the
average, by 1.3 km s"^ in the sense that the Wilson et al
. velocities
are more positive than the Gillespie et al . velocities, so the ap-
parent difference in AV(CO) between northern and southern nebulae may
not be intrinsic to the objects, but may result from systematic dif-
ferences between the two surveys. Thus the random line of sight
velocity of any HII region is assumed to have no systematic component,
and is taken to be drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a combined
dispersion of 5 km/a.
As a final note, a model of cloud collapse by Woodward (1976)
Ugg«8ts that the orientation of an HII region with respect to the
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cloud fro. which it forced will not be rando., but will be related to
the direction of a cloud's passage through a density-wave shock. If
this is correct it offers the possibility of esti^ting and perhaps
removing tnacroturbulent velocity components, but an evaluation of the
model will require more detailed observational and theoretical study.
^—The Determination and Limitations
of Kinematic Distance Estimates
The kinematic distance to an HII region is derived by determin-
ing the function V(r) at the longitude of the nebula, measuring the
velocity of the recombination line V(HII), and identifying the r at
which V(r) = V(HII). Several examples of V(r) for pure circular ro-
tation are shown in Figure 24.
Within the solar circle (at R < e 10 kpc) there are general-
ly two points with V(r) = V(HII)
. The exception occurs for nebulae
which have the largest possible positive (negative) velocity along
their particular line of sight through the first (fourth) quadrant of
longitude. Because these objects have the terminal velocity, V^,
they must be located quite near the subcentral point where r = R^
cos i. The distance ambiguity of other nebulae can be resolved by
examining atomic and molecular absorption spectra seen against the
nebular continuum: if the absorption extends to and |v(HII)| <
|Vj.| then the nebula is placed at the far distance. If |v(abs)| ^
I V (HII) I then the nebula is placed at the near distance. There is no
distance ambiguity for nebulae outside the solar circle, and the
distance ambiguity has little effect on the determination of R [if
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(kpc)
Figure 24: Velocity with respect to the local standard of rest, vs.
distance from the sun at a few longitudes in the first
quadrant. The velocities were derived from a circular
rotation model.
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the Galaxy Is in pure circular rotation. R can be deter^ned directly
from V(HII)]
.
If the recombination line velocity Is known exactly and all dis-
tance ambiguities are resolved, kinematic distance estimates will still
have errors that arise from uncertainties in the value of the project-
ed galactic velocity field and from the effects of a nebula's random
motion. The galactic rotation curve is not well known outside of the
solar circle (i.e.. for all objects in the longitude interval
90- < )i < 270°), and in this part of the Galaxy kinematic distances
may differ from true distance by large systematic amounts. To minimize
errors caused by this uncertainty, nebulae located between 90° and
270° longitude were not included in this analysis. Within the solar
circle it is reasonable to expect that our estimate of galactic motion
at any point is in error by ± 8 km s'^ , a value which is the approxi-
mate magnitude of streaming motions in linear density-wave models.
These errors are, however, more likely to be systematic than random.
The accuracy of kinematic distances is proportional to the mag-
nitude of the quantity |dV(r)/dr| at the velocity of the nebula. Where
|dV(r)/dr| is small, projected galactic motions give poor velocity
discrimination between objects at different r, and conversely, objects
at similar r whose recombination line velocities differ slightly because
of random motions may be assigned quite different kinematic distances.
In particular, |dV(r)/dr| is always small near the subcentral point
(the location of the peak velocity in Figure 24) and we must assume
that distance estimates to HII regions located there have larger errors
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than average. F„. p„.e circular rotaUon. a^U values of |av(r,/dr|
-uu fro„
.he s^llueas of Ur/,.|.
,„,,,,,,„^ ^^^^
^^^^^^^
cen.rlc radlua win always be .no™ ™,re accurately than
.he distance
A crude estimate of the accuracy of klne^tlc distances Is
Shown m Figure 25. where the |dV(r)/dr| for pure circular rotation
averaged over the line of sight Interior to the solar circle. Is plot-
ted against I. At I ^ 70° for 2<tn'\ m,. i,4( im ) the kinematic distance to an HII
region having a random motion . 5 km s'^ win be uncertain by . 1 kpc
on the average, even If both galactic motions and the nebular velocity
are known exactly. To avoid excessive uncertainty In the analysis.
It will be restricted to directions having fairly good kinematic dis-
tance discrimination: 5' < . < 55" and 305° < , < 355°. A kinematic
analysis of nebulae at these longitudes (which will be called the
northern and southern longitude Intervals, respectively) largely avoids
the uncertain V(r) at R > 10 kpc and the low average |dV(r)/dr| at
90° < |«| < 55», and the omission of the Innermost 10° of the plane
minimizes the influence of possible non-circular motions associated
with the galactic nucleus.
Even with these restrictions the average accuracy of kinenmtic
distances is not good, because some parts of the Galaxy with rather
high values of |dV(r)/dr| do not contain any dense radio HII regions.
When the empty areas (specifically the portion of the Galaxy at
R < 3 kpc, see §IVf) are excluded, projected differential rotation
averaged over 5» < £ < 55° gives an average kinematic distance discri-
mination 100 pc/(km/s). Since the combined uncertainty in galactic
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Figure 25: The absolute value of dV(r)/dr for circular rotation,
averaged over the line of sight interior to the solar
circle, vs. longitude. This quantity is inversely
proportional to the average uncertainty in derived
distances to objects along a line of sight.
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and nebular motions is 10 km wo ^-LU s
,
e expect an average uncertainty
^ 1 kpc in the distance to any individual HII region.
ordered linear density>wave type motions perturb the circular
V(r) relationship with results illustrated in Figure 26. These small
but systematic motions can have a profound effect on kinematic dis-
tance estimates of HII regions. At some longitudes and velocities
there might be more than two possible distances (e.g.. a nebula at
^ = 15°. V(HII) = 20 km/s can be located at 1.6. 2.6. 3.3 or 17.0 kpc).
Furthermore. V(r) is no longer necessarily monotonic on either side
of the subcentral point, and it might be the case that |V(abs)|
> |V(HII)| even for "near" regions. (The difference must still be
relatively small: at most longitudes the projected amplitude of the
streaming motions given by eq. (96) requires | V(abs) |
-
| V(HII) | <
8 km/s. neglecting random motions.)
Streaming motions alter V(r) so that both it and |dV(r)/dr|
are no longer simple functions of R at a given longitude. Thus, there
is not necessarily a unique R for each nebula, although the dif-
ferences between the possible values of R are usually small. Finally,
the streaming motions can make |dV(r)/dr| at any point either much
smaller or larger than in the case of pure circular rotation. The
average |dV(r)/dr| within the solar circle for the linear density-
wave velocity field oscillates around the average for circular rota-
tion (Figure 25) but has the same approximate variation with longitude.
If a model velocity field incorporates nonlinear density-wave
shocks, there will be discontinuities in V(r) where the line of sight
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(kpc)
Figure 26: Velocity with respect to the local standard of rest
vs. distance from the sun, at a few longitudes in the
first quadrant. The velocities were derived for a
linear density-wave model.
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intersects a shock rhon . T e major discontinuities in the Shu
_et al
(1972) nonlinear density-wave model occur in V^. Thus jumps in V(r)
in the first and fourth longitude
,uadrant will be largest at low
longitudes and will be small near the subcentral point.
d) The Set of Discrete B^dlo HII K^^^i^.
The complete sample
The oK^st complete and uniform surveys of discrete radio HII re-
gions have been made in the H109a line, so the analysis will be re-
stricted to nebulae observed in this transition. There are 166 con-
tinuum peaks within the longitude intervals 5-55° and 305-355° that
have been detected in this line. These 166 sources comprise . 65%
of the total number of discrete galactic HII regions detected in
radio recombination lines. The HII regions, identified by their lon-
gitude and latitude, are listed in Table 2 together with their con-
tinuum flux density (measured at 5 GHz unless otherwise noted) and
the velocity of the H109a recombination line. Objects with optical
counterparts are identified by their Messier, NGC, IC, Sharpless or
RCW number, or by the designation "opt". Uncertain optical identifi-
cations are indicated by a question mark. Use of the W number for
sources from the Westerhout (1958) survey is so common that it is in-
cluded in column 5 for some regions.
The flux densities are somewhat sensitive to the resolution of
the specific antenna used for the observation [cf. the Mezger and
Henderson (1967) measurements of W51 with those of Goss and Shaver
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TABLE 2
Dense Radio HII Regions 5°<£<55°, 305°<Jl<355<
5?89
5.97
6.08
6.57
6.64
6.99
8.14
8.49
10.16
10.31
10.63
12.79
13.19
13.38
14.60
15.05
16.98
18.47
19.05
19.67
19.98
20.74
22.78
23.26
23.43
23.55
23.95
24.48
24.64
24.81
25.39
25.78
27.29
28.62
28.79
h
—" viiyj VflfTn/c)
23.3 + 10.5
-1. lo 85.1 + 3.8
-u . iz + 11.5
-U . Uo *** + 14.7
-0.27 12.0 + 14.2
—U . ZJ 13. 3 + 16.4
5.8 + 19.3
7. 7 + 34.1
j1. O + 13.9
-0.15 13.6 + 9.7
in oID . z + 0.3
-0 1 Q + 36.3
u
. u J 4 . 7 + 57.0
+0 1 4 .
0
+ 28.0
+0.06 24.3 + 37.2
u . oy CO/ /: + 17.3
rU
. OZ 107 .
8
+ 24.5
iU2«6 + 32.9
U . Z / 17.0 + 67.8
-0.18 12.4 + 43.4
u . ± / 10.
4
+ 33.0
u . uy 14. 5 + 57.4
—n 9ftU . Zo 45.5 + 82.5
— f) 9 7u . z / 4 .
3
+ 79.7
—n 9nu . zu 13. z +101.5
-0.04 7.7 + 91.8
+0.15 2.5 +108.7
+0.23 12.0 +116
.
0
-0.18 8.2 +109.2
+0.10 11.5 +114.1
-0.17 23.8 + 60.4
+0.21 9.5 +110.0
-0.16 7.7 + 97.6
+0.02 14.4 + 96.2
+3.49 35.1 + 0.7
Jlane. Rpf
,
W28 1
M8,N6523 1.2
wzo
,
opt i ) a 3
W28,opt(?) a 3
W28,opt(?) a 1
M20,N6514,S30 1
W30 1
W30 i,4,D
W31 1
W31 1
W31 1
W33 1
W33 1X
b 5,6,7
W33 1
M17,N6618 1.8
M16,N6611,S49 1
N6604 SSA W^S 1
W39 1
1
c 9
1
W41 1
d 4,10
1
d 4,10
d 4,10
6,11
1
1
W42 1
1
1
1
R174,S64,W40 1
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29f93
30.23
30.39
30.51
30.70
30.76
31.06
32.81
33.12
34.26
35.20
35.59
37.56
37.88
43.17
45.45
46.50
48.59
48.93
49.02
-0?04
-0.15
-0.24
-0.28
-0.26
-0.03
+0.04
+0.18
-0.08
+0.15
-1.74
-0.03
-0.11
-0.37
-0.00
+0.06
-0.25
+0.04
-0.28
-0.28
21.1
9.2
4.6
6.1
4.0
97.4
8.0
4.4
7.5
15.0
15.3
15.6
7.9
24.4
49.8
12.4
6.0
10.6
34.2
111.3
V(km/8:
+ 96.4
+101.0
+103.0
+103.0
+ 97.0
+ 92.1
+ 99.2
+ 15.3
+ 97.0
+ 53.9
+ 46.5
+ 52.0
+ 55.8
+ 60.2
+ 9.6
+ 55.0
+ 55.0
+ 17.0
+ 66.4
+ 63.2
Name
49.07
-0.37 12.6 + 72.4
49.25
-0.32 12.0 + 67.2
49.38
-0.30 37.2 + 52.8
49.48
-0.38 117.4 + 58.7
51.20 +0.07 37.0 + 55.3
54.09
-0.07 5.1 + 37.4
305.10 +0.15 14.2 37.9
305.20 +0.03 28.0 40.0
305.25 +0.22 52.0 39.1
305
. 36 +0.19 39.4 38.0
305.53 +0.35 3.3 38.7
305.55 +0.01 17.8 44.7
307.62
-0.29 10.5 38.7
308.65 +0.59 9.1 51.8
308.73 +0.57 5.1 46.4
310.83 -0.44 9.0 + 18.5
311.49 +0.39 5.1 64.8
311.62 +0.29 2.8 63.5
311.89 +0.09 7.1 47.3
311.92 +0.21 7.8 45.5
W43
W43
W44
W48,opt
W47
W47
W49A
W51
W51,opt
W51
W51
W51
W51,opt
e
b
R79
R79
b
b
1
1
4,10
4,10
4,10
1,8
1
1,4
9
1
1
5,9
1
1
1.8
1,12
9,13
1
14
1
14
1
14
I, 8
1
II, 13
14
14
14
8,14
4,10
14
11
14
14
5,9
14
14
14
14
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a b S(Jy)
314?24 +0°4S> 5 .
2
316.80 -0 Of, 0 Q ~l
^o. 7
316.99 +0 2fi
317.31 +0.23 6.7
319.16
-0.40 8.2
319.39
-0.01 ft 9
320.17 +0. 80 7 7
320.26
-0. 31 7 9
320.33
-0.18 5.8
321.04
-0.50 7,8
321.13
-0.53 7 ft/ . o
322.16 +0.62
324.20 +0.12 J.J
326.46 +0.90 7.2
+0.58 35.7
327.30
-0.55 44 9
327.62
-0.36 5 7
327.99
-0.10 4.4
328.28
-0.58 5.0
328.31 +0.43 10.0
330.68
-0.40 2.8
330.87
-0.37 9.5
331.04
-0.15 8.3
331.12
-0.53 3.2
331.27
-0.19 4.2
331.33
331.36
331.53
332.15
332.54
332.66
332.81
332.98
333.03
333.04
333.12
333.17
333.29
333.60
333.61
-0.35
-0.02
-0.08
-0.45
-0.14
-0.62
-0.57
+0.77
-0.45
+0.03
-0.45
-0.10
-0.38
-0.09
-0.22
7.8
6.6
31.1
13.2
2.2
20.1
18.7
5.0
39.7
3.5
42.1
12.3
34.2
15.0
84.4
V(kin/s
;
- 50.5
- 36.0
- 47.4
- 46.8
- 22.8
- 14.1
-36.0
- 67.7
- 7.7
- 61.6
- 55.5
- 51.8
-86.6
- 39.0
- 43.0
- 48.8
- 69.8
-44.7
- 42.9
96.2
- 59.6
• 56.1
• 89.2
67.7
84.4
64.4
79.0
89.0
55.0
55.9
47.0
57.2
52.1
53.8
46.3
52.0
90.8
50.0
53.7
48.3
Name
opt(?)
Notes Ref
.
R87
R91
R91
R92
R94
opt
R97-98
opt
opt
opt
R106
R106
opt
opt
opt
b ] 4
8,10
14
14
14
4,14
14
14
14
14
b 14
14
8,10
14
b 14
b 10,14
e 11,13
14
e 4,10
14
14
14
b 14
14
14
8,10
14
b 14
14
14
e 11,15
14
d 4,10
8,10
14
8,10
b 14
14
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I b S(Jy)
333?70
-0?48 3.2
335.77
-0.16 7.6
336.37
-0.14 7.6
336.43
336.47 +0.02 3.3
336.50
-1.49 8.6
336.53
-0.17 14.6
336.81 +0.04 57.5
336.93 -0 IS
337.12
-0.17 15.1
337.28
-0.13 7.4
337.63
-0.05 6.1
337.80
-0.09 7.2
337.92 -0 A 7 1 / . J
337.98
-0.13 11.1
338.06 +0.01 7.3
338.11
-0.18 6.3
338.40
-0.20 3.9
338.43 +0 OS
'ID . 0
338.92 +0.60 9.9
338,92
-0.07 3,4
340.06
-0.22 5.0
340.29
-0.21 4.9
340.79
-1.02 9 L
342.07 +0.42 3.1
342.27 +0.31 6.0
343.48 -0.04 12.6
345.01 +1.53 14.8
345.21 +1.02 10 4
345.29 +1.45 12.6
345. 39 +1.40 13.1
345.42 -0.96 34.0
345.49 +0.32 4.0
347.61 +0.20 23.4
348.22 +0.46 7.6
348.23 -0.98 8.4
348.72
-1.04 33.4
349.09 +0.10 12.0
349.82 -0.56 9.2
350.11 +0.08 6.5
- 49.9
- 52.1
- 68.5
- 93.1
- 63.4
- 24.9
- 88.6
-75.3
- 73.1
-72.7
- 53.5
- 54.8
- 52.0
- 40.4
- 52.5
- 41.7
- 47.7
- 4.3
-36.9
- 63.0
- 40.0
- 51.8
- 43.3
- 24.8
- 65.0
-122.0
- 30.3
- 17.4
- 9.4
- 15.5
- 14.6
- 21.1
- 21.6
- 96.2
- 14.0
- 18.9
- 12.0
- 74.0
-25.8
- 69.8
Name
N6164
N6165(?)
N6193,R108
RllO-111
opt
opt
opt
opt
R117,H2-3
R120
R121,H2-6
R122
opt
otes Ref
.
b 14
b 14
1 A
14
b 10,14
10,14
b 14
A in 1 /.4,XU,14
14
14
b 14
14
S 1 o
14
b 14
14
b 14
b 1 A
14
14
14
e 10,11,16
14
10,14
9,17
e 9,16
14
14
14
14
14
11
d,e 4,18
f 1.14
1,5
g 19,20
8,10
e 11,18
1
1
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TABLE 2 (continued)
i b S(Jy)
351?04
JJl
. io
351.19
351.35
351.59
+0?66
+0.69
+0.48
+0.63
+0.18
47.9
22.5
20.9
171.4
15.7
- 5.3
- 3.6
- 7.8
- 3.8
- 42.5
351.63
353.06
353.12
353.19
353.41
-1.25
+0.34
+0.64
+0.89
-0.37
36.8
31.3
111.3
87.1
8.8
- 12.2
- 3.8
- 4.0
- 4.0
- 12.8
353.52
-0.04 7.0 - 51.0
Name Nnt^a
N6334,R127,S8 d 4 lo
N6334,R127,S8 d 4*21
N6334,R127,S8 d 4*10
N6334,R127,S8 1*2
N6357,S11,W22 i
N6357,S11,W22 3 10
N6357,S11,W22 8^10
1
1,6
Notes
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
Radio flux may have a substantial non-thermal component. Sourcewas removed from the kinematic sample (see text)
Velocity may be very uncertain. Source was removed from the kine-matic sample (see text).
Line measurements were not made at continuum peak. Source was re-
moved from the kinematic sample (see text).
No published measurements of recombination* line intensity or width.Flux density from 2.7 GHz measurements.
Flux density not given in Goss and Shaver (1970); quoted value isfrom Wilson et al . (1970).
Flux density from 10 GHz measurements.
References
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.
16.
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.
19.
6. Altenhoff et al. (1970). 20.
7. Goss and Day (1970)
.
21.
8. Churchwell et al. (1974).
9. Caswell and Clark (1975)
.
10. Goss and Shaver (1970).
11. Caswell (1972).
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13. Day et al. (1969).
14. Wilson et al. (1970)
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Beard (1966).
Thomas and Day (1969)
.
Caswell, Haynes and Clark (1975)
Beard, Thomas and Day (1969).
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Rubin (1970).
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(1970)]. All the Observations used were made with either the CSIRO
210-foot diameter telescope (4' HPBW) or the NRAO 140-foot telescope
(6- HPBW). in general, flnx densities from Relfensteln e^. (1970)
are listed for nebulae observed with the 140-foot telescope and flux
densities from Goss and Shaver (1970) for those observed with the
210-foot telescope. The continuum measurements given in Wilson et^.
(1970) were taken, for the most part, from Goss and Shaver, and un-
less there is a conflict, reference is made only to Wilson et al
.
(1970). Some nebulae have not been measured in the 5 GHz continuum,
so flux densities were taken from 2,7 or 10 GHz measurements.
The number of HII regions represented by the entries in Table 2
is not well known. Maps with the CSIRO telescope tend to show more
continuum peaks than maps with the NRAO telescope, and occasionally
different parts of a large complex have different recombination line
velocities, suggesting that the complex results from the projection
of many sources spread out along the line of sight. In addition, a
relatively nearby complex region of ionized gas may be resolved into
a number of continuum peaks which, if they have somewhat different
velocities, will be counted as several HII regions. More distant
sources will be counted either once or not at all, depending on the
confusion and sensitivity limits of the survey. Thus the number of
objects and hence any derived property which depends on the number of
objects is in some way a function of the antenna and the sensitivity
of a survey. In contrast, the total flux density is always conserved
no matter how a region is divided up, but it decreases with the
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inverse square Of the distance to the nebula The K ,
slty S = Sr2 , ,2 ^ absolute flux den-,
-
Jy
- kp,2^
^
advanta.es as
n, .J
"" g a measure ofthe distribution of ionised gas but It ,
*
'
""einely sensitive to thedistance of an object and must be used with caution
and most regions 1„ the Horth only by the UO-foot telescope, there
IS sufficient overlap to prevent gross instrumental selection effects
Fully one-third of the „n regions In the
.orth have been detected by^
the 210-foot telescope m surveys subsequent to that of Kelfensteln
et_al. (1970).
several other initial co„ents may be made about the sample of
nebulae. The restriction to HIO,. observations implies a selection
based on thermodynaMc properties. Observations of this transition
are most sensitive to relatively dense gas and win discriminate
agalnst^low and moderate density regions, i.e., those with
\ ^ lo' cm-3. i„
^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^
the manner in which the surveys are conducted: positions to be ob-
served are chosen on the basis of the continuum intensity, but an HII
region is detected only if that direction shows a certain line In-
tensity. Because the line and continuum strengths have very different
dependencies on the thermodynamic properties of a nebula, this pro-
cedure introduces a selection effect of undetermined extent and Im-
portance. It is clear that out of a sample of HII regions with the
same continuum intensity, recombination lines will be detected more
140
often from those with lower elertror,x ctron temperatures than from those
With hi^he. electron te.pe.atu.es. but because
„o„-LTE processes are
so i^ortant 1„ aeten.l„i„, the line Intensity, it is not possible
to estimate ther.ody„a^c selection ejects until multiple frequency
surveys are available.
The kinematlr sample
Not all of the numbers in Table 2 are accurate enough to be
used in a kinematic analysis. The H109a line from most sources has
been observed only once, so the data must be examined for internal
evidence of possible systematic errors in V. m this regard. Figure
27 shows a disquieting relationship between the H109a line width Av
and the peak line temperature T^ in the data from the Wilson e^al.
(1970) survey: many of the weak lines are extremely broad. No such
lines have been observed by other groups using the same telescope
(their data are shown as different symbols in this figure) and, with
two possible exceptions, no similar lines have been detected with the
NRAO telescope. Broad lines will tend to have a smaller peak antenna
temperature than narrow lines, but it is surprising that this effect
would be found in only one survey, and we would expect some broad
lines from stronger sources. An effect of this type, however, could
arise from instrumental problems in the spectra of sources with weak
lines. In this respect it is interesting to note that, in the
standard procedure of fitting polynomials to the observed spectra to
remove instrumental baseline, Wilson et al . used polynomials whose
degree depended on the continuum temperature of the nebula (Wilson, 1970)
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For our purposes it does not matter if the trend in Figure 27
is real or instrumental; broad lines will have a less well determined
velocity than narrow lines, and if the broadening is spurious then
the line velocity will be very uncertain. Since a kinematic analysis
requires that source velocities be fairly well known, all HII regions
with
< 0.10 K observed only by Wilson e^. (1970) were eliminated
from the kinematic sample unless: 1) the width of the line was less
than 40 km/s and 2) there was a molecular absorption line within a
few km/s of the quoted radio recombination line velocity. In ad-
dition, all nebulae from that survey with peak line temperatures be-
tween 0.11 K and 0.15 K and line widths greater than 40 km/s were
eliminated unless a molecular absorption line had been detected with-
in a few km/s of the quoted recombination line velocity. The source
13.38+0.13 from Dickel and Milne (1972) has a peak line temperature
so small and a line width so large that its velocity cannot be known
very accurately, and it was not used. The nebulae 311.49+0.39 and
311.62+0.29 were retained in the kinematic sample because their po-
sitions are very close and their recombination lines show similar
velocities.
A total of 20 nebulae were removed from the kinematic sample
for having potentially erroneous velocities; all but one of these
are located in the southern longitude interval. These objects are
still used for some statistical purposes, but are considered as HII
regions with unknown velocities.
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one nebula was removed fro.
.he
.Xne.at.c sa„,Xe because of
unce.a.n,
..s posU.on:
..e
...eUon „.
...
^^^^
19.98-0.17 Shows no H109a U„e, although a line Is ohse.vea so^ s-
away (Caswell and Clark, 1975-1
-n.t^. 1975). n,us, while there Is an HU region
in the general direction o. 19.9a-O.i7. Us association with the con-
Unuu. source Is uncertain and It was not used in the kine^tic
analysis.
The only objects reeved fro. the kinematic sample because of
source appears to be composed of one or .ore HIl regions and a super-
nova remnant (Milne and Wilson 1Q7^^, 1971). The superposition of thermal
and non-thermal radiation makes it difficult to estimate a 5 GHz
thermal continuum flux density for individual components, and three
sources in W28 were therefore not in the klnen^tic sample.
Column 6 of Table 2 identifies all nebulae which have been re-
moved from the kine^tic sample, and also Identifies those sources
from Whiteoak and Gardner (1974) for which only the H109a velocity,
and not 1^ or Av, has been published. Almost all of the 24 sources
removed from the kinematic sample have very weak line and continuum
emission, and thus the kinematic sample can be considered as result-
ing from a less sensitive but more accurate survey of radio nebulae.
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^—The Observed Dlstr^hn^f ^»
Although the information contained m Table 2 is weighted hy
Observational and distance selection effects, i. is worthwhile to
wor. With the Observed quantities as long as possible before ^ing
assu^tions about the nature or spatial distribution of the nebulae
or about the kine^tics of the Galaxy. Figure 28 shows both the
nu^er of HII regions and the thermal continuum flu. associated with
the. Plotted against longitude in 3» intervals. There is a general
increase in the nu^ers and flux densities toward low longitudes, al-
though both distributions show the effects of clustering of sources or
the presence of single bright objects. The dashed lines between
longitudes 304° and 301" show the nu^er of nebulae and their flux
density in the 3" longitude interval Just outside of the sa^le re-
gion: no radio HII regions have been detected in the corresponding
interval between 56« and 59» in the North. Of the 166 nebulae in the
sample. 37% are in the North and 63% in the South; but. as can be
seen from the upper panel of Figure 28. the total thermal continuum
flux density from the two longitude intervals is comparable. The
nature of this difference can be understood from the number versus
flux density distribution shown in Figure 29. There are similar
numbers of nebulae with S > 10 Jy in both North and South, but there
are many more low flux density sources in the South. While this might
be attributed to the better angular resolution of southern observations,
other differences between the North and South suggest that this can-
not be the only explanation, and it is likely that there are actually
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: The numbers and continuum flux densities of dense radio
HII regions vs. longitude. Data are integrated over
3° bins. The dashed lines between longitudes 305° and
302° show the number and flux density in the 3° intervaljust outside of the sample cutoff in the South. No
nebulae have been detected in H109a from the correspond-
ing interval in the North.
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Number vs. Continuum Flux Density
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
S(Jy)
Figure 29: The distribution of continuum flux densities of nebulae
in the full sample. Most measurements were made at 5
GHz. Lower panel shows the distributions for the two
individual longitude intervals.
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.ore 3^11 nebulae In the South than in the Korth. The cutoff 1„
the nu^nber of sources at low flux densities (virtually none with
S
< 2.5 Jy) is a selection effect, and reflects the lower flux den-
slty limit of the surveys.
T^e total number and flux density of nebulae increases by a
factor of about two between 50° and 10» from . = 0°. The longitudi-
nal distribution of species like molecular clouds (Burton and Gordon.
1978). OH/IR stars (Johansson e^, 1977; Bowers. 1978). and pulsars
(Taylor and Manchester. 1977) increases more steeply towards low
longitudes, suggesting that the radial distribution of dense nebulae
in the inner Galaxy may be somewhat broader than that of other early-
type objects.
Figure 30 shows the distribution of the sources in latitude.
The nebulae are all located quite close to the galactic plane with
southern sources having a slightly broader distribution than northern
sources. In the North. 90% of the nebulae lie within b < 0?50, while
only 70% of the nebulae in the South are located in the same latitude
interval. The mean source position is very close to b = 0°, being
-0?07 in the North and 0?00 in the South, but the median of the dis-
tribution, a measure less easily skewed by a few high latitude ob-
jects, is
-0?16 and -0?06 in the North and South, respectively.
The thermal flux is less concentrated, and only 56% of the
total flux is located within 0?5 of the plane in either North or South.
The overall mean and median latitude of the thermal flux is similar to
that of the number of nebulae: both lie at slightly negative latitudes,
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HE REGIONS OBSERVED
Continuum Flux vs LotitudP
THE H109a LINE
-2?0
-1?5
-1?0
-0?5 0?0 0?5 ffo
T-
?5 2?0 3?5
Figure 30: The numbers and continuum flux densities of dense radio
HII regions vs. latitude, displayed for each longitude
interval, and for the entire sample.
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These trends indicate that one possible selection e„ect. the p.efet-
ential detection of faint nebulae when they are at high latitudes
Where there is less confusion with the galactic background and other
ther..l and nonthermal sources, is uni:^ortant. This selection ef-
fect Should tend to broaden the latitude extent of the nu«*er of
nebulae while having a negligible effect on the latitude extent of
the flux. Since the distribution has the reverse property, it is
probable that higher latitude weak sources are not being significantly
overcounted with respect to nebulae at lower latitudes.
Some of the nebulae in Table 2 have been detected in optical
Ha surveys. Without knowledge of the Ha velocity, it is often dif-
ficult to determine if optical and radio emission come from the same
object, especially since optical nebulae are often somewhat displaced
from their radio counterparts (e.g., mi). In Table 2. sources are
listed as optical objects if there is reasonably good coincidence be-
tween radio and optical positions, and if the Ha velocity (where
available) is in reasonable agreement with the H109a velocity. The
criterion for reasonable velocity agreement depended somewhat on the
complexity of the field in which the source is located, but in all
cases it was required that |v(H109ci)-V(Ha)
| i 10 km/s. The Ha
velocities were taken from Georgelln and Georgelln (1970. 1976) and
Georgelin et al. (1973)
.
W48 and two components of W51 are listed as
having optical counterparts based on the report of Georgelln and
Georgelin (1976) and Crampton et al . (1978). but these detections re-
quired effort which has not been applied to other radio HII regions,
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-.e„ce
..„.e„
.He Ko„H a„a
.He So.H
.He pe.en.a.e o.
...oHU
.eg,ons „UH op.i.aX coun.e.pa..: o„l, ,5-20. of .He
.a.,o
-ulae
.
.He
...H a.e aeen op.^aU, a. W3.)
. „HUe
34-36. Of
.He .ou.He™
„eHulae Have op.lcal coun.e^a...
difference In the number of radio httHII regions between the two longi-
tude intervals this means that 757 of , ,/i/i the optical/radio nebulae
a.e loca.ed in .He Sou.H. The visual ex.ino.ion
.owa.d radio HII .e-
Sions. on .He average. „us. He significan.l, less in .He Sou.H
.Han
m tHe Nor.H. The average difference be.„een radio reco„.ina.ion line
and Ha veloci.ies, <.v(Ha)>
. <V(HI09a)-V(„.)>
, la i.an.ical in .He
two longi.ude in.ervals, and is 0.3 to/s „i.H a dispersion of 2.8
k«/s. This dispersion is seller
.han .He 4 to/s found for 30 radio/
op.ical objects by Georeelin nq7nl „o_v,1 "ig i u»/0), perhaps because of .He s.ric.er
sample selection and improved velocities used here.
Many HII regions are associated with cool molecular clouds which
™ay be de.ec.ed in absorption lines of OH or H^CO against the thermal
continuum. The quantities AV(OH) and
.V(H,CO)
.
defined analogously
to AV(Ha). give a measure of the velocity of .Hese absorp.ion lines
compared
.o .He velocity of the ionized gas. and hence an estimate of
the velocity difference between foreground molecular and background
ionized regions. An association is defined as a velocity difference
less than or equal to 10 km/s. When absorption spectra contain mul-
tiple lines, the feature closest to the velocity of the recombination
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Une
.e.
.... ealeuU.„„.
^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^
have co.pXex
„on-Caus3.a„
.Hapes no clea.l.
.eHoe. pea., and
ehe.e is see su^ecivlty in the choice of the ahso.pUon velocUy
This is pa.Ucularly erue for HI absorption spectra, which is why
the quantity AV(HI) was not calculated.
Fto» the surveys of Goss et^. (i„o)
. Caswell and Robinson
(1974) and Turner (1979). li„e oH absorption is found to be as-
xng 50%. so„e regions were not observed, others are quite wea. and
would have absorption features below the sensitivity liMts of so.e of
the surveys, and so.e nebulae have strong ^in line emission which
could
.ask weak absorption. A reasonable estlr^te is that . 15% of
the nebulae do not have associated OH features, or have the» at a
weaker level than the average. The velocity difference between H109.
and OH. <.H(OH)>. is
-0.1 k./s with a dispersion of 2.8 k:./s. sl^lar
to the dispersion between the CO and H109a velocities. There can be
no meaningful comparison of the percentage of sources showing OH ab-
sorption in the North vs. the South, owing to strong differences in
sensitivity between the various OH surveys.
The formaldehyde measurements [taken from Wilson (1972) and
Whlteoak and Gardner (1974)] provide a more uniform coverage of the
North and South and have the advantage of being made with an antenna
beam width similar to that used in the H109a measurements, but in turn
suffer from the presence of lines seen in absorption against the 2.7 K
background radiation. Here ^ 65% of the nebulae have associated H^CO
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absorption lines „i., ,.v(H,CO)>.
-0.1
.^/^ „i.H a ai.pe.sion of
3.6 Ws. „Kile
.
iO. o.
.He o.se.ve. ne.uUe do no. eppea. . Have
associated
„,C0 a.so.pUon. THe.e is no sisniUcane ai^e.en.e in
larger velocity dispersion of H,CO could easily arise fro. the pres-
ence Of a few Clouds which coincidentally lie „ithln 10 k„/s of the
reco^ination line velocity, hut which are ,eing seen against the
blackbody background.
The absorption line measurements are su^arized in Figure 31,
where the number of objects is plotted against |av|. (.ebulae as-'
sociated With both OH and H^CO appear twice in this figure.) The
-Jority of the nebulae In the sample have either OH or H^CO ab-
sorption lines Within a few km/s of their recombination line velocity.
It is interesting to note that there is a strong correlation (at a
confidence level > 99.9%) between AV(OH) and AV(H,CO), suggesting that
the ™,lecular lines associated with a given source arise within the
same cloud. This conclusion only applies to molecular clouds with a
velocity near that of the nebula; the correlation between the ve-
locities of all OH and H^CO lines is less good (Turner, 1972).
The disposition of the kinematic sample in velocity and longi-
tude is shown in Figure 32, along with the model terminal velocities
for circular and linear density wave velocity fields, the circular
velocity at R = 15 kpc, and the circular velocity at R = 3 kpc (dashed
line). Note that the terminal velocities from the linear density-wave
model do not differ from those of circular rotation until the onset
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4 6 8 10
AV| (km s"^)
Figure 31: The number of nebulae associated with molecular ab-
sorption lines vs. the absolute value of the velocitydifference between ionized and molecular species
Nebulae having associated OH and H_CO lines appear twicein this figure. *
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Figure 32:
0 50 100 150 200
V(kms'^)
^on.^^T^'^' T^^^ °^ ^^^"^ in velocity-l ngitude coordinates. Solid lines mark the model
dlT.^T
^^^^'^i'^i^^ the case of circular and linearensity-wave motions, and show the expected location ofmaterial at R=15 kpc (circular motion only)
. Thedashed lines show the expected locations of material
at K-j kpc assuming circular rotation.
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Of s.ea^„,
^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^
H
> 3 .PC. THe a.ea .«„een V, and
.Ke U„e a. K = X3
.pe (.ou.M.
the outer boundan- of
.He Galaxy as detennlned f.o. HI o.se„atW)
defines ehe
.eglon of "pe™u.ed" velocities ovet this longitude
range. It Is clea. that „n regions ate not distributed unlfot.!,
in veloclt.-longltude space. The, ate confined largely to velocities
between 0 and V^, and are not found at the high velocities and lo«
longitudes Characteristic of ^terlal at R < 3 .pc. A detailed dls-
here It Is worthwhile to note that there Is a certain sy^try be-
tween the North and the South. Both longitude Intervals show HII re-
gions scattered along a line extending fro. V . 0 Ws to the tennl-
nal velocity between 5° and 25-30" fro„ the galactic center. In both
Intervals the nebulae are displaced some 20 to 60 km/s fro. the
ter^nal velocity In the area roughly spanning positions 35" to 50"
from the center, and m both North and South a few nebulae are found
at the terminal velocity approximately 50» from £ = 0». Furthermore,
there is an absence In both North and South of nebulae near zero
velocity between 15' and 35" from the center. These similarities
l»ply that the nebulae are distributed In a fairly symmetrical fashion
about the line of sight to the galactic center.
The observed properties of the sample of HII regions are sum-
marized in Table 3. The nebulae and the continuum flux densities are
highly confined to the galactic plane. The major differences between
North and South are found In the total number of objects in each
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TABLE 3
Observed Properties of Radio HII Regions
Property
Number of Nebula
Total Thermal Flux (Jy)
Optical Counterpar^g•
Number
Percentage
<V(H109a)-V(Ha)> + la km/s
Latitude ;
<b> ± la
Median b
<b> of flux ± la
Median b of flux
Percentage with
| h| ^ 0?5 :
Number
Flux
Molecular Lines ;
<V(H109a)-V(CO)>±la km/s
<V(H109a)-V(OH)>±la km/s
<V(H109a)-V(H2CO)>±la km/s
<V(H109a)
-V(0H+H2C0)>±la km/s
North
.(55°^£>5°)
61
1.98xl03
9-12
15-20%
0.2±3.9
-0?07±0?63
-0?16
-0?14±0?82
-0?28
90%
56%
-1.0±3.1
0
. 1±2 .
4
0.1±4.2
South
(355°^J2^305°) All
105
1.87xl03
36-38
34-36%
0.4±2.6
-0?00±0?53
-0?06
+0?09±0?57
+0?04
70%
56%
fl.l±2.1
-0.2±3.1
-0.2±3.3
166
3. 85x10
3
45-50
27-30%
0.3±2.8
-0?02+0?57
-0?10
-0?03+0? 72
-0?16
78%
56%
-0
. 0±2 .
8
-0.1±2.8
-0.1+3.6
-0.1±3.3
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At the longitude of each htt <HI! region the function V(r) „as
calculated for both circular and n Oenslty-wave velocity fields,
the distances and radii „here V(„lo,.) = v(r, „ere Identified
Host nehulae have two <or.
..h linear denslty.ave velocity fields.
more than two) possible distances- excenti • ,, p ons include the source
310.83-0.44, the only HII region in the sample that appe'^na ars to lie out-Side of the solar circle, and a few nebulae „Uh velocities larger
than the terminal velocity. When the spectroscopic distance to the
exciting star of a nehula was ehe
.Ine^u.
..stance closest to
the spectroscopic distance was chosen. Optical Identification of an
HII region was not considered sufficient to exclude the far distance
velocities were assumed to be located at- fh^ a, .o i t the distance and galactocentrlc
radius of the subcentral point.
In «.st cases, single dish absorption spectra of OH and H^CO and
interferoaetrlc spectra of HI were used to dlscrl^nate between the
near and far distances. Ihere are absorption
^asurements available
for all but one of the nebulae In the sample, and most have been ob-
served m at least two species. Of particular value Is the Turner
(1979) OH survey which covers virtually each galactic continuum source
horth Of declination
-47% and the Whlteoak and Gardner (1974) survey
of HjCO which Includes most of the nebulae in the sample.
When the velocity of the HII region Is much less than and ab-
sorption lines extend to. or nearly to V^. the nebula is placed at the
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Sive so.
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and co„v„seX.. could d.spl.ee abso.pMon Unes a„.. ,.o„ V nebu-
lae at the distance. Mso. distance esti^tes fot ne.uXae nea. V
have inttlnslcaXly latge ettots owing to the low value of |dV(t)/dt|'
near the subcentral nolnr Th^^^cp i t. Therefore, to minimize the average per-
centage error In r. whenever |v(„109a)-vj < 7.3
../s the nehula was as-
sumed to he at the distance of the subcentral point. The velocity dif-
ference of 7.5 Ws was chosen because it is roughly twice the disper-
sion of molecular absorption velocities (UVe), and is 1.5 times the
adopted dispersion of HII region velocities. These difficulties do
not affect estimates of R. because even In linear density-wave „dels
there is a difference of only 0 l k^.-ux i 0.1 kpc between near and far galacto-
centric radii near the subcentral point (the difference is zero for
circular rotation), and an averaged value is sufficiently accurate.
Therefore, the distance given to a nebula within 7.5 k./s of is the
distance to the subcentral point, but the radius of the nebula^re^ins
the kinen^tic radius. Note that this ^kes the distance and the radius
incompatible with the longitude of these HII regions.
Of the three absorption measureinents
, the interferometric HI
observations are potentially the most sensitive, but are currently
limited to the brighter, more compact sources and occasionally suffer
when partially resolved emission appears as spurious absorption in the
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an un-
-.".a (see. e.,..
.He
.U...sU. CasweU ^. an. c.e.e.
and
.oc^an.
^^^^^
^^^^^^^^
a^iguous
.ea...„en.
„, .He velocU. of eooX. dense ,as towards a
nennla. Howeve..
.He fain. la.,e Hea. „,d.H of
.„s.
.elescopes a.
.He
OH fre^nenc. can occas.onaU. canse eo„f..o„
„Hen
.„o con..nuu„ sou.es
PossiHl. a. ve.. dlffe.en. dls.ances. Ue wi.Htn
.He sa« Hea. Ko.-
-ldeh.de Has
.He advan.a.es of aHundance and
.He f.e<,ueno. of Us ..ans.
t.on (1. can be observed wl.H .He sa.e an.enna bea. „id.H used for
.He
reco^blna.ion line observa.ions)
.
bu.
.His molecule Have an excl.a-
.ion
.e„pera.ure < 2.7 K and appear In absorp.lon agalns.
.He Iso.roplc
background radla.lon. 1. Is of.en no. easy
.o dls.lngulsh be.ween ab-
sorption agalns.
.He 2.7 background and .He absorp.lon agains. an HII
region. Comparison „1.H OH and HI spec.ra (where available) can elimi-
nate some obvious background H^CO fea.ures, and, because
.He velocities
of OH and H3CO near HII regions are s.rongly correlated, the absence
of OH absorption at an H^CO feature velocity suggests, bu. does no. re-
quire, that the H^CO feature Is absorbing background radiation. In some
cases, an H^CO feature has roughly
.He same an.enna temperature In the
direction of several adjacent sources with quite different continuum
temperatures. This suggests that the H^CO lies behind all the objects
(for a discussion of this problem see Whlteoak and Gardner. 1974).
It Is clear that the absorption spectra cannot be used uncritical-
ly. In general, the Highest weight was given to strong HI absorption
or any OH absorption. Despite the uncertainties. It was usually easy
to decide between the near and far distance.
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ca.e
..a.
.He source 3«.S2-0.36 a. .He „ea.
Che.e a.e
.H.ee .W.. x.„ea.
.e„si..-„ave a.s.ances aU co^paUMe
With
.He aHso.p..o„ aa.a
.o „..H.„
.He
.,.pe...o„
..^^^^^^^^
line veloeUies. XHU sou.ee „U1 no. He .sea In an. anal.s.s wHlcH
involves linear
.ensi.,-„ave d.s.ances. THe neHnla 3«.07^.42 Has no.
been observed in any absorption lines Th= ,r . THe only property of this source
tha. „iU be used is
.He radius derived fro. circular ro.a.ion.
Finally,
.here are HII regions wHich sHow absorption lines a.
velocl.les significantly greater than V(H10,c.). Hut far less tHan VU is possible tHa.
.He «,.ion of so„e of .Hese objects cannot be de-
scribed by eltber pure circular rotation or linear density-wave ^dels
and therefore no kine„.tic distances were derived. THese sources will
be discussed in §IVh.
The absolute flux density S^, defined as the 5 GH. continuum
flux density times the square of .he dls.ance .o .He source in kpc. was
calcula.ed for each nebula. This ,uan.i.y provides a measure of .He
luminosity of a region and is propor.ional
.o .he .otal number of UV
Phcons necessary
.o ionize .he gas. No.e .ha. each nebula has two
absolute flux densl.ies. one based on .He dls.ance derived from circular
rotation, and one based on the distance derived from the linear density
wave model.
The average agreement between kinematic and optically determined
distances is good. For 25 HII regions in this sample with known
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excums stars. <r(ci..)-:(sca.)> = 0.07 . 0.53
.pe. and <.(™,-
r(s.ar)>
= O.M
, 0.64 UPC. Where error esti^tes^are one standard
.e-
viation about the mean.
Figure 33 shows the absolute flux density of objects In the kine-
matic sample plotted against the average of their circular rotation and
linear density-wave distance estl^tes; error bars extend fro. one dis-
tance estl^te to the other and cover the corresponding range In S^.
A curve dra«. at S„ = 3 r^ Jy-Upc^ ^,,3 approximate sensitivity
limit of the surveys, although In the North the UMt might be as high
as 5 Jy-kpc^ There are no large differences between the two sets of
distance estimates: the average difference over all nebulae <r(clr.)-
r(LDW)> is
-0.01 kpc with a dispersion of 0.44 kpc. similar values are
obtained from the North and South separately.
There are more nebulae with S^ < 100 Jy-kpc^ In the South than
m the North (these lie below the horizontal line in Fig. 33), and it
is these intrinsically faint objects that give the South more total
nebulae than the North. Although they are Intrinsically faint, their
observed flux densities span a large range, from 2.8 to 47.9 Jy. with
a median of 8 Jy, and at least half of them probably would have been de-
tected had they been located In the North. The excess of faint southern
nebulae cannot be ascribed to simple sensitivity differences between
various surveys, although It Is possible that a few faint southern sources
are resolved components of objects which would have been counted only
once in the northern surveys. There are nearly equal numbers of HII re-
gions with Sq > 100 Jy-kpc^ in the two longitude intervals.
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The absolute flux density of nebulae in the kinematic
sample vs. distance from the sun. Distances are
averages of circular and linear density-wave estimates;
error bars extend from one estimated distance to the
other and cover the corresponding range in S .
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A lu^ninosity function for radio HII regions be derived by
counting the number of nebulae in a given absolute flux density range
over a representative volume of the Galaxy. U is
.ost convenient to
express this function as a surface density-the number of nebulae per
icpc With a given S^. In order to avoid severely underrepresenting
weak sources, the function has been constructed using nebulae within
5 kpc of the sun. However, the surveys are probably not complete below
the 4 or 5 Jy level, and thus a number of HII regions with < 100 Jy-kpc
will be missed at r = 5 kpc. Furthermore, the distribution of HII re-
gions is certainly not uniform and it is not clear that any volume of
the Galaxy can be considered
"representative".
Figure 34 shows the surface density of radio HII regions within
5 kpc of the sun plotted against the base 10 logarithm of the absolute
continuum flux density derived from the circular motion and linear den-
sity-wave analyses. The decrease in the surface density with decreasing
Sq below 100 Jy-kpc^ probably results from the incompleteness of the
surveys at low flux levels. The decrease in the surface density with
increasing above 100 Jy kpc^ more likely reflects the true shape of
the luminosity function. If each nebula is ionized by a single star,
then, roughly speaking, an absolute flux density of 100 Jy-kpc^ or
greater requires that the star be of type 0. while Sq < 100 Jy-kpc^ can
be maintained by an early B star (Rubin. 1969; Panagia, 1973). The
median of both functions is 100 Jy-kpc^ indicating that at least half
the nebulae in the sample require one or more 0 stars to maintain their
ionization.
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Log
,0 (So)
Figure 34: Luminosity functions for dense HII regions located
within ^ ITTIO r^f «-U„ m,
drawn \
from bo
figure.
5 kpc of the sun. The surface density is
vs the log absolute flux density. Nebulae
th longitude intervals are included in each
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.He p..„,
^^^^^^
^^^^
"-^ xonize the observed
volume of cas ran K« J ,
-^i-vea
g b, c De aetect<aH «*. „j„at significant distances from the sun.Because it Is l.p„tant to .m^.^ operational e„eets
.en eo.pa.-
^ns ai„e.ent pa.ts ol the Oala... even at the
.1..
^ ^.
:orlt. ol
.alactlc HU
..Ions.
.u„he. analysis „1U e.phasl.e oh.ects
with an absolute flux density > inn t„ i, 2I
_
o jy-upc
,
as derived from either cir-
cular or linear denslty-„ave
.Inematlc distances. Xahle
. ,ives a 11.
Of these Hll regions. „lth their Ulne^tlc distances, galactocentrlc
radii and absolute flux densities. The bases for resolution of the
distance ambiguity are listed under
..other measurements'.. Asterisks
indicate that the object may have an anomalous velocity with respect to
the absorption data. Objects with small anomalies between absorption
and recombination line velocities are Indicated by a footnote but are
otherwise retained In the sample, m some cases, there Is uncertainty
as to the exact distance, so the possible distances and radU are list-
ed along with a note of preferenrp ruc tr ce. The linear density-wave model oc-
caslonally has small values of |dV(r)/dr|
. and hence larger than normal
distance uncertainties, at positions away from the subcentral point.
The few nebulae affected by this are Identified by an appropriate note.
The objects m this list are seen out to r . 14 kpc. and provide the
sample that will be used In all further analysis.
In the South. 31-33% of the nebulae have optical counterparts as
compared with 15% of those In the North. Thus the difference In average
visual extinction towards radio HII regions, which was prominent In the
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IS independent of the relative .overabundance of small t,ok i
So„fh o ^ V nebulae in the
imlty of large southern nebulae to the sun Thn . us there must be less
obscuring material along the H„= , • ,
' °' ^^^"^ '""O- HII regions m the
south than would be estimated from the northern data.
The mtrmslcall, luminous nebulae m this final sample, com-
prising 110 of the original Ififi „k- .l 166 objects, are distributed about equally
in ngure 33 for both circular and linear density-wave velocity fields
Also shown is the total continuum flu. density, including contributions
from faint nebulae. The similarity between the number counts and the
au.es indicates that most of the observed thermal continuum flu. comes
from the most intrinsically luminous nebulae.
It is Obvious that the ionized gas is not distributed uniformly
with distance from the sun. Sources tend to be found near r = 1. 3.5.
6.5, 9.0 and 13 kpc. and are less common at other distances. These
peaks are also evident when the two longitude Intervals are considered
separately. The clustering of sources makes it difficult to estimate the
^gnitude Of any distance selection effect since, to first order, most
of the structure in Figure 35 must arise from the galactic distribution
of nebulae. N(R.e). However, there is a definite decrease in the number
of luminous nebulae for r > 8 kpc, and selection effects probably become
severe near this point. If we assume that the local luminosity function
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H109a Regions North + South
Flux and Number vs, Distance
T T
Linear Density Wave
"Total Flux
All Objects
-CZa
Number
So ^ 100 Jy-kpc^
Circular Rotation
Total Flux
All Objects
Number
Sq> 100 Jy-kpc^
8 10
r (kpc)
12 14 16
Figure 35:
dpL?^? ""f^^^^ observed continuum flux
tZ I IT. ^ °f distance from the sun for
countT/\ r^""'.^^^^^'^" velocity fields. Numberounts include only objects with an absolute fluxdensity greater than or equal to 100 Jy-kpc2, whilethe observed flux density counts contain contributionsfrom all nebulae in the kinematic sample. The figures
are averages over both longitude intervals.
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100 ay-.p. „az be date«ed at a di.eance of 8 .pe
.He sun.
would be „.o„g to construe the structure In K(r) and S(r) as evidence
Of any "grand design" in the distribution of „„ regions. But. the fact
that the ^jor peaks i„ numbers and flux appear in both longitude inter-
vals indicates that the structure is not fortuitous and does contain
some Information on the large-scale distribution of nebulae.
A more direct approach is to examine quantities as functions of
galactocentric coordinates. Figure 36 shows the surface density of in-
trinsically luminous nebulae (S^ > 100 Jy-kpc^) plotted against the
galactocentric radius R for both velocity fields and longitude intervals.
Nebulae are found at radii between 3 and 11 kpc in the South and between
A and 10 kpc m the North. The apparent decrease in the surface den-
sity at the solar radius and interior to 3 kpc is real (see sIVg).
There is obvious structure in the radial surface density, and the dis-
tribution derived from linear density-wave motions is more ordered than
that derived from circular rotation. In the linear density-wave model,
the major peaks in the North occur near 4, 5.5 and 7.5 kpc, and in the
south near 3. 5.5 and 7.5 kpc. Similar, though less well defined peaks,
are found in the distribution derived from circular rotation. The sur-
face density In the South is especially concentrated in certain annul!,
and the differences between the two longitude intervals is suggestive
of azlmuthal structure in the overall distribution of nebulae. The ab-
solute flux density shows features similar to the surface density except
that the southern peak near 7 kpc is less prominent.
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Figure 36 The observed radial surface density of intrinsically
luminous radio HII regions (S >100 Jy-kpc^) in the
kinematic sample. The lower ^wo panels use radii derivedfrom the circular rotation model, and the upper two panels
use radii derived from the linear density-wave model.
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Figure 37 .hows the „^er and absolute flu. density per Upc^
averaged over both longitude intervals. The radial ^in structure changes
somewhat according to the assu,„ed velocity field but th»i-ieia, e overall shape
Of an four curves is <,uite similar. The pea. in the surface density
of Objects and absolute fl..es occurs near 5
.pc. and there is evidence
for a secondary pea. near 7.5 .pc. It is interesting to compare the lo-
cations Of the pea.s in Figure 37 with the locus of potential minima in
the linear density-wave model of Burton (1971). m this model the po-
tential minima between the sun and the galactic center are located at
radii 3 to 4 kpc. 5 to 6 .pc and 7.5 to 9 Upc. where the spread in radii
results from the tilt of the spiral pattern over the longitude range
of the sample of nebulae. These positions qualitatively match many of
the peaks in the derived radial surface density diagrams, suggesting
that the data are not inconsistent with a spiral distribution of HII
regions in the Galaxy.
Figures 36 and 37 show observed surface densities and, because
of the longitudinal restriction on the sample, they are not complete
at R < 0.9 kpc or at R > 8.2 kpc. Moreover, the values of N(R) are low
by at least a factor of two because the portion of the Galaxy on the
other side of the galactic center is poorly represented in this sample.
However, the qualitative shape of the radial functions, the secondary
peaks near 7.5 kpc and the southern extension Inwards to R = 3 kpc, all
appear to be real features of the radial distribution of dense HII
regions.
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Intrinsically Luminous Radio Hii Reg ions
2000
Q.
Figure 37: The radial surface density of intrinsically luminousHII regions and of their absolute flux density. Resultsfrom both the circular rotation and linear density-wave
analyses are shown.
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-10 dc v,lf-i,
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^
distributions are extremely narrow, and In fact the ,'^'^'^ "'^ layer of luminous
regions has the smallest
. extent of any galactic tracer. By
comparison, the number of HI clouds In the . direction can be described
by a causslan distribution which has a dispersion of 80 pc (Ba.er and
Burton. 1„3). and it has been estimated that the CO clouds have a dis-
persion of 50 PC about their mean
. (Burton and Oordon. 1,73; Scovllle
et_al.
, 1977).
There Is an obvious trend In
.(R): „ebulae at R < 4
.pc have
^ > 0. nebulae at 5 < R < 7 ,po have
. < 0 and nebulae at R > 8 .pc have
^ > 0 once again. A similar warping has been observed In the CO clouds
m the sense that they have an <.> of -40 pc between 4 and 8
.pc radius
(ScovUle et al.. 1977; Cohen and Thaddeus. 1,77). but the CO observations
as yet are based entirely on northern longitudes, while the warping shown
m Figure 38 occurs In both the North and South to a roughly e,ual extent.
A more complete discussion of the z(R) distribution of HII regions and
other Population I-type species Is given in Chapter Vg.
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Intrinsically Luminous Radio Hn Reg
Linear Density Wave
ions
Figure 38: Distance from the galactic plane vs. distance from the
fh! w ""^f intrinsically luminous nebulae in
lon.Ludrf ^ ''T^'- /'"'^"^ ""'^ ""'^"^^^ the northernngit de interval; triangles mark nebulae in the southernlongitude interval. These data were derived using lineardensity-wave distance estimates.
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For completeness, the intrinsically Wnous nebulae are plot-
ted m salactocentrlc polar coordinates In
.Ignre 3,. ,He largest
bols ^rU nebulae with S, > aoo ay-.pc^ and the s^llest ^r. those
With S„ < 200 .,-.pc^ Bashed lines dra™ at longitudes 305' and 53»
Show the longitude extent of the sample, and a circle ^r.s the position
of the sun. While the nebulae are not located randomly, this figure
shows no compelling evidence that the dense radio HIl regions lie In a
clear. unl,ue pattern. It Is, however, extremely unllRely that such a
distribution would be visible when the data are displayed In this manner
regardless of the extent to which HII regions are confined to specific
locations. As seen earlier, <|dV(r)/dr|> . IQO pc/(Ws) over lines of
sight interior to the solar circle. This implies that even if the mag-
nitude of the galactic velocity field is known perfectly, random motions
will give a 500 pc error, on the average, in the distance to these
nebulae. Motions in the Galaxy are, of course, not perfectly known and
thus one could expect a kinematically derived position to be in error
by
- 1 kpc along the line of sight. This error is quite sufficient to
destroy any appearance of structure in a jx^lar diagram containing only
about 100 points. A polar diagram is clearly of limited value for in-
vestigating the existence and form of any R(e) relationship. Me must
rely on averaged derived quantities, and the construction of models which
attempt to reproduce observed quantities, for our conclusions regarding
the large-scale distribution of HII regions.
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Figure 39; The distribution in galactocentric polar coordinates ofthe intrinsically luminous nebulae in the kinematic
sample. The largest symbols mark nebulae with absolute
continuum flux density >800 Jy-kpc2; the smallest symbols
mark nebulae with 100^Sq<200 Jy-kpc^.
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8) KlnemaMr Models
we co„s..uct kine^tlc
.odels .o deter„i„e the combination, of
surface density and galactic
.otlon. that win reproduce the observed
veloclty-longltuda distribution of nebulae. It Is unrealistic to ex-
pect that any si^le ™del „lu account for the placement of every
nebula, but a successful ^del .ust account for the ^Jor features of
the V-l diagram. In particular, models should reproduce the "gaps"
in the nebular distribution observed along at certain longitudes.
As discussed 1„ nve, these gaps are triangular areas 1„ V-« space. In
both the North and South, that contain no dense HII regions. The areas
are well populated by species like HI and molecular clouds (CO)
, so
their occurrence In Figure 32 Is unexpected and the features should be
reproduced by an adequate model.
The input to any model is a surface density of nebulae, N(R,e),
a description of the assumed kinematics, and a function P(r) that
accounts for distance-dependent selection effects. The observed surface
density function, averaged over both longitude intervals (Fig. 37). was
used in most models. This average function does not fall to zero until
R < 3 kpc because there are six southern nebulae in the range
3 < R < 4 kpc. However, the northern N(R) is zero for all R < 4 kpc.
None of the models discussed here reproduces this asymmetry in the lo-
cation of the inner boundary of the nebular distributions, so whenever
the observed surface density function was used, it was arbitrarily set
equal to zero for all northern radii < 4 kpc. This only affects the
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models over the longitude range 5 < t < 24'' Th.e asymmetry will be
discussed in a later section.
Three forms of the distance dependence P(r) „ere used: 1)
P(r) 1. This ignores distance effects not in N(R.e) and assures
.hat an models give hac. the assumed surface density, hut models „ith
P
= 1 have equal numbers of nebulae on the near" and "far" sides of
the Galaxy, contrary to what is observed. 2) P(r) = r'^ This form
Of P was used for all adj^ surface densities [e.g.. constant M(R.e)l
but when used with the observed N(R) it causes parts of the Galaxy
Which are poorly represented because of distance effects in the surveys
to be doubly underrepresented in the models. 3) P(r) = 1 for r < h
and P(r)
= 0 for r > h. This form of P places a horizon on the model
at h kpc from the sun. while it maintains the adopted N(R) at closer
distances. When an h . 15 kpc is chosen, the part of the Galaxy which
has not actually been observed does not enter the models, and the models
give back an N(R) function close to that observed. All M,del distribu-
tions which made use of the observed N(R) were calculated for each form
of P(r) separately, and the results discussed here hold for all three
forms of the distance dependence.
To make a model V-t diagram, the line of sight at any H is
divided into cells of length 4r and width r^M. where r^ is the distance
to the center of a cell and M is the angle between successive lines
of sight. The product of the area of a cell times the adopted surface
density function gives the probability that an HII region lies in that
cell; if this probability is greater than a randomly chosen number
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between 0 and 1, then a luminous HII region
-f^ ""^^^^^ ^ssuined to occupy the
ceXl XHe
..I.e. aensU,
^
CPC
) is ,.ven a„o.Her
.„ao„ chosen
.
.....^...^
Uke the local Xu^no.u. funcUon. The observed Uux densUy of a
account
.or au.ance e„ec..
. „e..U Is
.Me^eca" « Us observe,
nux densu. Is
.rea.er
.Han 3
^^^^ ^^^^^^
is the su„ of the projected (.odeX) galactic veXoclt. field at the ap-
propriate location, and a line of sight component random, chosen fro.
a distribution
„i.h .ero
.ean and a dispersion of 5
.„/s. The rando.
numbers were generated fro. the
.ethod suggested by Lewis and Payne
(X973). All calculations used AH = 1° and ir = 80 pc.
The upper right and lower left panels of Figure 40 show typical
V-t diagrams calculated from the observed N(R) function with P = 1
for r
< 14 kpc. For comparison, a uniform surface density function (I.e..
N(R) = constant for all R) with prv^ -iy, PCr) - r was used to produce the
model shown in the upper left panel. All these models are axlsy^tric
in that N(R.e) = N(R). The observed luminous nebulae are shown In the
lower right panel.
The uniform surface density model (upper left panel) has some
nebulae at the high velocities and low longitudes characteristic of
material at R < 3 kpc. Because this model contains a reasonable dis-
tance-dependent selection effect, it is likely that the lack of ob^
served nebulae at R < 3 kpc is caused by a real decrease in N(R) in the
inner Galaxy. We cannot conclude that there are no nebulae between
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Figure 40: Three^odels of the distribution of luminous nebulae, andthe observed distribution. Upper left panel: a constantsurface density of nebulae with linear density-wave
motions Upper right and lower left panels: the observed
surface density used with linear density-wave and circular
motion models, respectively. Lines are drawn at longitudes
and velocities corresponding to R=15 kpc, R=3 kpc (dashedline) and are drawn along the locus of terminal velocities,
all as determined from the circular rotation model
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the salactU nucleus
.„a K . 3 ,p, ...
_
^^^^^
far.
velocity crowding near the subcentral point the area near
V, a consistently probable location for nebulae In all models (the
sa„e pheno^non causes HI spectra to have a peak near (Burton.
1971)]. Thus the Observed absence of tennlnal-veloclty^nebulae at cer-
tain longitudes is not simple chance; there are no observed nebulae in
Just those areas of the V-« diagra. which have a high probability of
being occupied. This conclusion holds for both the constant and the
observed surface density functions. Also, there are only slight dif-
ferences between ^del diagrams constructed using circular, linear
density-wave and nonlinear density-wave kine,natlc models (the latter
not Shown here)
.
and thus the gaps are not solely a consequence of
nebular motions. In sun, none of the symmetric models using the ob::
served radial surface density function reproduce the distinctive gaps
along V^. This implies that dense radio nebulae lie in an ordered pat-
tern that is not completely described by the radial distribution
function.
The left panel of Figure 41 shows a typical V-£ diagram produced
by a model in which nebulae are confined to the spiral pattern derived
from northern HI kinematics (Burton. 1971). In the specific model shown
here, all nebulae are located on the outer edge of the spiral within
22.
°5 azimuth of the pattern center. Thus approximately 13% of this
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aensu. U ..ven
.He Cservea vaXue)
^^^^^
The actual o..e.vaeio„s a.e she™ cental panel o.
..e a^ure
The spi„X „o<.el elearl,
.ep.od.ces ehe c.e.vea gaps along V
.he No.eh and produces gaps along m Che Sou.h. The southern^
-del gaps do not coincide e^ctly „Uh those ohserved, hut this Is
not a serious p.ohle.. xhe adopted spiral pattern was derived entirely
fro„ northern HI observations and It Itsell does not fit the southern
HI data very well (see UVh). Attempts to refine the
.„dels by using
a different spiral pattern were unsuccessful; there seems to be no
two-ar»ed logarithmic spiral pattern, having either a constant pitch
angle or one which varies linearly 1„ R. which fits both the northern
and southern nebulae. However, a two-armed trailing pattern gives the
right number of gaps along and Is thus sufficient to describe the
observations
.
The lack of an adequate pattern makes it difficult to specify a
"best fit- arm width. The northern observations are matched best by
models having all HII regions on the outer arm edge < 45° in azimuth
from the pattern center, but an extent of < 90° is possible, and the
models are not inconsistent with the observations if up to 25% of the
nebulae are located close to the inner edge of the arms. However, there
is no evidence that there are any "interarm" nebulae unconnected with
the overall pattern.
A series of concentric rings is a good approximation to a small
pitch-angle spiral when only one side of a galaxy is being observed.
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Ring models are azimuthally symmetric and representt attempts to fit
the o.se.v.tio„s
,y (.adicall.)
.Uenns the
.adUl =u.face aensUy
that resuus when nebulae are confined between 3-4
.pe. 4.75-5.5
.pc
and 7-8 Upc fro„
.he galactic center. The relative population of each
annulus Is given by the observed radial surface density function.
Portions of the rings more than 14 koc fron,uud Kp om the sun are assumed to be
unobserved.
While the ring
.odel gives gaps near the appropriate longitudes.
It also gives a »ore regular V-i pattern than Is observed; and. more-
over, ring models fit the observations better if the radius of the
rings increases slightly fro. North to South, i.e.. in the sense of
trailing spiral arms.
The models shown in Figure 41 were generated assuming circular
rotation, but adoption of linear or nonlinear density-wave kinematics
does not alter the overall form of the model V-£ diagrams. This kine-
matic independence occurs because the most distinguishing feature of
the various models is their behavior at the terminal velocity, i.e..
near the subcentral points. There, any radial motion is projected en-
tirely across the line of sight and does not enter the models. At the
same time, the azimuthal component of density-wave "streaming" motions
is rather small near the potential minimum of a spiral arm. Thus, be-
cause the best models place the HII regions near the potential minimum,
projected streaming motions in even nonlinear density-wave models are
comparable to the expected random motions of the nebulae.
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In sugary, about 300 „odel v-« distributions have been ealcu-Utea witK the ,oXio«ins results: Tbe observe, velocities and Xon.i-
-aes Of the »st Xu„i„ous. dense Hn region. i„
.he inner Oaiaxy are
not etched by axisy^tric «dels in which K(R.e) is the observed
N(R). but are consistent with
.odels in which nebulae are totally con-
fined to a spiral pattern. This conclusion is independent of whether
nebulae ^ve in circular orbits or have density-wave kine^tics. A
spiral pattern containing two trailing ar.s is sufficient to describe
the distribution, but the pattern does not appear to be as regular as
a logarithmic spiral.
Model results are rarely unique. However, the connection between
prominent kinematic features in the HII observations and large-scale
galactic structure implied by the model results is supported by ad-
ditional evidence. First, the adopted spiral pattern is one derived
fromjil kinematics and is only applied to HIT regions. That the HI
model fits the HII so well Implies that the HII features are not se-
lection effects, chance or local perturbations, but are connected with
large-scale phenomena visible in HI. Secondly, the "gaps" In the
nebular distribution along V, begin near the "classic" tangent points
of spiral arms. For example, there are distinct features in the high-
energy Y-ray distribution near longitudes 310°, 330°, 345°, 35° and 55°
(e.g., Stecker, 1977), very close to the positions of the "steps" in
the intensity of nonthermal radiation along the plane (Mills, 1959;
Wlelebinski e^.
,
1968)
.
These are the longitudes where nebulae are
seen to the terminal velocity, and are also the approximate longitudes
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of the
..b..ps.. in the HI
.o.ation c..ve (e.g.. Ker., «e,).
.He
-dex .esuU. suggest that at these locations large-scale galactic
features are being seen tangent to the line of sight.
Thus, there appears to be a relationship between the Kine^tics
Of the HII regions and the Uine„.tics of HI. and between the kine^tics
of HII regions and changes in the e^ssivity of ,-rays and nonther^l
radiation. These considerations suggest that the Uine^tics of dense
ionized nebulae are. as suggested by the models, carrying infor^tion
on large-scale galactic features.
^—HII Regions with Anomalous Velocify ?
Approximately 20% of the luminous HII regions in the North and
approximately 5% of those in the South have
|
V(H109a)
|
>
|
VJ , independent
of whether is derived from circular rotation or density-wave kine-
matics. The model calculations, using the adopted random velocity
dispersion of 5 km/s, give forbidden velocities to only 8% of the ob-
jects in either longitude interval. The observations can be reconciled
with the models if the northern rotation curve is raised 5 km/s relative
to the southern rotation curve. This value is quite close to the ob-
served 7 km/s difference between northern and southern HI terminal
velocities (Kerr, 1969) suggesting that the discrepancies result from
use of an average or otherwise incorrect rotation curve [eq. (93)] to
calculate V^. However, this explanation may not be entirely satis-
factory, for some of the northern nebulae have velocities in excess of
the terminal HI velocity in their vicinity. Whether this is merely a
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sta«.UcaX nuce.a..o„.
.an.o™
...x„
, ^^^^^^^^
Of a a«.„e„ee in .He
..„e.a..oe o.
.on... an. ne..a.
,as. canno.
be determined from the present data.
Eight nehulae have velocities that, compared
„ith their absorption
spectra, impi, that the nehulae have a smaller circular velocity than
Siven hy the rotation curve at their location (or a projected component
Of motion Which is equivalent to a reduction in circular velocity).
These are listed in Table S t>,^ u ^5. The best studied is W31 (see Wilson, 1974)
The components of „31 have 0 , v(Hn) , u Ws and 0 , V(abs)
, 40 .m/s
However.
.
150 Ws in their direction, and thus by the criteria of
UVc these sources cannot be at their near or far kinematic distance;
they are often assumed to be in the "S-Upc" expanding arm (Wilson, 1974-
Caswell et^. i975)
.
The motion of the 3-.pc arm is so poorly under-
stood that it is an uncritical (albeit convenient) repository for
curious phenomena in the inner Galaxy. It is clear, however, that al-
though the apparent discrepancies between recombination line and ab-
sorption velocities of northern nebulae can be removed by placing them
in the 3-kpc arm. the motion of the 3-kpc arm is in the wrong sense to
reconcile the measurements of southern nebulae like 338.06+0.01 and
337.92-0.47.
Recently, Greisen and Lockman (1979) have observed the 3-kpc arm
m absorption against 10.16-0.35. and have argued that the W31 sources
are at their far kinematic distance. They ascribe the lack of absorption
near to a paucity of cool clouds in the inner 4 kpc of the Galaxy and
not to any anomalous motion of the nebulae. Unfortunately, if this
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TABLE 5
Nebulae with Anomalous Velocity?
Source
V(H109a)
(km/s)
|V(H109a)-V (abs)l
max^ 1 Absorption
(km/s) Measurements
iU. 16-0. 35 + 13.9 25 HI, OH, H^CO
10.31-0.15 + 9.7 35 OH, H2CO
10.63-0.39 + 0.3 40 HI, OH, H2CO
333.61-0.22
- 48.3 20 HI
337.92-0.47
- 40.4 20 HI
338.06+0.01
- 41.7 45 OH, H2CO
338.43+0.05
- 36.9 40 HI, OH
348.72-1.04
- 12.0 20 HI, OH, H^CO
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hypothesis is correct m->^«, then absence of absorption at |V|>
I v(H109.)
I
for anj. source at il ^ 25° is not necessarilv . -ay evidence that the source
IS at the near kinematic distance for thpe , t e absence could result from
either the lack of clouds near i-h^ uthe subcentral point or from the loca-
tion of the nebula at its near distance.
In sum, there are no observations that nn=,™K-<*Lion n unambiguously require
so»e nebulae to have lar^e (> 20 Ws, „o„-e...uXa. veXoeiUes. a„a U
there is a single explanation all the apparent velocity ano^lies.
It is not connected with the 3-kpc arm.
CHAPTERV
THE DISTRIBUTION OF MODERATE DENSITY IONIZED GAS
a) Introdur,Mr>n
Dense HII regions are only one form of ionized gas found in
interstellar space. The detection by Gottesman and Gordon (1970) of
weak centimetric recombination lines from directions in the galactic
plane apparently lacking identifiable compact continuum sources, and
the subsequent work by Jackson and Kerr (1971), Gordon and Cato (1972)
and Matthews e^. (1973), which established the extensive distribu-
tion of these lines over certain longitudes, indicated that there was
a new species available for tracing the galactic distribution of ion-
ized gas. The material giving rise to the lines is quite common at
certain locations in the Galaxy, and thus these weak lines potentially
contain more information on the detailed kinematic structure of the
Galaxy than can be extracted from higher frequency lines. The source
of the emission is still uncertain, although the fact that the lines
are observed most easily at low frequencies, that they are found from a
substantial volume of the plane and that they occur in directions where
the average continuum brightness temperature is fairly low all point
towards gas with an electron density of I-IOQ cm"^. This medium is of
special interest for the study of the galactic distribution of ionized
gas because to some extent it may be treated as if it were spatially
continuous, and surveys can be made at positions chosen on geometric
criteria rather than on the thermodynamic criteria which guided the
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higher
^^^^^^ ^ tHe.™o<.,„a..e
„Ue.i„„
the existence of a
.Ucrete co„Un..„
.ource t„ a given ai.ec.ion.)
This chapter describes the results of .a survey of distributed re-
co^inaeion line emission in .he Hi66.
.eco^i„a.i.„ ii„e a. i.«5 OH.
The gross properties of the emission win be derived fro„ the „ost
straightforward analyses, and there „iil he so^e discussion regarding
the origin of the e:.ission and its relationship to the dense HII re-
gions studied in previous sections. An independent survey of the aa.e
transition has been collated recently by Hart and Pedlar (1976) at
Jodrell Bank, and their results will be used to con^le^ent the present
work.
It should be e.phasl^ed that, in comparison with the dense nebulae
studied in the previous chapter, our understanding of the source of
H166a endssion is rudimentary. There is currently no hope of deriving
a distance to any element of this gas and hence the distance selection
effects, the luminosity function, and other fundamental facts are un-
known. The discussion in this chapter will therefore be largely re-
stricted to a comparison of the observed properties of H166a with those
of dense ionized regions and neutral gas.
b) A Description of the Survey
The main body of the survey covers galactic longitudes 358° <
^ 1 50?5 at b = 0?0. Over most of this range, spectra were taken every
degree in longitude. Supplementary observations include four spectra
taken at b = + 0?5 and eight additional spectra taken in the galactic
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plane: two near i = la" anH t-u^ ^ ^ ^
^4 d the remainder spaced at five degree in-
tervals from i = 100-125*.
These observations provide a fa^r^^r „r,^^r^P a irly uniform sample of the Galaxy
at b
= OfO over galactic radii of 2-8 kpc. The emission at R < 2 kpc
is inadequately determined because there are only a few observations
with
. < 10°. The main survey does not extend beyond £ . 50°, so the
outer portion of the Galaxy (R > 8 kpc) is not as fully sampled as the
inner portion. However, Hart and Pedlar (1976) found essentially no
H166a emission between sr and 70°; this, together with similar re-
sults from the survey by Gordon and Cato (1972) and the lack of emis-
sion at the supplementary positions over longitudes 100-125% indi-
cates that most H166a emission originates at R < 9 kpc. Thus the over-
all characteristics of the H166a emission can probably be determined
from these observations even though longitudes greater than 50° are
largely unexamined. In any case, the longitude coverage of this sur-
vey is comparable to the northern longitude interval in the sample of
dense HII regions discussed in the previous chapter, and the distribu-
tions of these two species may be compared.
A fundamental limitation on the survey is the relatively coarse
(approximately 1°) spacing between adjacent observations, imposed by
the need for long integrations at each position. The effect of this
incompleteness is examined at various stages of the analysis, and a
number of tests indicate that the data are sufficient to derive re-
liable morphological properties of the H166a emission.
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The H166. emission observed f„» a particular U„e of sight
through the gaxactic pXaue win arise i„ di„ere„t gas than, for e.-
-Pie. the HiO,. emission fro„ the sa„e voXu.e.
.ro„ the discussion
in Chapters ZI and lit it is clear that high-fre,uenc. reco^ination
spectra are generally dominated by emission fro„ the ^st dense co^
ponents of a heterogeneous
„ediu.. and lower frequency lines by less
dense components. The optical depth in the continuum for ioni.ed gas
at a frequency of 1.4 GHz is greater than unity when the emission
measure E i 25 l/-35 ,„-6
^^^^^^^^ temperature of 10^ K
and a path length of a few parsecs this condition is met when the
electron density > 10^ cm'^. i^,,,
^^^^^^^^^^
of path length and virtually independent of T^, will significantly
decrease peak H166« line temperatures when « 1500 cm'^. At high
frequencies, where these considerations are less important, the ob-
served spectra reflect properties of the most dense regions. At lower •
frequencies, the optical depth in the continuum, impact broadening, and
non-LTE effects all combine to produce spectra weighted heavily by
lower density gas. Furthermore, the relatively large antenna beam
width of most telescopes at the H156c. frequency also favors detection
of extended regions more so than the H109a observations (e.g., the ob-
servations described in this chapter were made with a 21' beam in con-
trast to the 6" and 4' beams used for the H109a observations).
The H166a line was observed because previous studies of this and
nearby transitions indicated that the recombination lines from dis-
tributed material were stronger at lower frequencies than at higher
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»pecies.
..e „UH .He .a. e<,..p„e„ a„a v...an.
..enUeal a„ee™a
beam widths, could be compared A fin.i f .P . al factor was that the galactic
background emission has a falrlv =^o.i y steep spectral Index, and at fre-
quencies much lower than 1 4 GH:. ^^ .. z It can contribute substantially to the
total system temperature. The rather coarse angular resolution of most
telescopes at 1.4 GH. Is not a serious limitation for a survey designed
to determine characteristics of the Galaxy on a large scale.
The mam part of the survey was obtained during three observing
sessions from June to August 197S an j .B , All data were taken with the 140-ft
telescope of the NRAO. which has a half-power bean, width of 21 arc.ln
at the frequency of the H166a transition. Observations were
..de with
two cooled para^netrlc amplifiers located at the prime focus sampling
orthogonal linear polarizations. Each amplifier had a system tempera-
ture near 55 K. IWo 192-channel autocorrelation spectrometers were
operated with a total bandwidth of 5 MHz each, giving a velocity reso-
lution of 5.A8 km/s and a total usable velocity coverage of > 900 km/s.
The data were taken by switching the telescope between a position
In the plane and a reference position at b - + 5-10°. To minimize the
effect of ground radiation at low elevations, the reference spectra
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were
.a.e„ ae an eXev..o„ elo.e
.o
.,a. „, .He s.^nal spee.a.
.He
para^eerxc a.pX,,,e.s „ere ,.Ue seaHle ove.
...e scales . 1 Hou. al-W„s spec»a a. several ai„ere„e signal pos.Uons
.o He assocU.a
wi^h a sinsu
..erenee posUion. x„ ,e„era.. spec„a ae a.Jacene
POslUons were „„e associate. „UH tHe sa« reference spec.ru..
„or
was an, posU.on in .He plane always associated „i.H
.He sa.e reference
position. Reference spectra compared against one ano.Her sHo«ed no
evidence of line emission or ins.ru^„.al features wHicH could be ^s-
taken for line emission.
Most directions were observed during each of the three sessions
There was no indication of variation in the spectra between June and
August, and calibrations against discrete continuu. sources co„fi.,.d
that the properties of the telescope sys.e. refined constant to within
2% over this period.
Data were taken with the focus alternately displaced by a distance
± A/8 from its optimum value. While this had a negligible effect on the
telescope gain, it did remove the standing waves between the receiver
and the telescope structure. The final spectra showed little evidence
of the Sinusoidal variations associated with the standing wave phenomenon,
Every signal-reference pair (consisting typically of 10 minutes
integration on signal and 15 minutes on reference) was examined before
averaging, and ^ 5% were rejected because of poor quality baselines of
instrumental origin. The remaining data were averaged and a polynomial
was fit to the extensive emission-free regions of each spectrum. In all
cases the instrumental spectrum was quite smooth, and in 70% of the
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spec.a Ha. a paa.-.o-peaK
.ev.ae.on o. , O.XO K
...
.... _
binea „Uh .He la.^e
.o.al v.XocU. coverage o. each
.ce.ve.
,„3.ea
that a .lnl.u. of uncertainty was introduced by the baseline te«,val
process. After baseline re^val the spectra were Hannlng smoothed-
comparison of the smoothed and unsM,othed data Indicated that no
statistically significant spectral features were lost as a result of
the sn^othing. The total Integration time at each position was about 5
hours
.
During the August session neutral hydrogen spectra were observed
at most survey positions. These observations involved frequency switch-
ing between the HI line frequency and a reference frequency 4 MHz away.
Other than frequency switching, the equipment was identical with that
used in the H165c< observations, and the antenna beam width was virtually
the same.
The continuum temperature was measured by monitoring the change
in total system temperature between signal and reference positions.
While this method should be reliable, it can be somewhat sensitive to
nonlinearities in the total power detectors; these nonlinearities were
minimized by assuring that the input level to the detectors was identical
for both signal and reference. Spectra at supplementary positions in
the plane were taken during a separate observing session in November,
1974. While they could be calibrated and reduced identically to those
of the main survey, during these observations reference positions were
not chosen to be at elevations similar to the signal positions, and the
very weak continuum temperatures were thus too uncertain to be useful.
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The errors Us.ed for the observed quantities are . 3a esti^tes
and atte.pt to include both rando. and certain systematic effects where
appropriate. Rando. noise is the ^Jor source of uncertainty in the
antenna temperature of any spectral point, but the uncertainty in the
total power in the line is dominated by non-random effects, principally
the impossibility of determining an exact baseline level. A small
systematic bias in the baseline, integrated over a typical line profile,
will result in an error in the total power in the line which is orders
of magnitude larger than the error formally given by the random noise.
Thus the error for the total power in the line was determined by ex-
amining the sensitivity of this quantity to variations in the poly-
nominal baseline that was removed from the observed spectrum. The re-
sultant error estimates cover the full range of fluctuations in the
line power for all reasonable baselines that could be fit to the data.
Uncertainties in the continuum measurements arise from slow
variations in the system temperature between signal and reference po-
sitions and the continually changing contribution of ground radiation
through spillover and sidelobes at low elevations. The latter effect
can be seen most clearly in the relatively large errors for the con-
tinuum measurements around £ = 50°, as these longitudes were often ob-
served at low elevation. Although these particular errors are not noise
in the usual sense, the observing procedure insured that there would be
no systematic bias in their magnitude or sign. Consequently these data
were analyzed as if all deviations were statistical.
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H166a e^ssion was detected at every observed position fro.
longitudes 40 to 44°6. Figure 42 shows the antenna temperature vs
velocity (LSR) for so.e typical directions, illustrating the general
characteristics and quality of the data. The observed lines are broad,
weak, and often have multiple components. There is generally good
agreement between the spectra obtained in this survey and those
measured at the same positions and at similar transitions by other ob-
servers (Gottesman and Gordon, 1970; Gordon e^.
, 1972; Gordon and
Cato, 1972; Matthews e^.
, 1973; Hart and Pedlar, 1976). The profile
at £ = IQO shows emission near
-120 km/s; this is identifiable as the
C166a line at the velocity appropriate for carbon emission correspond-
ing to the peak in the H166a emission. Approximately one-quarter of the
spectra show possible C166a emission, usually at levels very close to
the noise. The most narrow individual H166a features that could be
reliably distinguished had velocity dispersions a = 9-12 km/s. In con-
trast, the HI is characterized by a = 5.5-7.5 km/s over this longitude
range (e.g.. Burton, 1971).
Table 6 summarizes the main body of the survey, giving the longi-
tude, peak antenna temperature of each profile, total power in the line,
and the continuum antenna temperature for each direction, as well as
the integral of the antenna temperature over the positive velocity por-
tion of the corresponding HI profile. A dash in any entry indicates
that the quantity was not observed. Supplementary positions are given
in Table 7.
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1 1
H 166 a
<^ = 40?0
0.05
^=26?0
yA ^=18?0
^ \ ^= 10?0
1 1 1 .Ill400
-300
-200
-100 0 ^0 200 300 400
VELOCITY (km/s)
Examples of H166a spectra from the survey. The ordinate
Is antenna temperature and the abscissa Is velocity with
respect to the local standard of rest. The small feature
at £-10°, V=-120 km/s, is an example of possible C166a
emission.
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TABLE 6
Sunnnarv of the Main Hlft^rv q..^„^.,
H166
HI
Tj^(peak) /T dv t
-ii5Kl_ (K-kHz) (k') \o\'^~ (K-MHz)
358?0 27 + 18 1.9 + 0.7 1J.4 + 1.4 —
0.0 539 + 44 210 + ?n 171.1 +14.4 —
2.0 1 16 ^ 0.8 13.3 + 1.2 15.76
4.0 45 + 15 7.1 + 0.6 iU . 0 + 0.5 14.43
6.0 52 + 19 9.3 + 1.0 lb. / + 1.2 14.75
8.0 60 + 15 16.0 + 0.7 J-j' J + 1. 2 17.30
10.0 54 + 14 12. 3 + 0.5
. 1 + 0.7 20.35
12.0 58 + 16 12.8 + 0.4 xu • y + u
.
7
23.58
13.0 82 + 14 20.5 + 0.4 1 J. 1 o
-L-? • J + ± . 2 21.68
14.0 157 + 15 22.6 + 0.4 XH .0 T- U . o 23.07
15.0 32 + 13 7.9 + 0.5 Q 9 J. n o 24.87
16.0 51 + 15 6.7 + 2.4 o . y T 1 . u 22.66
17.0 44 + 14 13.6 +08 o.o + 0.8 22.47
17.5 27 + 14 5.3 + 0.6 8.1 + 1.2
18.0 33 + 12 6.7 + 0.7 8.6 + 0.6 23.22
19.0 98 + 15 21.9 + 0.8 12.8 + 0.9 28.45
20.0 28 + 14 13.0 + 0.4 9.7 + 0.5 28.99
21.0 43 + 12 8.7 + 1.4 8.3 + 0.6 26.63
21.5 38 + 14 9.1 + 0.6 7.7 + 0.6
22.0 38 + 15 12.3 + 1.5 10.4 + 0.7 28.43
23.0 58 + 14 15.3 + 3.1 13.2 + 1.0 29.66
24.0 67 + 15 19.8 + 1.1 11.7 + 0.6 29.66
25.0 79 + 14 22.2 + 3.4 11.6 + 1.0 24.93
26.0 112 + 15 23.9 + 0.5 12.0 + 0.9 26.98
26.5 83 + 13 22.1 + 0.5 10.7 + 0.7
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Table 6 (continued)
H166a
X 1 r»0 air ^
^j^ \.peaK^
T
(K-kHz)
c
27.0 82 + 11 18.4 + 0.6
—
(K)
.
10.8 + 1.3
28.0 84 + 15 14.9 + 0.5 8.3 + 0.9
29.0 56 + 13 15.9 + 1.6 10.9 + 0.9
30.0 228 + 15 36.3 + 0.4 15.2 + 1.6
31.0 296 + 19 69.6 + 7.9 25.1 j- 0.9
32.0 46 + 16 11.9 + 0.4 9.2 + 1.0
33.0 73 + 13 13.5 + 1.5 7.8 + 1.3
34.0 50 + 14 12.9 + 0.4 6.7 + 1.0
35.0 72 + 13 13.7 + 0.7 8.9 + 1.0
36.0 21 + 13 4.7 + 2.2 5.3 + 1.2
37.0 32 + 12 8.9 + 0.4 6.4 + 0.6
38.0 72 + 13 16.4 + 0.7 9.0 + 1.3
39.0 17 + 12 5.0 + 0.4 5.6 + 1.5
40.0 12 + 10 1.9 + 1.0 4.9 + 1.4
42.0 20 + 13 2.7 + 1.9 5.6 + 2.4
44.0 23 + 13 5.1 + 0.6 4.5 + 1.8
46.0 1 1^ 1.4 + 1.4 4.1 + 2.5
48.0 1 12 1 0.8 2.9 + 0.8
48.5 57 + 22 13.6 + 0.5 6.8 + 2.9
49.0 77 + 13 15.6 + 1.3 10.0 + 4.2
49.5 41 + 16 8.8 + 2.5 6.5 + 1.7
50.0 23 + 12 1.8 + 0.4 4.7 + 1.4
50.5 <_ 29 1 0.9 3.8 + 0.8
51.0
HI
/ T dv
V>0 ^
(K-MHz)
25.64
25.03
28.53
28.58
27.87
24.84
24.76
26.37
24.36
23.13
24.57
26.75
27.04
25.30
22.28
22.58
20.91
20.11
19.96
19.24
19.08
Errors and upper limits are + 3a estimates.
TABLE 7
H166a SupplemPntary PosifinnQ
^ \ (peak) fT^ dv
(,^)
._ (K-kHz)
A4?2 23+8 2.8+1.4
^^•^ 11+7 1.3+0.4
100.0 < 14 <
105.0 < 16 <
110.0 < 18 < 0.4
115.0 ^16 <^ 2..
8
120.0 < 17 <i,8
125.0 < 17 . <
Errors and upper limits are + 3a
estimates.
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the right boundary of the figure indicate the longitudes at which
spectra were taken; contours are drawn ever. 0.01 K fro„ COX to 0 05 K
0.01 K, is > 2a for 80% of the spectra.
It is apparent from this figure that hiaa,. ^ a .i-Lgu n H166a emission is widely
distributed at positive radial velocities over this longitude range
but except for the direction of the galactic center there is no signi-
ficant H166. e^ssion at negative velocities. (Note again that so.e
of the narrow low-level features with V < 0 be attributed to C166..
specifically at longitudes 6", 10% 14% 36», and 49"). The absence
of emission at negative velocities and at longitudes 100-125
», taken
together with the lack of significant emission at high positive
velocities for
. < 25°. indicates that most H166a emission originates
m the region 4 < R < 10 kpc, that Is, in the area corresponding to the
location of the dense HIl regions in the North.
In contrast. Figure 44 shows contours of the HI antenna tempera-
ture plotted in velocity and longitude coordinates. Marks through the
right-hand border of the figure again mark the longitude of each
spectrum. The relative spacing between contour levels is identical to
that of Figure 43, but the intensity of the levels has been increased
by a factor of 200. The HI is more extensive in both velocity and
longitude than the H166a. There is a substantial amount of HI at nega-
tive velocities (corresponding to R > 10 kpc), and, in the lower
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V (km s'')
Figure 43: Distribution of H166a antenna temperature in velocity-
longitude coordinates. Marks through the right hand
border show the observed longitudes. The outermost
contour is >2a for 80% of the spectra. Some emission at
V<0 km/s is attributed to the C166a line.
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Figure 44: Distribution of HI antenna temperature. Marks through the
right hand border show the observed longitudes.
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longitudes, at high positive velocities Th.r-^ .x . ere is no obvious decrease
in the intensity of HI emission at . > 40°, and the HI does not show
the large changes in intensity with longitude that are evident in H166a
Another view of the H166a e^ssion is shown in Figure 45. where
the total power in the line averaged over 3° longitude intervals is
Plotted against longitude. The error bars indicate the . 3a uncertainty
in the average due to the uncertainty in the individual points; they do
not represent the fluctuations of the points about the average. This
figure clearly shows the general decrease in emission at i > 35\ The
peak near
.
= 48° stands out only in comparison with adjacent intervals;
the power there is quite moderate. The increased power in the H166a
line between longitudes 23° and 35° arises in part from a few strong
lines, but also from a general increase in the level of emission at all
positions. The decrease in emission at £ < 10° appears to be real, es-
pecially since there is little H166a emission at either i = 358° or
= 2°, but these intervals are so sparsely sampled that this result
should be considered tentative. If real it would be difficult to under-
stand from purely large-scale causes, as these lines of sight cross
nearly all galactic radii, and positions only 6-10° away show ample
emission. Except for the peak near longitude 50°, there is little
similarity between this figure and the corresponding distribution of
numbers or flux densities of dense HII regions (Fig. 28). This suggests
that either the selection effects involved in this survey are grossly
different from the selection effects for the higher frequency surveys,
or that there is no simple connection between the numbers or thermal flux
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Figure 45: Total power In H166a as a function of longitude. Data
averaged over 3° intervals.
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compared with H166a,
.he power In positive velocity HI varies
»uoh .ore s^oothl, with longitude, having ^.i.„„
^^^^
20% between adjacent positions. The general inrr-. . .xiie crease in the HI power
from £ = 50° to £ % ^n* o^.^ *.u j£ 'x. 20 and the decrease at i < 20° result from geo-
metric effects and the opacity of HI, and not from the details of the
HI distribution (Burton, 1971; Burton e^.
,
X975)
. Unli.e the H166a
the broad trend of the HI integral does not indicate large variations
m abundance with position. Neutral hydrogen appears to be more wide-
ly and smoothly distributed than the ionized hydrogen sampled in the
H166a observations. Just as the H166a appears to be more smoothly dis-
tributed than the emission from dense HII regions.
The H166a spectrum at £ = 0% b = 0°, has the largest peak an-
tenna temperature, the most power in the line, and the greatest velocity
extent of any in the survey. It is all the more striking since adjacent
positions at I = 358° and £ = 2° show relatively little emission. While
a discussion of the galactic nucleus is outside the scope of this work,
these observations once again confirm the singular nature of this
direction in the Galaxy.
Observations pertaining to the latitude structure of the H166a
emission are summarized in Table 8 and shown in Figure 46. The general
symmetry of the spectra about b = 0° suggests that the plane defined
by the H166a emission at these longitudes does not substantially deviate
from the plane defined by the positive velocity HI (i.e., b = 0"). How-
ever, the observed mean latitude of the dense HII regions in the North
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TABLE 8
H166a Observations at b = + 0°';
L
(mK)
26?5
26.5
26.5
33.0
33.0
33.0
H)?5
0.0^
-0.5
+0.5
0.0^
-0.5
43 ± 10
83 ± 13
52 ± 11
17 ± 12
73 ± 13
13 ± 12
(K-kHz)
10.1 ± 0.6
22.1 ± 0.5
7.9 ± 2.0
6.0 ± 1.5
13.5 ± 1.5
8.5 ± 2.0
T
c
(K)
6.3 ± 1.0
10.7 ± 0.7
7.0 ± 1.4
4.1 ± 1.4
7.8 ± 1.3
4.1 ± 1.2
* Data taken from Table 6
Errors and upper limits are + 3a estimates.
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Figure 46: Variation of H166a with latitude at two longitude
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a se.o„s .(H,
..U„„.H.p.
^^^^^
like those displayed In Figure 18 .I 38 for the dense regions, would not be
detectable from these few spectra.
The change In antenna temperature with latitude of the highest
e^sslon assu^ng that the emission varies smoothly with latitude: at
« =
26^5 the emission has fallen to half Intensity within ^ 80 pc of
the Plane, and at
. = 33=. It has fallen to half Intensity less than
40 PC from the plane. (Gordon «al. (x,72) find a similar scale height
at longitude 33" from measurements of H158a, and Hart and Pedlar (1,76)
find a value close to 80 pc at longitude 25M The difference In
latitude structure between longitudes 26^5 and 33' could be due to ob-
servation of two different types of gas. For example. If the high
velocity peak at
. = 33» is formed In a relatively compact region, then
the "scale height" derived for this direction will refer more to the
size of that discrete region than to the overall latitude structure of
the ionized gas. There is no reason to expect that all the H166a line
emission arises in a smoothly distributed medium, hence It appears that
a large number of measurements at many longitudes are required in order
to separate local fluctuations (arising perhaps from the presence of
compact dense HII regions along the line of sight) from scale height
effects.
The use of terminal velocities is more appropriate for studying
H166a emission than for studying dense HII regions because, to first
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orae.
.He „X.ea can
.ea.a as a
^
Of point sources.
.Iso.
.ecaus.
.Here is no reliable wa, eo derive a
distance to Individual e^sslon features, the location of the evasion
with respect to the subcentral point takes on special Importance. Ter-
minal velocities were calculated fro. the definition of Shane and
Bleger-Smlth (1966)
:
' P "~^T-^I^a(^>. (97)
P
where Is the terminal velocity, is the central velocity of the
highest velocity peak In the profile, Av is the width of a channel and
Tp is the antenna temperature at V^. This method gives a measure of
V, Which is independent of T^, but the resultant „U1 increase with
an increased velocity dispersion of a profile. Because o(H166a) > o(HI)
this implies that (H166a) will be greater than V^(HI) (when both
species are at the subcentral point) by an amount roughly equal to
a(H166o.)
- o(HI), or 2 to 7 km/s. The "highest velocity peak" in the
H166a was required to have an antenna temperature greater than or equal
to 0.015 K, a value which is > 3a for 80% of the spectra in the survey.
In two directions (Z = 40;0, 44?6) the peak line temperatures were less
than this amount but because these spectra had 3o < 0.010 K the require-
ment was relaxed. It should be mentioned that this method of determining
a terminal velocity la rather Insensitive to most minor problems of
residual Instrumental baseline In the spectra. The method's reliance
on a peak In the emission deemphaslzes the effects of low intensity
wings of possibly instrumental origin.
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Figure 47 compares the terminal velocities of the H166. lines
with those Of HI. The te™i„al velocities de.lvea f.o. the HI e^s-
slon profiles are consistent with those derived h. Burton (1„0) fro.
Observations ^de with higher velocity resolution hut lower angular
resolution. The general behavior of the H166. ter^nal velocities re-
se*les that of dense HIl regions. At longitudes less than 23«. H166a
terminal velocities are generally less than those of HI. consistent with
the behavior of a „edlu. whose abundance decreases sharply interior to
a galactocentrlc radius of 4 kpc. Between longitudes 23« and 34° the
H165a terminal velocity is generally greater than the HI terminal
velocity, indicating that ^terial is present along the entire locus of
subcentral points £ro„ R = 4.1 to 5.6 kpc; this is also the qualitative
behavior of the dense HIl regions in this area. Finally, at longitudes
greater than 35
»
the H166a terminal velocities generally fall below
those of HI except for positions near 50» longitude. This is the area
of the "gap" In the distribution of dense HIl regions, and to some ex-
tent it also appears in the H166a emission, in the sense that the H166c.
emission seldom extends to the maximum permitted velocity. The dense
HIl regions never extend to the maximum permitted velocity in this
longitude interval.
The maximum value of (H166a) - (HI) is of order 13 km/s, and
occurs near longitudes 25° and 49°. This is a slightly larger velocity
difference than would be expected from the difference in dispersion be-
tween the two species or from errors In the determination of V . Thus
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Figure 47: Terminal velocities, V
, as a function of longitude for HI
(solid line) and H166a (dots).
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the H166a eMsslon appears to show the same type of e,«*me xcess circular
velocity founi in the emission from more dense HII r.,,u egions at similar
longitudes, but the HI does not share this
.otion.
el_ The Overall_Distribution of H]6^
Comparison w-ffh HI and HlQQo.
The procedure for determining the radUl distribution of a con-
tinuous or extended medium is not as straightforward as that used for
Objects that can he treated as point sources. The radial distrihutlon
Of the H166. line is determined hy associating the emission from each
channel of velocity with a galactocentric radius based on a
galactic rotation curve. In order to account for the projection of the
galactic velocity field along a line of sight the emission must be
weighted by the quantity Av/Ar^, where Av is a channel width and Ar^
Is the distance through the Galaxy which will contribute emission i! the
velocity range ± Av/2. Since Av/Ar^ is the Inverse of the relative
probability of finding emission within + Av/2 in a constant surface
density galaxy, multiplying by this quantity effectively assigns low
weight to highly probable velocities (e.g., those near V^) and higher
weight to less probable velocities. This procedure corrects for velocity
crowding. The radial distribution of H166a and HI will be expressed as
an average power In the line per kpc in units of K-km/s.
It is worthwhile to consider the difference between the quantity
Av/Ar and the surface density derived for dense HII regions. The im-
plicit assumption Is that the power In H166c. is Independent of antenna
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bea. wiath.
.0 the o„l, facto. dete™i„.„, n..
.n.ensUles U the ais-
tance traversed through a given annulus and the power in the line pro-
duced Within that annulu. per unit distance. This is the
.ost reason-
able way to atte.pt a radial deconvolution „, the data, hut this «thod
is .uch ^re sensitive to the thern,odyna^c properties of the gas than
the „>ethod of determining radial distributions by counting objects. If
there are large-scale radial changes in the temperature or density of
the gas producing H166. emission, then the resultant radial distribution
-y be extremely misleading, and in any case the considerations of line
formation and transfer discussed in the first three chapters indicate
that the power in a given line not be simply related to the amount
of material present. The same co-ents hold for the interpretation of
HI, With the exception that the radiative transfer of HI is comparatively
straightforward and any thermodynamic distortions in the radial distri-
bution will be less severe. With the exception of some preliminary work
by Burton (1979). the question of thermodynamic influences on the ap-
parent radial distributions of various species has not been treated to
any depth. In this chapter, the analyses are based solely on antenna
temperatures, and the results reflect actual distributions of matter
only through the (perhaps unknown) relationships between density and
antenna temperature. Within these uncertainties, the quantity
<T^ Av/At^> is proportional to a surface density for emission evenly
distributed across an antenna beam.
This approach to deriving a radial distribution requires the as-
sumption of a circular galactic velocity field so that each V, will be
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associated with a uniaue r • m,oq R^, the standard circular n,odel described by
eq. (93) was used with the quantity V set equal to 5.0 fcpc Instead
Of 3.5 UPC in order to better ^tch the derivatives of two expressions
for the rotation curve. Longitudes less than 4«. where the analysis
is very sensitive to the dispersion of the profiles because of severe
velocity crowding over a substantial portion of the line of sight, were
omitted fro. the calculation. Although there Is so.e H166a emission
at forbidden velocities. I.e.. at velocities which are higher than the
maximum permitted by the rotation curve, the antenna temperatures at
these velocities are usually small and have been Ignored.
The sensitivity of the radial distribution to the Incompleteness
of the survey, or to the presence of a few localized strong features
was estimated by calculating the distribution for ten subsets of the
data. A few of these are shown In Figure 48. where the solid line re-
sults from all data with 4» < « < 50:5, the dotted line from data only ^
at even longitudes (approximately one-half the total number of spectra),
and the crosses from all spectra except those containing the strong
lines at longitudes 30° and 31°.
The radial distribution can be very dependent on the exact form
of the rotation curve in areas of high Av/Ar. In particular, the portion
of the Galaxy at R < 5 kpc (which Is observed along lines of sight at
J < 30) will have substantially higher values of Av/Ar than elsewhere
(see Fig. 25). To examine the dependence of the derived radial distri-
bution function on the exact form of the rotation curve an analysis was
performed with the quantity R' in eq. (93) set equal to zero. This gives
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: The power in the H166a line, per kpc, vs. galactocentrlc
radius for various subsets of the survey. Dots show the
distribution at even longitudes, crosses show the distribu-
tion when the strong features at £=30° and 31° are omitted,
and the dashed line shows the effect of using a rotation
curve like Schmidt's at R>3 kpc, but which falls somewhat
below that of Schmidt at lower radii.
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a galaclc ro.aUon curve „uch
..at of ScH„«t („S5) for R > 3kpc. and one which fall.
.elo„ Scheldt's a. seller radu. The dff
farence hecween Che
.olid and dashed line, gives an Indication of
the sensitivity of the radial distribution to the rotation curve at
R 1 5 kpc.
Despite the numerous s^ll changes In the amplitude and shape of
the radial distribution with the varying sample. Its overall for„ re-
-ms constant and the peak occurs In the Interval 5-5.5 kpc for all
subsets of the observations.
When all the data are considered, between 50 and 75 channels con-
tribute to each annulus with R > 2.5 kpc. This large nu^er of ^asure-
-nts insures that the apparent radial distribution cannot be greatly
altered by the addition of a few „ore observations. The ^dest change
caused by the Inclusion or exclusion of the very strong emission at
« = 30- and 31" Is a specific example. In addition, the radial distri-
bution derived from half the data is substantially the same as that
derived from all the data, suggesting that the full survey Is complete
enough to give an accurate determination of this quantity over the
observed longitude Interval.
The average power in the H166a line per klloparsec is shown in
Figure 49, where the error bars cover all estimates of <T, Av/ir> de-
termlned from variations in the total sample as well as the variation
of the rotation curve at R < 5 kpc. Error bars for annuli with R > 10
kpc also cover changes caused by including observations at longitudes
100-125" in the analysis. Radii less than 1.5 kpc were inadequately
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R(kpc)
Figure 49: The power in the H166a line, per kpc, vs. galactocentric
radius
.
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included as negative velocity H166a emission.
The po„e. in H166a Increases sha.pl, f.o. 3.5-a Upc. „uh the
-an Of the overall distribution occurring near 3.5
.pc. virtually co-
incident «lth the pea.. The power falls sharply
.ithln a Uloparsec
Of the peak: 50% of the emission arises between 4 and 6 .pc. The
actual distribution will be even ^re compact than suggested by Hgure
A9. because the dispersion of the profiles will sometimes cause emis-
sion actually arising In one annulus to be associated with another
nearby annulus. Thus while Figure 49 Indicates that there Is no signi-
ficant emission for R > u Upc
, the actual outer boundary of H166. Is
probably
. 8 kpc. The lower value would also be consistent with the
absence of significant H166a emission between longitudes 51" and 70»
(Hart and Pedlar. 1976). The exact Increase in H166a Interior to
2.5 kpc depends very much on the form of the rotation curve in this re-
gion but the power is nontheless greater than zero. This is not likely
to be entirely due to dispersion from lines originating at larger radii,
because the extent of the •spillover" into nearby annull due to dis-
persion is proportional to (Av/Ar)-\ a quantity which Is generally small
for small radii at low longitudes. Thus the decrease in H166a emission
at R < 3.5 kpc Is sharp, but not total.
The average power in HI per kiloparsec was derived from the HI
spectra shown in Figure 44, and in Figure 50 the HI (drawn In a light
line) and the HI660. (drawn in a heavy line) are compared. Note that the
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The abundance of H166a (heavy line), HI (light line) and
H109a (dashed line) as a function of distance from the
galactic center. The ordinate of H166a and HI gives the
power in the line per kiloparsec. The use of composite
spectra to produce the H109a curve (see text) makes its
scale somewhat arbitrary, but its relative shape is accurate.
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HI distribution is derived onlv f™ uy from observations at £ < 51°, and it
differs, especially at large radii fr-«™, from other such figures incorporat-
ing data from a wider longitude ranee Th^ pts a g . e HI power in this figure re-
mains rather constant from radii 5-12 kor «nHa l D iz pc a d, compared with the H166a,
decreases less abruptly interior to 5 kpc It icu 3 K . s apparent that the
power in H166a is not related to that ir. ht .in HI in any simple way, implying
that the source of ionization must be distrlhnto^L D a ibu ed somewhat like the
H166a emission.
The distribution of dense HII regions of the type considered in
the previous chapter can be displayed in velocity-longitude coordinates
for comparison with HI and H166a. For this purpose the antenna tempera-
ture in H109a is a more fundamental quantity than the number or flux
density of HII regions because the antenna temperature in the line is
the quantity which is observed in H166a and HI, and these latter obser-
vations cannot be easily transformed into counts of objects.
For an accurate comparison the sample of HII regions was restrict-
ed to those lying within the boundaries of the H166a survey. Table 2
shows that there are 54 dense HII regions within the area Z = 5-51%
|b| 1 0?5. All relevant nebulae from Table 2 have been used for this
comparison, even those which for various reasons were not included in
the kinematic analysis in Chapter IV. Also included are two objects from
Reifenstein e^. (1970) which have £ < 5° and thus do not appear in
Table 2. Whiteoak and Gardner (1974) give the continuum temperatures
but not the intensities or half-widths of the lines they observed from
seven of the nebulae in this sample, so it was assumed that these sources
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had a .V Of 27.5 Ws and a T^/x^ of 5.. These values a.e topical of
H109. observations and allow this data to be Incorporated Into the
analysis, although with some uncertainty. The results, however, de-
pend very little on the e=cact properties of these nebulae as long as
they do not have unconmonly large T /T ratiosL c
In order to display the H109a emission in a form compatible with
the H166a and HI emission, the observed H109a Gaussian line profiles
were added together over 1° intervals of longitude. The resulting
composite spectrum at each longitude contains all the H109a emission
from a one square degree area centered at that longitude. The use of
composite spectra allows data to be analyzed as a series of equally
spaced observations, and shows the absence as well as the presence of
H109a.
Figure 51 shows the composite spectra displayed as contours of
antenna temperature vs. velocity-longitude coordinates. Whereas H166a
is found at all longitudes from 4 to 44°, there are many 1° intervals
in which no dense HII regions have been detected. In addition, H109a
emission is relatively more intense at the higher longitudes (Z > 35»)
than the H166a emission. The terminal velocities of this set of H109a
observations were calculated and show much the same distribution with
respect to (HI) as the H166a: both recombination lines have terminal
velocities in excess of the HI velocities near longitudes 25° and 49°,
and there may even be a suggestion in Figure 51 of the high velocity
ripple at £ = 25-30° seen in the HI and H166a contours.
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Figure 51: A velocity-longitude map in the H109a line for sources
with b £ 0?5.
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Most of the H109. emission lies within the boundaries of the
H166C. velocity-longitude distribution, indicating that, to first order,
both species lie at si:.ilar radii in the Galaxy. This is seen in
"»re detail in Figure 50. where the radial distribution of this sa^le
of H109a emission derived from the composite spectra (dashed line) is
compared with that of HI and H166a. The use of composite spectra
makes the absolute scale assigned to the vertical axis of the H109a
data somewhat arbitrary, but the relative shape of the distribution is
accurate.
In the case of the H109a emission it is possible to examine the
effects of velocity dispersion on the radial diagram, since all of the
H109a line width arises internally in the HII region. Additional com-
posite spectra were therefore calculated from the Gaussian profiles
with the intensity appropriate to each H109a observation, but with a
small uniform dispersion of a = 3 km/s instead of the typically ob-
served value of a = 11-15 km/s. The "undispersed" distribution is
quite similar to the "dispersed" distribution of Figure 50, the major
differences being a total lack of H109a at R < 4 and R > 10 kpc, and
an enhancement of the peaks at R 5.5, R 7.5 and R 9.5 kpc at the
expense of the intervals R = 6.5-7 and R = 8-9 kpc which contained very
little emission. (In this regard note that the general effect of dis-
persion at these longitudes is more pronounced at large radii than at
mall radii. This reinforces the conclusion that H166a is indeed pre-
t at R < 4 kpc but may be even less abundant at R > 8 kpc than
Figure 48 suggests.) For the comparison of H109a with HI and H166a,
s
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the
..aspersed.,
.d.al
........on .s su..e.enU. aee.a.e, espee.aX-
ly Since .here is no straightforward way to correct the Utter two
species for the effects of dispersion.
While the location of the peak and overall shape of the H109a
radial distribution is siMlar to H166a, H109a is less abundant than
H166a at R < 4 kpc and ^re abundant at R > 7 kpc. These differences
are probably real. With regard to the inner parts of the Galaxy, the
H109a surveys had the sensitivity to detect dense HII regions at R < 4
kpc. In the outer parts of the Galaxy, the H109a observations are biased
in favor of nearby (R > 7 kpc) nebulae, but this bias should also ap-
pear in the H166a unless there is very little low density ionized gas
associated with these particular HII regions. Also, to restate a pre-
vious conclusion, the number of points which determine the radial dis-
tribution of H166a is so large that a few additional H166a observations,
even in directions toward known HII regions with R > 7 kpc, will scarcely
change the overall shape of the curve.
It can be seen from Figure 50 that the three species change in
fundamentally different fashion over the Galaxy. Their relative dis-
tribution suggests the following overall morphology of neutral atomic
and ionized hydrogen in this longitude range: interior to 4 kpc (except
for the galactic nucleus) there is a small amount of low to moderate
density ionized gas, there is HI with an abundance roughly 2-5 times
less than that at larger radii, and there are no dense HII regions. Near
R 4 kpc, where the HI shows a modest increase, dense HII regions begin
to appear and the amount of less dense ionized gas sharply rises, with
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both types of ionized gas reaching a peak near 5.5 kpc. Beyond 6 kpc
the amount of low to moderate density ionized gas decreases rapidly,
while emission from dense regions decreases more slowly, and the amlunt
of neutral hydrogen remains nearly constant. T^e ionized gas seen in
H166a is confined more to the inner parts of the Galaxy than either
HI or dense HII regions, and. as can be seen in the velocity-longitude
diagrams, it occupies a larger surface area (and presumably volume) of
the Galaxy than the dense HII regions.
A prominent feature of the distribution of dense HII regions in
the North is the "gap" along between longitudes 35« and 45°; this
gap provides the most direct evidence of an ordered distribution of
dense nebulae. Is there a similar gap in H166a? Unfortunately, there
can be no conclusive answer to this question at present. In Figure 43
we can see that the velocity of the peaks in H166a does decrease from
100 km/s at longitude 33" to '^^50 km/s at longitude 35% but there
is nonetheless a low level (2-3a) ridge of emission extending to
over at least longitudes 34°-39°. The investigation is hampered by the
fact that the overall level of H166a emission is falling rapidly with
Increasing longitude at these positions, and the presence or absence
of a gap must be decided from extremely weak features. The analysis of
terminal velocities showed that at £ >^ 35° the H166a generally fell
below that of HI, although not at longitudes 36°, 37°. and 39° owing
to the weak ridge of emission. At the least, the bulk of H166a emission
lies at substantially lower velocities than would be expected from a
medium with a smooth azimuthal distribution, whereas it is consistent
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with a .edlu. largely confined to a spiral a™. «,ethe. the H166.
e-nlsslon Is In fact distributed like a .edlu„ totally
vicinity Of a spiral ar. renins to he deter^ned through further ob-
servations of the critical longitudes. The possibility that baseline
uncertainty Is producing the veak 0.01 K) broad features cannot be
ruled out.
^ Origin of the H166a Endssion
At least two known forms of Ionized hydrogen will contribute to
the observed H166a profiles if they fill a significant portion of the
antenna beam. These are the outer parts of dense HII regions where
has fallen to moderate levels, and low density HII regions such as the
Rosette nebula. But a line of sight through the galactic plane may
intersect a number of nebulae with possible fluctuations in T and N
of many orders of magnitude. To derive the thermodynamic structure If
the objects producing the H166a emission at a given velocity, a form of
eq. (61) must be solved:
T^CV) ^ Ex^Mi.V) {T^(l) - TQ(i)3(i)} (98)
(Dupree and Goldberg, 1969) where t^* is the LTE optical depth in the
line (including the departure coefficient) for region i at velocity V,
is the electron temperature in the region, and 3 takes into account
emission stimulated by the total background continuum T^. For simplicity,
the medium has been approximated by a series of optically thin, iso-
thermal, homogeneous plane-parallel regions. The background continuum
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contain emission from unresolved dense HII regions or supernova
remnants as well as a more distributed nonthermal and possibly thern.1
component. The approximations are certainly invalid in some directions
where the optical depth in the continuum at 1.4 GHz is not negligible.
From the formulation of eq. (98) it is clear that, even when
is quite small, there are a large number of variables to be consider!
and, in a varied environment like the interstellar medium, there is no
reason to expect that the thermodynamic structure alone one line of
sight is necessarily similar to that along any other line of sight. A
specific observational example of this variety is given by the differ-
ing forms of the latitude scans at i = 26°5 and !L = 33\ When effects
of the background continuum become important, terms in eq. (98) that
are normally negligible may dominate the expression, because x *T
* L e
and 3Tq have very different dependencies on temperature and density.
An extreme example of this situation is given by the 18 and 21 cm re- •
combination lines seen towards the intense continuum at the galactic
center, where stimulated emission in a small amount of cold ionized gas
dominates the line profiles to the extent that hot ionized gas is not
observed (Lockman and Gordon, 1973; Brown and Balick, 1973). This is
of course an extreme example, but it illustrates the possible complexity
of the problem.
Multifrequency measurements are essential to provide an adequate
thermodynamic description of the line emitting medium, for the lesson
of Chapter III is that serious problems may result from attempts to de-
rive meaningful physical parameters given limited data. Some preliminary
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work in this direction has been carried out by Jackson and Kerr (1975)
at H109a, but until there is an extensive body of data at ^r^y transi-
tions it is not feasible to attempt to derive physical para^ters for
the longed gas seen in H166a.
„„„ever, so»e insight into the origin
of the H166. e^sslon be gained by comparing it with the ionized
gas observed in nearby galaxies.
Monnet (1971) has divided the ionized hydrogen seen in external
spiral galaxies into the following four classes: I) s.all condensed
HII regions; II) diffuse emission in the ar^ surrounding and connect-
ing the HII regions; III) very faint diffuse emission extending over
the entire disk of some galaxies; and IV) ionized gas in the nuclear
region. Only the first two classes are relevant to the H166a obser-
vations, because emission from III would be extremely weak, and the
nuclear region is not considered here.
It is important to note that the "small condensed HII regions"
of Monnet 's Class I are very different from the galactic HII regions
seen in the H109a line. In fact, compact regions of the type seen in
Hl09a are rarely observed in nearby galaxies. Extragalactic HII re-
gions are relatively large, low surface-brightness objects with diam-
eters ^ 50-100 pc and emission measures of 10^"^ cm"^ pc (see, e.g.,
Searle, 1971; Tully, 1972; Boulestiex et_al
. , 1974; Israel and
van der Kruit, 1974). In contrast, the galactic HII regions seen in
the H109a line have diameters typically < 10 pc and relatively high
emission measures. [The actual H109a emission measures are uncertain,
but the trend of the LTE electron temperatures derived from the H109a
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lines and the generally low ratio H1373/H109a observed by Gardner
(1970b) indicates that there is a significant non-LTE enhance-
ment Of .any H109a lines. Enhancement occurs in a gas with a typical
continuu. opacity
> lo'^ or, in a 10000 K nebula, when E > 10^ c'^.
The H166a e^ssion however could arise in Just the type of gas which
produces the Ha observed in other galaxies: large concentrations
of moderate density ionized hydrogen. A cloud of ionized gas with
= 10000 K, an electron density of 5 ctn-^ and a line of sight extent
of 100 PC will produce an H166a line with a peak antenna temperature
of order 0.04 K, quite like that typically observed. The emission
measure through this cloud would be 10^*^ cm~^ pc.
In addition, the average radial distribution of HII regions in a
sample of galaxies shows a roughly exponential decrease in the number
of HII regions outward from the peak of the distribution (Hodge, 1969).
This resembles the radial distribution of H166a more than that of H109a
(see also the surface density diagrams in Chapter IV and those in
Mezger, 1970), but it should be noted that some individual galaxies
have distributions quite different from this "characteristic" average.
This is not to suggest that there is a fundamental difference between
extragalactic and galactic HII regions; it is more likely that the
galactic H109a emission relates to small dense concentrations that, be-
cause of their relative angular size or obscuration by dust, are not
prominent in the larger regions sampled by Ha observations of nearby
galaxies. Some H166a might be expected from gas in Monnet's Class II,
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but this is probably very low density naterial (N^ < i em'^)
,
mtll its properties are better kno™ its importance is difficult to
assess.
It would be very interesting to have more information on the con-
nection between the gas seen in H166a and that seen in H109a. Both
have Similar kinematics and gross radial distributions, but whether the
lower density gas is the result of ionization over a large area by.
for example, the proximity of many young stellar associations, or is
the later stage of evolution of dense regions cannot be determined with-
out more observations and a better understanding of the details of
star formation.
g) Summary; On the Dis tribution of Ionized Gas
and Star Formation in the Galaxy
Scale-height
In one of the series of papers that led to the redefinition of
the galactic coordinate system. Gum, Kerr and Westerhout (1960) noted
that the layer of HI in the inner Galaxy had a small amount of residual
"waviness" with respect to the newly defined plane. The deviations
were estimated to have an amplitude in the z direction of order 20 pc,
and they appeared to be a phenomenon quite different from the larger-
scale "hat brim" effect (a bending of the mean HI layer to z a. l kpc at
large galactic radii)
.
The smaller-scale HI structure has been described
extensively by Quiroga (1974) , and Nelson (1976) has suggested that
it might result from perturbations of the differentially rotating gas
layer. More recently, measurements of the mean z of molecular clouds
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Observed In CO emission (Scovllle e^.
. Cohen and Thaddeu.,
1977) suggest that the layer of ^lecular clouds Is also displaced
fro„
.
= 0 in certain parts of the inner galaxy. Supernova recants
have a z(R) relationship that Is. within the uncertainties, consistent
with that of the CO (Loctoan, 1977); and OH/IR stars also have a z(R)
distribution like that of the other species (Bowers. 1978). Thus the
pattern in <z> seen in dense HII regions is not unique, except in the
facts that It is so well defined and that it was derived fro. northern
and southern data. This last point Is by no means insignificant, for
the constancy of <z(R)> over the northern and southern longitude inter-
vals allows us to estimate that the deviations from z = 0 at any R.
persist for K 5 kpc around the Galaxy and are thus truly large-scale
features.
A complete description of the z(R) phenomenon is given elsewhere
(Lockman, 1977)
.
Here it is discussed only in relation to questions
about the galactic potential in the z-direction and about the sequence
of star formation.
The galactic species that can be observed at large distances from
the sun, together with their characteristic lifetimes and z-dispersions,
are:
Dense HII Regions: t ^ 10^ y. a = 30 pc
z
Molecular Clouds: t 3x10''^ > 10^ y. a = 50 oc
Supernova Remnants: t 'V/ 10 >10^"^ y. g = 65 pc,
(from formation of ^
the original star)
HI -- clouds: ? a = 80 pc,
intercloud:
— = 120 pc,
z
'
OH/IR stars: t ^ lO^ y. a = 120 pc.
z
*^
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(Allen, 1973; Tinsley, 1975; Baker and Burton, 1975; Bash and Peters,
1976; Lockman, 1977 and §IV; Scoville et^.
, 1977; Burton and Gordon,
1978; Bowers, 1978). With the possible exception of HI, these all
have similar, ordered deviations from z = 0. The characteristic life-
times fall into two groups: the dense HII regions and the most massive
progenitors of supernova remnants exist for such brief periods that
they cannot move very far from their place of birth. Other species, in-
cluding late 0 and early B stars that may be the progenitors of most
supernova remnants, have lifetimes I 2x10^ year, the period of objects
oscillating about the galactic plane in the solar neighborhood (Oort,
1965); indeed, some objects have lifetimes of the order of a galactic
rotation period at the radius of the Sun. It is the older objects that
constrain interpretations of the z(R) phenonemon. [Although pulsars
have active lifetimes of only 'v 2x10^ y. and thus belong to Population I,
their distribution, at least in the z-direction, is probably determined •
more by "local" phenomena than by large-scale dynamical factors. They
have a 'v. 200 pc that results from their large 200 km/s) proper
motions (Taylor and Manchester, 1977).]
One explanation for the displacement of Population I-type objects
from a plane is that a disturbance (perhaps that responsible for the
HI warps in the outer Galaxy?) has moved the gas layer away from the
potential minimum of the Galaxy. However, this proposal cannot be
correct, for the most long-lived species (including molecular clouds)
have stellar kinematics (Wentzel et_al
. ,
1975; Badhwar and Stephens,
1977) and will not be "blown" away from the plane like a distributed
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gas can be. Unless the disturbance is sufficient to cause a distortion
of the entire stellar disk, pre-existing molecular clouds, OH/IR stars,
etc., cannot easily be displaced fro. the potential ndnimu. of the Gallxy.
An alternative is that the cloud-fonning
.echanis. (a density-wave?)
is not planar, and thus collapses HI into molecular clouds and triggers
star formation only at selected areas, not necessarily in the galactic
plane. However, even if molecular clouds and stars are formed some dis-
tance from the potential minimum, their long lives assure that they will
migrate a substantial distance in z and, to a large extent, information
about their place of birth will be lost. It is difficult to reconcile
this expected behavior with the relatively narrow scale height of the
various objects, and especially with the almost identical z(R) form de-
rived for objects whose lifetimes differ by factors of 10^ We would at
least expect some difference in <z(R)> as a function of the age of each
species, but there is no such difference. Thus a simple displacement
of the cloud/star forming mechanism from z = 0 is not sufficient to
explain the observations.
The only remaining possibility is that the potential minimum
(i.e., the mass distribution) of the Galaxy is not planar but has an
ordered z(R) form over many kiloparsecs. (The data suggest that the
<z(R)> function may be axisymmetric
.
) In this model the Population I-
type objects are located symmetrically about the stellar distribution,
and merely trace a phenomenon whose basis lies in the distribution of
old stars.
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HI has not been Included In this discussion because It is the only
galactic constituent that behaves like a gas. i.e., its
.ine^tics de-
pend on both gravity and pressure. The <.(R,> ,or HI is often similar to
that of the other species (Lockman. 1977); but near R = 5 kpc the <z>
of HI is 50 PC above the plane while other species are located at z = -20
PC. Such differences are not surprising, for the interdoud HI can be
displaced, be blown about, develop instabilities and become tied to a
magnetic field while other material cannot. The significance of the fact
that the layer of M,lecular clouds and HII regions is not always coinci-
dent (in
.) with the HI is its implication that the rate of formation
of clouds, and of massive stars and HII regions, is not a simple function
of the HI density.
A final consequence of the existence of an ordered z(R) pattern
in all known species is that any survey conducted entirely at b = 0?0
cannot be considered complete.
There are significant differences among the thicknesses of various
galactic constituents. Dense HII regions have the narrowest distribution,
and are substantially more confined than even molecular clouds: in the
2-direction the number of dense HII regions is related to the number of
molecular clouds to the power (a In o ^t^owe
'^^co HII'' ^' because molecular clouds
are discrete, it is unlikely that a mere increase in their numbers would
cause some to collapse into massive stars. It seems more probable that
an external mechanism triggers star formation in pre-existing molecular
clouds over a narrow range in z (or creates new molecular clouds in a
state of collapse) leaving most molecular clouds unaffected.
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The objects observed in H166a have not entered this discussion
because infor^tion about the. is too scant to allow significant compar-
isons. The few measurements suggest that this medium has a less
than or of order that of molecular clouds, but further observations (now
in progress) are needed for accurate quantification.
The Radial Distribution
Inferences based on the derived radial distribution of dense HIT
regions must be made with restraint because of the possible selection
effects discussed earlier. Still, some aspects appear certain: the
southern distribution extends into R = 3 kpc. and the distribution is
rather broad including a secondary peak near 7.5 kpc. The H166a results
are more secure, if only because so many independent observations con-
tribute to the derived surface density at any R. Comparison with other
species is hampered, though, because the southern sky is largely un-
explored. (Remarkably, there is no published N(R) diagram for southern
HI!) Some specific conclusions can be drawn, but unless otherwise stated,
they refer only to the situation in the North.
The radial surface density of CO emission, y-radiation. supernova
remnants, pulsars, H166a and OH/IR stars decreases monotonically for
R > 5.5 kpc (Burton, 1976 and references therein; Lockman. 1976. Taylor
and Manchester. 1977; Bowers, 1978). The radial distribution of dense
HII regions is not that regular, and may well be broader than that of
the other species. If this is so, then it may again signify that the
rate of formation of massive stars in dense, compact clouds is not simply
proportional to the number of dense clouds, just as the number of molecular
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clouds is not necessarily relatPH ^^i-Lx ed to the amount of HI.
interim
.o R
. 3 .pc. ^s. species show a decreased abundance
howeve.. o„l, aense HU regions. (pe.Haps, and OH/IK
..a.s a.e co.-
Pletex. a.se„c
.e.ween
.He
.alacUc nucXeus and R . .
.p..
..^.^^^^
Of northern »,lecuXar cXouds. for example, decreases hy a factor of 2 .0
3 between R = 5 and R = 2 kpc. bat does not fall to .ero until R , 2.0
kpc (Burton and Gordon, 1978- R^n-ia iq-j-,^ ^n ±y/«, Ba i , 1977). Thus, although there are
many molecular clouds in the range 2 < R < a kn.z < < 4 pc, there is little evidence
of active star formation of the kind that produces dense HII regions,
once again this leads to the conclusion that the presence of molecular
clouds is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the formation of
massive stars.
Lack of southern CO observations hinders an assessment of the over-
all significance of the extension of southern dense HII regions to R =
3 kpc. Nonetheless, the extension must be kept in mind, for it implies
that the mechanism responsible for large-scale star formation operates
to a smaller radius than evident in northern data alone.
Differences in the radial abundances of HII regions seen in H109a
and those seen in H166a, especially at R > 7 kpc, are not inexplicable.
It is plausible that near the solar radius star formation is occurring
only in isolated compact areas, and not in the large complexes of ionized
and molecular gas that are so plentiful in the inner Galaxy. Thus dense
(and quite discrete) HII regions may be more common in the outer Galaxy
than their larger, less dense counterparts.
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Azlmuthal Distribution
The absence of nebulae at the terminal velocity over some longi-
tudes implies that there are areas . 1.5 kpc In length along the sub-
central points that contain no dense HII regions. As seen earlier, these
gaps and other features of the nebular observations are well modelled by
a spiral pattern. The exact form of the pattern is of secondary importance,
and in fact it does not matter if the pattern is functionally indistlnguish.
able from a set of ring segments. It is the confinement of HII regions
to a well defined pattern, rather than the form of the pattern, that is
the critical fact.
Because there are no gaps along in observations of HI, CO, and
OH/IR stars (Burton, 1976; Bowers, 1978) it follows that: (1) there are
large areas of the inner Galaxy that contain all Population I-type species
except HII regions, and (2) molecular clouds and most other young objects
are not completely confined to a spiral pattern. It has been suggested
that CO has periodic fluctuations in surface density that are in phase
with a spiral pattern (Roberts and Burton, 1977), but these are only the
dynamical consequences of "streaming" motions and, to first order, are
no different from density fluctuations expected for stars moving under
the influence of a spiral perturbation. In fact, the molecular data are
well modeled by an axisymmetric distribution of clouds with a smooth
radial surface density function (Burton and Gordon, 1978), i.e., by a
model which does not have spiral arms. HI may have large azlmuthal
fluctuations (e.g., Visser, 1978) merely in response to the forcing po-
tential, but HI is nonetheless present in the interarm region, unlike
dense HII regions.
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rnus in the azl»uthal distribution, as well as in the radial and
z-distributions. the ionized gas is clearly different fro. the netural
and molecular gas. These differences have implications for the ^nner
in which massive stars are formed.
On the Sequence of Star Formatinn
Because of the extremely short lifetimes of dense HII regions,
their distribution gives a snapshot of the current pattern of star forma-
tion. [Throughout this section, the phrase "star formation" refers
specifically to the formation of massive stars and hence dense HII regions.
It is by no means certain that formation of low mass stars is accompanied
by formation of more massive stars (e.g., Herbst and Racine. 1976; Brown,
Lockman and Knapp, 1978).] The pattern of star formation derived in
previous sections is similar, in some ways, to the distribution of molecu-
lar clouds. But it is singular in so many respects that it is clear that,
although the pattern of star formation may depend on the presence of
molecular clouds, it is not determined by them. Some additional factor is
at work.
A likely factor is the large-scale compression which accompanies
a density-wave. This model, when considered in light of the previous
results, gives a scenerio for star formation in which molecular clouds
are formed in the shock, or by compression of the HI by supernova remnants,
HII regions, etc. The specific cloud-forming mechanism and its location
in the Galaxy is not critical, except that we know it must operate over
a volume defined by the CO observations. If most molecular clouds are
formed in the density-wave, they must live long enough to travel between
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spiral ar^ so that they „U1 constitute a population that Is distributed
nearly axlsy«etrlcally around the Galaxy. The actual collapse of clouds
into stars occurs when a pre-existing cloud enters a density-wave in-
duced shock (or when the shock creates a new cloud in an unstable state).
Thus molecular clouds trace regions of potential but not necessarily
current star formation.
Since the pattern of dense HII regions is narrow in both z and
azimuth, the compression must operate most efficiently only at extremely
well-defined locations.
This picture runs counter to the widely held view that, because
narrow dust lanes are seen on the inner edge of arms of nearby spiral
galaxies, molecular clouds should have a similar distribution. In fact,
the shock accompanying a density-wave occurs only in the distributed
intercloud medium-objects as massive and compact as molecular clouds
will "plow through" the self
-shocked intercloud gas. Although clouds
may be compressed or distended, the experience of passing through a den-
sity-wave will hardly affect their center-of
-mass motion (Woodward, 1978).
Thus the narrow dust lanes seen in external galaxies likely consist of
distributed dust that piles up, with the intercloud medium, at the shock
front, together with newly formed molecular clouds. A glance at photo-
graphs of nearby spiral galaxies suggests that there is no lack of dust
between the arms, and the picture described here implies that the arm-
interarm difference in the surface density of extragalactic molecular
clouds will not be much greater than the difference in surface density of
any species that moves in a system containing a spiral perturbation. Even
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includins the possibility that new molecular cXouds are created in the
density-wave shoe., the ar„-interat. contrast in CO intensity should
.e
no more than a factor of four.
CHAPTERVI
PROSPECTUS
This dissertation has been about the use of radio recombination
lines to determine the structure of Individual nebulae and the distribu-
tion of nebulae In the Galaxy. Here, instead of a su^nary, I want to
discuss Ideas for further work that have been prompted by the preceding
chapters.
a) Nebular Structure
There are several areas where straightforward experimental or theo-
retical effort will make a significant, lasting contribution to the study
of HIT regions. At the most fundamental level, the conclusion of
Brocklehurst and Seaton (1972) that "...the possible errors in these
(cross-sections and other atomic) data are fairly small and hence cannot
give rise to any major source of uncertainty..." is reassuring only in
comparison with the uncertainties of the preceding decade; collisional
cross-sections for highly excited states of hydrogen may still be in
error by K 20 percent. This leads to possible errors in departure co-
efficients of roughly the same magnitude, and is the source of a trans-
atlantic "difference of opinion" (in the amount of 30 percent) as to the
magnitude of impact broadening (see Griem, 1974). The accuracy of some
recombination line investigations may be limited more by uncertainties
in the atomic data than by uncertainties in the astronomical data. Better
collisional cross-sections and continued study of line broadening
mechanisms are urgently needed [Griem (1974) discusses processes that
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are not Included In cha current broadening for™.lae.] Until the basic
atomic data are i^roved it be pointless to demand exact agreement
between models and data.
Nebular evolution is also in need of theoretical re-evaluation.
The most recent models of nebular expansion are nearly ten years old and
were made for spherically symmetric, uniform, rather low-density clouds
(Lasker. 1966; Mathews. 1969). Molecular observations now suggest that
it may be more appropriate to consider HII regions as forming on the
ed^ of molecular clouds (see Chapter III) and in regions of very high
density 10^ cm"^)
.
Thus the classic "Stromgren sphere" model for the
evolution of an isolated system may no longer be relevant. It is possible
that the expanding ionized gas is continually renewed from a dense neu-
tral source, and that the geometry of expansion is away from the molecular
cloud rather than away from the exciting stars. It would be very inter-
esting to see results from an accurate two-dimensional hydrodynamic cal-
culation of the evolution of an HII region located at the edge of a dense
cloud. In particular, one would like to know the dynamics of the ionized
gas and the thermodynamic structure of the interface between expanding
ionized and quasi-static neutral gas.
The need for further observations is obvious: we need complete
maps in both line and continuum of a number of nebulae at millimeter and
centimeter wavelengths. For the observations to give information on
nebular expansion they must cover the entire nebula; for the observations
to aid in untangling the thermodjmamic structure they must be made at
many frequencies. Millimeter-wavelength observations are especially
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critical. For example, the ^st puzzling feature of the Orion A recoil-
nation line spectrum Is the high llne-to-contlnuum ratios above 35 GHz.
These data provide the clearest Indication of temperature gradients In
nebulae, and they should be confirmed, extended In accuracy and done on
Other nebulae.
Line and continuum work at frequencies below 1 GHz should not be
neglected, and it is especially important that measurements be made as
soon as possible because of the progressive deterioriation of the low-
frequency radio environment. Surprisingly, accurate measurements of con-
tinuum flux densities below 1 GHz are still needed. Many current measure-
ments are uncertain by 30 percent just at the frequencies where continuum
spectra give critical tests of nebular models.
A very careful measurement is needed to clarify the problem of low-
frequency line shapes, for I am not at all convinced that theory and
experiment are consistent on this point. Models imply that 90 percent
of the total power in some low-frequency lines is in broad wings that
might get removed during data reduction (see Chapter Illb)
. To under-
stand the extent of this will require observation of a recombination line
below 3 GHz using a very stable system (perhaps both an autocorrelator
and a filter bank), covering a large velocity range (> 1000 km/s) to
measure the weak signals accurately.
One can easily consume a scientific career constructing nebular
models, and the art of conducting a productive investigation while avoid-
ing such a henious fate requires more balance and insight than most in-
vestigators (perhaps myself included) possess. I think that it would
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be wise to refrain from elaborate model building until there are enough
new data to guarantee some semblence of uniqueness to the results, and I
trust that the critiques In Chapter III of simplistic approaches are
sufficiently persuasive to prevent their repetition, while It is always
tempting to cap a difficult experiment with an involved interpretation of
the data, a glance through the literature at the ephemeral value of most
such efforts Indicates that this temptation should be resisted.
b) Galactic Structure
It Is sobering to realize that, after the detailed discussion of
nebular structure In the first three chapters, so little Is known about
the objects discussed In the last two chapters that the main distinctions
are "dense" and "not so dense". The needs In galactic structure are
primarily observational and, to some degree, depend on results from the
study of Individual nebulae. It Is probably most Interesting to consider
those aspects of the nebular distribution which differ from that of other
species: (1) the nebulae between 3 and 4 kpc from the galactic center,
(2) the z(R) relationship, (3) the absence of HII regions In the 3-kpc
arm, and (4) the ordered (R,e) relationship seen In HII regions and not
In other species.
If young stars (and thus HII regions) are formed as a consequence
of density-wave compression of some component of the Interstellar medium,
then at some R < R^, there should be a rapid decrease In the number of
HII regions (and other extreme Population I-type objects) owing to the
failure of density-waves to propagate through the Inner Llndblad resonance.
Gordon (1978) has discussed this and, from northern CO data, has Identified
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as 4 .PC. Ihe norther. HII regions support this figure. However
southern HXI regions 1^1, 3 .pc and. as there are „olecuU;
clouds associated with at least so.e of these nebulae. It he that R
is not constant, or that there he no well defined Inner bounder, to^
the Population I-type objects. I plan to extend the H166. survey to
cover longitudes between 345» and 360» to see If moderate density Ionized
gas also extends to 3 kpc. but observations of CO and other species are
clearly needed to study this problem.
One interesting implication of the displacement of nebulae from a
plane (i.e., the z(R) relationship) is that no survey at b = 0« can be
complete. We are, then, on shaky ground when comparing the b = 0» H166a
survey with the latltudlnally complete H109a surveys. Similar cautions
apply to the use of CO data taken entirely In the plane. I hope to ex-
tend the latitude coverage of the H166a survey not only to better study
the scale-height of the ionized gas but to check the completeness of the
b = 0° survey.
A very interesting question is that of the participation of various
species in the z(R) phenomenon. I have argued that the deviation from
planarity is characteristic of the vertical potential distribution in
the Galaxy and hence most species should show the pattern. Recent obser-
vations (Bowers, 1978) indicate that OH/IR stars have a z(R) relationship
consistent with that of the HII regions, CO, and other species, indicat-
ing that the phenomenon is not restricted to gas but also involves stars .
A critical test of the amount of mass involved in the displacement will
come from near-IR observations of late-^type stars, because these objects
provide most of the mass in the Galaxy.
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The 3^kpc expanding ar. is conspicuously absent fro. the ionized
gas. There is a feature at an appropriate velocity in H166a towards
^ = 0% b = 0»; but if this is from the 3-kpc arm, then the emission is
being stimulated by the enormous continuum from Sgr A and it is impossible
to compare this feature with other H166a lines away from strong continuum
sources. Since the 3-kpc arm is prominent in HI and CO [although it has
a smaller H^/total-mass ratio than other features at low longitudes
(Bania, 1977)], the lack of young stars is rather surprising, and would
again indicate that the presence of gaseous progenitors of stars is not
sufficient to insure their collapse into stars. Before carrying this
interpretation too far, though, better limits are needed on the ionized
component of the 3-kpc arm. The easiest way to obtain these is to make
long integrations at H166a in search of emission at the appropriate
velocities. Unfortunately, this will require substantial amounts of
telescope time, for the lines would be ^ 0.01 K at their peak, and the
relevant portion of the galactic plane can only be observed for about
7 hours a day from a northern site.
Are dense HII regions the only species that lies in an ordered
R,e pattern? Type II supernova remnants, if they arise from the very
massive stars, ought also to have an ordered distribution. But distance
determinations to remnants are very uncertain and their kinematics are
currently inaccessible to radio observation. Unfortunately, the distri-
bution of supernova remnants in nearby galaxies (e.g., Maza and
van den Berg, 1976) is less clear than one would expect (W, Herbst,
private communication)
.
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While the sche^na presented In this dissertation explains the broad
features in the distribution of various species, it see^ li.ely that
star fonnation can be triggered in other ways (e.g., by supernova recants,
Herbst and Assousa, 1977). Density-wave compression alone .ay not be
sufficient to account for phenomena like the "local arm" and isolated HIT
regions seen in other galaxies. It is possible that a "secondary density
maximum" induced by the primary wave might be the cause of "spurs" and
"feathers" on a spiral pattern, but the strength of this higher-order
resonance is a matter of dispute (cf. Roberts, 1972 and Woodward, 1975).
There is need for southern hemisphere and extragalactic observations
to clarify these points. A useful beginning would be to resurvey the
southern plane in H109a to verify or correct the existing velocities. An
H166a survey would also be useful as a check on the location of lower
density ionized gas, and, of course, one always wants CO.
A prominent omission in this dissertation is that 70 percent of the
galactic plane that lies more than 55° from £ = 0°. This is a frustrating
part of the Galaxy for radio astronomers because here kinematic distance
estimates are particularly unreliable. On the other hand, it is often
possible to isolate individual areas of star formation and to study them
in both the radio and optical. Progress in understanding the outer portion
of the Galaxy will only come from collaboration between radio and optical
observers
.
Our poor grasp of the structure of individual nebulae lies at the
heart of our inability to quantify the properties of ionized regions on
the large scale. Are most dense nebulae surrounded by extensive regions
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Of
.oderace density lonUed gas. Does one type of nebula evolve into
the other or are „e observing two different populations with different
histories. The atomic, stellar, nebular and galactic scales „eet in the
study Of Hll regions, and it often see:, that „e need to Unow everything
before we can know anything.
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APPENDIX A
A PROGRAM TO CALCULATE RECOMBINATION LINES FROM MODEL NEBULAE
All synthetic spectra discussed in this dissertation were
calculated using a single computer program. Circular symmetry is im-
plicit in its structure, although this is just a matter of convenience-
because the solution to the equation of transfer can be expressed as
a sum of isothermal, homogeneous solutions times transfer factors,
the calculation of emission emergent from the surface of an arbi-
trarily constructed model is straightforward.
There are three forms of "gridding" in the program. The most
fundamental is the division of a path through a model into elements
of length As^ within each of which all nebular properties are constant
The second is the calculation of emergent surface brightness tempera-
tures at a finite nz points across the model. The third is an arbi-
trary, but convenient, choice to treat a nebula as a set of nr_ con-
centric shells of thickness Ar,, within each of which T , N , the
1 e e
micro- and macroturbulence, etc., are constant. The number of shells
can be between one and 51, and 1 j< nz^ <. 301. When nz = 1 the model
is equivalent to a plane-parallel model.
Gridding along the line of sight, in static models, is natural-
ly related to the distance travelled through each shell, although
tests are made to insure that the path length through a shell is not
so small as to cause precision or underflow problems. In macro-
turbulent (i.e., expanding) models, the projection of the radial
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velocity may change significantly within a shell, so an arbitrary
gridding is imposed on each line of sight. Thus, the number of
terms in the solution to the equation of transfer along a line of
sight through the nebular center (z =0) is 2nr - 1 for static models,
and at least twice that for macroturbulent models.
It is obvious that the summation of terms in the solution to
the equation of transfer can begin (or end) at any arbitrary point
along the line of sight. Thus, although spherical symmetry is im-
plicit in the shell structure of the program, it can evaluate the
emission from any section of a sphere bounded by two planes perpen-
dicular to the path from source to observer.
The input to the program is a set of electron and ion densities,
shell sizes, Doppler and kinetic temperatures, and macroturbulent
velocities, together with quantities that describe the section of a
sphere that is to be considered, and its distance from the Sun. The
result of a single calculation is a set of brightness temperatures
T (z,x,n,An,m ,abimdance, Z) and T (z,v), where z is the projectedLmC a c
distance from the nebular center in units of the nebular radius R, x
is the position on the line profile (in macroturbulent models x = 0
is taken to be the mean velocity of gas in the innermost shell), n
and An specify the transition and its frequency v, m is the atomic
mass of the line emitter whose abundance and effective nuclear charge
are also specified. The set of brightness temperatures, T^^^ and T^,
are then independently convolved with a specified Gaussian function
to simulate observation with an antenna beam. The continuum flux
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density is calculated from unconvolved continuum brightness tem-
peratures. Except where explicitly noted in the text, the models
include the effect of radiation from a 2.7 K blackbody incident on
the back of the nebula.
Absorption coefficients were calculated for each shell and
then multiplied by the appropriate path length to obtain the optical
depth in each element. In macroturbulent models the Voigt profile
was evaluated separately for each element along the line of sight.
Departure coefficients were taken from Brocklehurst (1970) interpolated
to the appropriate and N^. Line profiles were calculated using
Griem's (1974) expression for the broadening factor, and Drayson's
(1976) suggestions for the calculation of Voigt profiles.
Maintenance of precision in a complicated program can be a
major task. Critical portions of this program (e.g., summations where
the value of individual elements could differ by many orders of mag-
nitude) were calculated using 53 bit words, and several models were
tested with 109 bit arithmetic. Truncation and round-off errors seem
to be less than 1% of any calculated quantity.
Accuracy of the program was checked in several ways. First,
the code was written in top-down, structured PL/1 and thus logical
errors are unlikely (see, e.g., Dahl et al
. ,
1972). Second, the con-
tinuum and the line+continuum brightness temperatures are calculated
in parallel statements throughout the program. The accuracy of the
continuum brightness temperatures can be checked by comparing the flux
density derived from them with the flux density calculated analytically
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from the integral of N^N^ over the volume of the model. In all
cases the two flux densities differed by less than 1%, and differ-
ences were due mostly to the finite number of paths that were calcu-
lated through the models. Also, at both the high and low frequency
limits, the continuum brightness temperature along a single line of
sight can easily be calculated and compared with model results. Again,
the agreement was excellent. These facts imply that the program's
handling of brightness temperatures is correct. Finally, results
for simple models were compared with hand calculations and previously
published results. Again, when allowance is made for different
authors' choice of departure coefficients and broadening formulae,
the agreement was excellent. Whenever model calculations produced tin-
expected results (e.g., line narrowing due to masing off the 2.7 K
background) the basic validity of the results was checked by hand
calculation.
The approximation of an ideal, smooth model by a model divided
into isothermal, homogeneous cells usually results in a discontinuity
in L(z) where z crosses a shell boundary. However, discontinuities
at shell boundaries are almost never visible after antenna beam con-
volution, even when the beam is small. There can be problems when
the nebular structure changes over distances which are less than or
of order of the sampling interval. This is seen, for example, near
the edge of macroturbulent models, where lines of sight intersect
only 2 shells. The shells have different thermodynamic properties,
but more importantly, different velocities. In essence, lines of
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sight at a nebula's edge are sampling a crude and very differentiated
macroturbulent model, and calculated profiles sometimes have an ar-
tificial two-peaked structure. Line intensities at these areas are
quite small, though, and this problem does not affect our overall
conclusions about macroturbulent models, nor does it significantly
degrade the overall accuracy of the results. However, it does limit
line shape analyses to z <. 0.9 in macroturbulent models. To minimize
the effects of "gridding", the number of shells was always kept
reasonably high, and nz was always kept quite high; typical calcula-
tions used 100 lines of sight from the center to the edge of a
model divided into ^ 20 shells.


